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Abstract
In many service systems, the number of arriving customers is not constant
over time: the number of customers uctuates over the course of the day,
week, month, or year according to a stochastic (though to some extent pre-
dictable) pattern. Such time-varying arrival rates are frequently observed
not only in emergency departments (EDs), but also in call centers, banks,
and retail stores. If the personnel capacity is not properly adjusted to
this time-varying demand for service, customer waiting times may increase
severely. This particularly holds for healthcare settings such as the ED,
where long waiting times are particularly undesirable because a patient's
condition may severely worsen while waiting for treatment. Adequate per-
sonnel capacity planning is often the key tool to prevent the uctuations in
the demand for service to inate the customer waiting time.
In this dissertation, we study how customer quality of service (waiting
times, in our case) can be controlled in systems with a nonstationary ar-
rival process (i.e., time-dependent and stochastic arrivals), by selecting the
appropriate stang levels and/or shift schedules throughout the day. We
contribute on two aspects of personnel scheduling with nonstationary arrival
rates: performance measurement (i.e., how to measure the time-varying cus-
tomer waiting time, for a given sta schedule) and workforce optimization
(i.e., determining the lowest cost sta schedule that meets the target per-
formance with respect to customer waiting times).
This thesis consists of three main parts: in the rst part (Chapter 2),
we present an extensive literature review on personnel stang and schedul-
ing in systems with nonstationary arrival rates. We categorize the available
articles based on classication criteria such as the system assumptions, per-
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formance evaluation characteristics, optimization approaches and real-life
application context. We discuss the main challenges and outline opportuni-
ties for continued research.
In the second part of this thesis (Chapter 3), we study how to evalu-
ate the time-dependent customer quality of service pertaining to any given
stang or scheduling solution (i.e., performance measurement). This is
highly important when making capacity decisions, because capacity plan-
ning models require a performance measurement method as a subroutine,
to assess the solution quality of any given plan. We compare several meth-
ods to compute time-dependent waiting times in small-scale service systems,
with a particular focus on methods that are capable of addressing the follow-
ing (realistic) problem features: nonstationary arrivals, general service and
abandonment time distributions, and an exhaustive service policy. Mea-
suring waiting times in systems with nonstationary arrivals is not trivial:
the traditional stationary queueing models might no longer be applicable,
because the arrival rate uctuates over the day. Moreover, the existing mod-
els that are intended for systems with nonstationary arrivals often rely on
rather theoretical assumptions (such as exponential service and abandon-
ment times).
In the third part of this thesis, we present two solution methods for
workforce optimization in service systems with nonstationary demand (Chap-
ters 4 and 5). The rst method is a simulation-based heuristic that solves
the stang problem: we determine the time-varying stang levels that need
to be available to achieve a target service level on the customer waiting time
(shift constraints are disregarded). Our heuristic succeeds in consistently
providing good solutions and does not require strong theoretical assump-
tions (in contrast to many other heuristics in the literature). The second
method extends the scope by including shift constraints in the analysis: we
present a simulation-based branch-and-bound approach for shift scheduling
with time-dependent arrival rates. The method is best suited for small-scale
systems with limited opening hours.
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Samenvatting
In de dienstensector uctueert het aantal klanten dat aankomt meestal over
een dag, week, maand of jaar volgens een stochastisch (maar enigszins voor-
spelbaar) patroon. Als de personeelscapaciteit onvoldoende afgestemd is op
deze tijdsafhankelijke vraag naar diensten, kan de wachttijd van klanten hier
ernstig onder lijden. Dit geldt vooral voor organisaties in de gezondheids-
zorg, zoals spoedafdelingen. Lange wachttijden zijn daar zeer onwenselijk,
omdat de toestand van een patient ernstig kan verergeren tijdens het wachten
op behandeling. Deze tijdsafhankelijke aankomstritmes komen niet enkel
voor in spoedafdelingen, maar ook in call centers, banken, en winkels. Per-
soneelsplanning is dan vaak een zeer belangrijk instrument om te vermijden
dat de schommelingen in het aankomstritme zich vertalen in hogere wacht-
tijden voor de klant.
In dit proefschrift bestuderen we hoe de kwaliteit van dienstverlening
(wachttijd, in ons geval) onder controle kan gehouden worden in dienstensys-
temen met niet-stationaire aankomstritmes (d.w.z., met een tijdsafhankelijk
en stochastisch aankomstproces). Dit doen we door na te gaan hoeveel per-
sonneel er nodig is op elk moment van de dag en vervolgens de shiftplanning
te bepalen. Ons onderzoek draagt bij aan de literatuur rond personeelsplan-
ning in systemen met een niet-stationair aankomstproces op twee gebieden:
performantiemeting (i.e., het meten van tijdsafhankelijke wachttijden, voor
een gegeven werkshift) en optimalisatie van de personeelsplanning (d.w.z.,
het bepalen van een shiftplanning die voldoet aan de vooropgestelde wacht-
tijden, aan lage kost).
Dit proefschrift bestaat uit drie grote delen: in het eerste deel (Hoofd-
stuk 2) presenteren we een uitgebreide literatuurstudie over personeels-
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planning in systemen met een niet-stationair aankomstproces. We cate-
goriseren de bestaande literatuur op basis van vier classicatiecriteria: de
systeemassumpties, de performantiemaatstaven, de optimalisatiemethodolo-
gie, en het vooropgestelde toepassingsgebied. We bespreken de belangrijkste
uitdagingen in het onderzoeksgebied en formuleren topics die verder onder-
zoek vereisen.
In het tweede deel van dit proefschrift (Hoofdstuk 3) bestuderen we hoe
het serviceniveau gevalueerd kan worden doorheen de tijd, voor een gegeven
shiftplan. Dit proces is zeer belangrijk met het oog op het optimaliseren
van de personeelsplanning: performantie-evaluatiemethodes vormen een on-
misbare component in optimalisatiemodellen, omdat ze toelaten de wacht-
tijd van een bepaald shiftplan te evalueren. We vergelijken verschillende
methodes die toelaten de (tijdsafhankelijke) wachttijd te berekenen in klein-
schalige dienstensystemen met een tijdsafhankelijk aankomstenpatroon. We
focussen in het bijzonder op methodes die in staat zijn om meer realistische
eigenschappen te modelleren, zoals o.a. een niet-stationair aankomstenpro-
ces, algemene (statistische) verdelingen voor de procestijd en het geduld van
klanten, en de mogelijkheid om overtijd te werken op het einde van een shift.
Het meten van wachttijden in systemen met een niet-stationair aankomsten-
proces is niet evident: de traditionele (stationaire) wachtlijnmodellen kun-
nen vaak niet meer toegepast worden, net omdat de aankomsten uctueren
doorheen de dag. Bovendien zijn de bestaande modellen voor systemen
met niet-stationaire aankomsten vaak gebaseerd op een reeks beperkende,
theoretische assumpties.
In het derde deel van dit proefschrift introduceren we twee oploss-
ingsmethodes voor het optimaliseren van de personeels- en shiftplanning
in systemen met een niet-stationaire vraag naar diensten (Hoofdstukken 4
en 5). De eerste methode is een heuristiek, die gebruik maakt van simulatie.
We lossen het zogenaamde \stang probleem" op, dat de tijdsafhankelijke
capaciteit bepaalt die nodig is om een vooropgesteld serviceniveau te halen
m.b.t. de wachttijden (beperkingen gerelateerd aan de werkshiften worden
nog niet in rekening gebracht). In tegenstelling tot vele andere heuristieken
in de literatuur, biedt onze methode consistent goede oplossingen, en dit zon-
der sterk beperkende assumpties te maken. De tweede methode is ruimer van
x
insteek en neemt ook beperkingen op in verband met de shiften (zoals shift-
duur en starttijdstip): we stellen een simulatie-gebaseerd branch-and-bound
algoritme voor, dat vooral mikt op kleinschalige systemen met beperkte
openingstijden.
xi
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In many service systems, the number of arriving customers varies with a
daily, weekly or monthly recurring pattern. If the personnel capacity is not
adjusted accordingly, these variations in the arrival rate may inate customer
waiting times substantially. This issue is particularly relevant in healthcare
settings such as the emergency department (ED), where excessive waiting
times are highly undesirable. Adequate personnel capacity planning then
is crucial, because the ED cannot resort to waiting lists or appointment
systems to mitigate uctuations in the customer arrival rate [128]. More
generally, capacity planning is challenging in service organizations, because
(1) services are direct (they cannot be inventoried), (2) they require inter-
action between the provider and the consumer [212], and (3) the variability
in the demand for service is high (i.e., uctuating arrival rates are common;
[1, 128]).
In this dissertation, we study how customer quality of service can be
controlled in service systems with a time-dependent stochastic (i.e., nonsta-
tionary) arrival process, by adjusting the personnel capacity to the variations
in the arrival rate of customers into the system. The overall objective is to
eectively manage the trade-o between labor cost and customer quality
of service (waiting times, in our case). To prevent the customer quality of
service to uctuate heavily over the course of a day (as a result of the time-
dependent arrival rates), the personnel capacity is altered to better match
the demand for service.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
In Section 1.1, we provide illustrations of the systems upon which we
focus in this thesis and we highlight the relevance of our research. Section 1.2
then proceeds with a broad-scope discussion of service strategies that can be
applied to cope with the time-dependent demand for service. We elaborate
on capacity management (Section 1.3) and demand management (Section
1.4) in the next sections, mainly from the viewpoint of the environments we
target (EDs, call centers, banks, retail stores). In Section 1.5, we dene the
scope of this dissertation and provide an outline of what follows in the next
chapters.
1.1 Research relevance
Although the exact arrival time of individual customers is usually not known
in advance, a daily recurring pattern can often be distinguished. Figure 1.1
shows the expected number of arrivals to EDs in New York (US, [99]), On-
tario (Canada, [163]), and an ED in a regional hospital in Belgium [65]. The
similarities are apparent: all EDs are clearly confronted with peak demand
in the morning hours and early afternoon; demand then stays relatively
high until 8PM, after which it declines rather steeply during the evening
hours and stays low during the night. This illustrates that the variability
in demand often is predictable to a certain degree. In the ED, mismatches
between capacity and the demand for service have a major impact on the
quality of service: excessive waiting may severely worsen a patient's condi-
tion [195] or cause the patient to leave without receiving treatment [134].
Because the ED cannot resort to waiting lists or appointment systems to
mitigate uctuations in customer arrival, capacity planning is the main tool
to keep waiting times under control. Other emergency services, such as
ambulance scheduling [241] and police patrol scheduling [150, 67], face com-
parable challenges.
These recurring, predictable arrival rate patterns are omnipresent not
only in emergency services, but also in a call center workforce scheduling
[85, 7, 181], personnel scheduling in restaurants or banks [115], cashier
scheduling in retail stores [139, 157], and scheduling personnel at check-
in counters and at customs service in airports [156, 165, 206, 196] (Figure
2
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Figure 9 Arrivals per Hour to a New York City Emergency Department.
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Figure 1.1: Illustrations of ED arrival rate patterns
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Figure 7 Hourly Call Volumes to a Medium-Size Financial Services Call Center
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Figure 1.2: Illustrations of time-varying arrival rates in the call center and airline
industry
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1.2 provides examples from a call center and an airport terminal). Here,
waiting times are usually controlled in view of maximizing prots: long
queues and waits may cause customers to abandon, resulting in lost sales
and/or lost customers. Dean [63] assert that the service quality has a ma-
jor inuence on customer loyalty and retention, in call centers. Netessine
et al. [194] conclude that planning labor based on store trac will improve
a retail store's sales: their analysis indicated that a 3% sales increase can
be realized with only modest improvements in the employee schedule (and
how it is executed). The predictability of the demand is perhaps even most
outspoken in airport settings, where the distribution of the customer arrival
time (relative to the ight departure time) can be measured as a function
of the time of day, through so-called check-in curves [206]. Combining this
information with the ight arrival and departure times, managers have a
clear indication of when the arrival peaks at check-in counters and customs
service will occur, and can sta accordingly.
The settings described above have the following characteristics in common;
these features dene the environments we target in this dissertation:
 they are all service systems,
 with a time-varying stochastic arrival process (that is to some extent
predictable),
 where controlling customer waiting times is important,
 and personnel capacity is the main tool to do so.
Balancing capacity and quality of service is an important challenge in
the service sector [216], and the peaks in demand make this trade-o even
more challenging. However, despite the practical relevance and the increas-
ing attention in the academic literature [99, 253], uctuations in the arrival
rate often do not receive sucient attention in real-life personnel capacity
plans [100, 21, 218]. Decision makers continue struggling to adjust capac-
ity planning to account for the uctuations in customer demand [30] and
as such, operational models that provide a systematic approach to capacity
planning are of great value.
5
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1.2 Strategies to cope with nonstationary arrivals
Nonstationary arrival processes are stochastic processes (i.e., the exact ar-
rival times are unknown) for which the parameters of the arrival distribution
uctuate over time (cf. Figure 1.3), thus creating periods of peak demand
(or busy periods) and periods of low demand.
Figure 1.3: Nonstationary arrival process
Sill [217] present the following three strategies to cope with periods of peak
demand:
 Adjust capacity to account for the uctuations in the demand for
service
 Manipulate demand to match the available capacity
 Let customers wait
This distinction relates to two well-known service management strate-
gies, which date back to Sasser [212]: level-capacity and chase-demand. The
level-capacity strategy keeps capacity at a constant level. If the demand uc-
tuates, this may induce long customer waiting times (especially during busy
periods). Green et al. [95] explore to what extent the nonstationarity in the
arrival process aects system performance (in a system with constant capac-
ity): the expected waiting time, the probability that a customer has to wait
and the queue size all increase as the system becomes more nonstationary.
Evidently, the impact is more pronounced as the arrival rate uctuations
grow larger in size. The chase-demand strategy, on the other hand, uses
6
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exible capacity to account for the uctuations in the arrival rate. However,
this strategy can only be applied if altering capacity is feasible in suciently
short time [12].
Many researchers have extended and complemented these basic strate-
gies; an insightful overview can be found in Klassen and Rohleder [147].
Heskett et al. [112] discuss intermediate strategies that apply when strict
chase-demand nor level-capacity is appropriate. They are classied based
on the predictability of demand and the possibility to shift customer de-
mand. For instance, if demand can be predicted but customer demand
cannot be shifted easily (as is the case in the environments we study), then
capacity planning is the preferred tool to account for the uctuations in
demand [112, 147]. Armistead and Clarck [12] put forward another inter-
mediate strategy (the coping strategy), which strives to minimize the drop
in customer service that follows after a capacity shortage. At certain times,
the capacity will inevitably be insucient to satisfy the demand for service
within the target time frame, the system then enters the so-called \coping-
zone". Organizations can deal with periods of \coping" by, for example,
focussing on problematic customers, providing action/escalation teams that
become active during the period of coping, by simplifying or shortening the
service process during the periods of capacity shortage, or by providing a
more basic service during busy periods [12].
The appropriateness of any strategy depends on the service system un-
der study: banks, retail stores, emergency departments and restaurants have
limited control over the demand side, which thus increases the importance
of capacity planning. The degree to which customer waiting can be used
as a tool to cope with nonstationary demand depends on the importance of
delivering consistent customer service [12], and therefore is dictated by the
problem setting: emergency services tend towards a chase-demand strategy,
because customer waits should remain limited. However, if long waits are ac-
ceptable, capacity does not necessarily need to be in line with demand peaks
and strategies similar to the level-capacity strategy may be more suitable.
In this dissertation, the trade-o between customer quality of service
and personnel capacity planning is central. As such, our research adheres
closely to the chase-demand strategy.
7
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1.3 Managing capacity
Capacity management can be dened as \the ability to balance demand from
customers and the capability of the service delivery system to satisfy the
demand" [12]. A broad range of capacity management options (CMOs) is
listed in Klassen and Rohleder [147, 148], they are classied as \must do"
versus optional, and short-term versus long-term (we present a selection in
Table 1.1). In this section, we place more emphasis on personnel capacity
management because labor is crucial to guarantee high service quality [127].
However, we acknowledge that capacity includes personnel as well as other
resources (e.g., machines, equipment, hospital beds, facilities) and that both
need to be managed eectively. For further details we refer to Klassen and
Rohleder [147, 148]; a recent in-depth overview of capacity management
strategies can be found in Pullman and Rodgers [199].
The table reveals that employee scheduling is of crucial importance in
service organizations. Optional short-term capacity planning options are to
allow employees to work overtime (if capacity is insucient), to tolerate idle
time (in case of temporal overcapacity), or to acknowledge that customers
will have to wait during busy periods. Though idle time is expensive in
terms of labor cost, a certain amount of overstang may be a valid option
in settings where customer waiting should be avoided (e.g., in emergency
services). In a similar manner, allowing employees to dierentiate between
services that can and cannot wait is benecial: postponing non-urgent jobs
(such as administrative tasks or answering e-mails) to low-demand periods
reduces the pressure during periods of peak demand [212, 256]. This ap-
proach has been applied for call center stang in Liao et al. [161]. On the
longer term, hiring and layo decisions, and yearly employee scheduling are
most important. Cross-training employees is particularly appealing in set-
tings where dierent types of services are oered: the employees can then
switch to whatever service experiences a capacity shortage. This is common
practice in call centers [85, 7]; we refer to Aksin et al. [8] for a review on
cross-training in call centers. This practice appears to be less common in
healthcare, though the use of cross-trained nurse pools is increasing in im-
portance [40, 89, 116]. Cross-trained sta can be notably more expensive,
8
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
but oers extra exibility.
As this dissertation focuses on short-term personnel planning, it can
be positioned in the upper left quartile of Table 1.1. Though personnel
planning has received considerable attention in the operations research liter-
ature [73, 240], the nonstationarity in the arrival process |and in particular
its impact on the quality of service| is frequently overlooked. Personnel
planning is typically decomposed into dierent stages, they are illustrated
in Figure 1.4: (1) demand forecasting, (2) stang, (3) shift scheduling, (4)
rostering. Short-term updating of schedules can be considered as an ad-
ditional step. In what follows, we discuss each of these steps in further detail.
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Figure 1.4: The four typical stages in personnel planning
Demand forecasting
First, estimates of the future arrival rates need to be derived from histor-
ical data. These demand forecasts serve as input to the subsequent steps
10
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in the capacity planning process, so their accuracy is essential to obtain
high-quality personnel schedules and rosters. As \intuitive" forecasts often
underestimate the actual demand [135], systematic approaches are needed.
Nevertheless, the current practice in forecasting arrival rates is often to apply
crude and unsophisticated methods [241]. Gans et al. [85] describe arrival
forecasting practice in call centers; literature reviews on demand forecasting
can be found in Vile [241] andWargon et al. [244] (the latter focuses on EDs).
Details on forecasting methods can be found in Avramidis et al. [15], Brown
et al. [38], Taylor [228], Shen and Huang [214], Millan-Ruiz and Hidalgo
[191] (call centers); Jones et al. [136], Morzuch and Allen [192] (EDs); and
Matteson et al. [186], Vile [241] (ambulance calls), among others.
Stang
Next, the arrival patterns are converted into stang requirements that meet
the target quality of service. It is here that the trade-o between person-
nel capacity (and hence, labor cost) and quality of service is made. Various
performance metrics can be used to describe the customer quality of service.
Service-related measures are common, for instance in the context of stang
airline check-in counters (e.g., 85% of passengers wait less than 10 minutes;
[196]), in call centers (e.g., Gans et al. [85] report waiting time targets of
at most 20 or 30 seconds) and in emergency departments (e.g., triage sys-
tems that specify the maximum duration until the rst examination by a
doctor). Emergency departments tend to evaluate the total time spent in
the ED (i.e., the length-of-stay): in the UK, a 4-hour target is used (see
[126, 183], among others). Other relevant metrics include the probability of
experiencing an excessive waiting time (i.e., the complement of the service
level) and the probability of leaving without receiving treatment (i.e., the
abandonment probability). Similar metrics are used in call centers, though
the probability that a customer cannot be serviced immediately (i.e., the
delay probability; [85]) is also common. The stang process then searches
for the number of personnel that is needed at any time of the day, to meet
the target performance at low cost. This can be done by means of queueing
models [99, 253] or simulation-optimization approaches [78]. Note that the
stang requirements may uctuate heavily from one period to the next,
11
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which implies that they are not necessarily feasible in practice.
Scheduling
As employees work according to shift types with a given start time and
duration (e.g., an 8-hour shift that starts at 9AM, with a lunch break at
noon), the stang requirements need to be translated into a shift schedule.
This schedule is constructed such that it (1) is in line with the stang
requirements, (2) is inexpensive in terms of labor cost, and (3) meets the
shift constraints (e.g., shift duration, shift start time, work and meal breaks).
The dierence between the stang requirements and the shift schedule (and
their cost) depends on how stringent the shift constraints are. Constructing
a shift schedule that closely follows the stang requirements is easier if
many dierent shifts types exist. The use of part-time employees ([114, 6],
see also [240] for further references) or split shifts (i.e., a shift that consists of
two distinct periods separated by a 2- to 4-hour break; [190, 18]) contribute
greatly to the scheduling exibility [26, 18, 19]. Atypical shift structures,
however, tend to threaten safety and endanger employee health (e.g., fatigue-
related accidents; [66, 33]).
Rostering
In a nal phase, rosters are constructed by assigning individual workers to
the schedule, while taking into account various constraints related to the
allowed (or preferred) work patterns for individual workers [73]. In this
respect, Van den Bergh et al. [240] distinguish between time-related con-
straints, and fairness and balance constraints1. Time-related constraints
include ocial regulations (e.g., a limit on the number of hours an employee
is allowed to work per day, week or month; limits on the minimum time be-
tween shifts); these are hard constraints { meeting them is mandatory. Soft
time-related constraints are driven by employee preferences, such as the pre-
ferred the minimum number of consecutive working or non-working shifts.
Fairness and balance constraints aim at limiting the dierences among em-
1We assume that the coverage constraints, that dictate the number of sta needed to
cover the workload, are met during the stang phase.
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ployees, with regard to the schedule that is assigned to each of them. Ex-
amples include an equal distribution of morning, evening and night shifts
among all employees (and their timing throughout the year), and fairness in
granting employee requests (such as preferences with regard to work location
or preferences to work certain shift types). We refer to Ernst et al. [73] and
Van den Bergh et al. [240] for an extensive discussion of the various types
of rostering constraints.
Real-time schedule adjustments
An additional phase, which has received fairly little attention in the aca-
demic literature, is real-time updating of schedules. In many service or-
ganizations, additional information may become available on short notice,
e.g., changes in demand or unavailability of sta (such as absence of em-
ployees due to illness). Managers then have the opportunity to alter the
sta schedule based on this additional information. Though experienced
managers tend to succeed in making adequate schedule updates based on
intuition [118], computer-based approaches are helpful to further improve
the performance. Evidently, accurate forecasts are critical to the successful
application of real-time rescheduling methods [118]. We refer to Thomp-
son [235], Hur et al. [118], Testik et al. [229], and Mehrotra et al. [189] for
methods that address real-time updating of work schedules.
In this dissertation, we focus on personnel planning in service systems with
nonstationary demand, and explore how the customer quality of service can
be improved by selecting the personnel capacity in line with the time-varying
arrival pattern. The emphasis lies on stang and scheduling.
1.4 Managing demand
Demand management covers a set of proactive approaches that attempt to
manipulate the time-varying arrival rate itself. As such, it represents an im-
portant alternative (and complementary approach) to capacity management,
which is reactive in nature. The importance of demand management in ser-
vice organizations has been studied by Sasser [212], Armistead and Clarck
13
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[12], Crandall and Markland [56], Klassen and Rohleder [147, 148, 149], Jack
et al. [127], and Le [160], among others.
Crandall and Markland [56] suggest four basic strategies (see also
Klassen and Rohleder [147]), that complement the work of Sasser [212], Hes-
kett et al. [112], and Armistead and Clarck [12]:
 Match: match capacity to the demand for service (i.e., similar to chase-
demand)
 Provide: match (constant) capacity to the maximum demand (i.e.,
similar to level-capacity)
 Control: control demand such that it remains at a constant level
 Inuence: rst inuence the demand to reduce uctuations, and then
match the capacity to the resulting demand pattern
Whereas the Match and Provide strategies focus solely on the capacity side,
Control and Inuence also include demand management (i.e., a certain de-
gree of demand smoothing). The Control strategy limits the demand in a
rather strict manner (e.g., by using an appointment system); Inuencing
can be considered as a combined demand and capacity management strat-
egy. In this dissertation, the trade-o between customer quality of service
and personnel capacity planning is central and as such, our research can be
positioned within the Match strategy of Crandall and Markland [56] (i.e.,
match capacity to the demand for service), which is both the most commonly
applied and the most highly valued strategy among practitioners [56]. Al-
though the survey of Crandall and Markland [56] indicates that Inuence
is not a common strategy, managers expressed a strong desire to use this
strategy more often.
Table 1.2 summarizes a range of demand management options (DMOs;
see Klassen and Rohleder [147, 148] for a more elaborate list and an in-depth
discussion). Essentially, demand management aims at smoothing demand
and/or achieving a better match with the available capacity. Demand man-
agement has played a key role in the banking industry in recent years, where
simple actions, such as informing customers when service is less busy or re-
ferring them to alternative services, have proven to be eective [149]. Other
notable examples of successful demand management initiatives in the bank
14
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sector include the introduction of ATMs (i.e., automation), and more re-
cently on-line banking (which increases customer participation). However,
Klassen and Rohleder [149] emphasize that the potential to automate may
be far less outspoken in other sectors (e.g., medical services which need to be
performed performed \on the customer", or services that relate to customer
experiences). Klassen and Rohleder [149] assert that customer exibility
(or, the degree to which the customer is free to choose the timing of the
service) is one of the key prerequisites for successful demand management.
At rst sight, this condition seems unmet in settings such as an ED. Yet, a
certain level of customer exibility exists, as EDs commonly face non-urgent
patients that could also be helped by a general practitioner (so-called inap-
propriate patients; [41, 45]).
Demand management strategies can serve to complement the capacity
strategy. For example, hotels may prefer to employ full-time |and hence
more experienced| sta instead of working with temporary employees [199].
Promotions can then be used to ensure sucient demand throughout the
calmer periods such that a level-capacity strategy can be pursued (for per-
sonnel capacity). Table 1.2 also contains some options that can be used for
both capacity management and demand management. Increasing customer
participation implies that the service time that requires direct interaction
with an employee is reduced (i.e., capacity management), by shifting a part
of the workload to the customer (i.e., demand management). A typical
example is self-service in fastfood restaurants [79].
The focus on either demand or capacity management depends on the
context: more emphasis tends to be placed on demand management when
capacity cannot easily be altered (or if it is costly to do so). In the air-
line industry, for instance, the sheer cost of aircraft has motivated man-
agers to develop strategies that maximize revenue, given a limited amount
of seat capacity in an airplane. This approach is known as yield management
[146, 48]; it comprises a framework that combines dierent demand man-
agement strategies such as overbooking and price dierentiation for dierent
groups of customers, in view of maximizing revenue [146]. For example, price
dierentiation is often used to discourage customers to arrive during peak
periods, or to spur demand in calm periods [212, 119]. Dacko [58] illus-
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trate the interdisciplinary nature of demand management and discuss how
time-of-day based marketing can contribute to the competitive advantage
in service systems with cyclical demand (e.g., coee shops or supermarkets
may oer a dierent service or assortment based on the time of day).
1.5 Scope and outline of the thesis
In this dissertation, we focus on the stang and scheduling steps of the
capacity planning process (forecasting, rostering, online updating, and de-
mand management fall outside the scope of the dissertation). In particular,
we contribute on two aspects of personnel planning with nonstationary ar-
rivals: performance measurement and workforce optimization.
Performance measurement species how to evaluate the time-
dependent quality of service of a given stang or scheduling solution. This
is highly important when making capacity decisions, because capacity plan-
ning models require a performance measurement method as a subroutine,
to assess the solution quality of any given plan. Measuring waiting times
in systems with nonstationary arrivals is not trivial: the traditional station-
ary queueing models are likely to be no longer applicable if the arrival rate
uctuates heavily throughout the day. Moreover, the models that evalu-
ate performance in systems with nonstationary arrivals often rely on rather
theoretical assumptions and do not capture a number of critical aspects,
such as (1) the presence of customer impatience (which causes customers
to abandon before receiving service, if their waiting time is too long), (2)
the general distribution of service and abandonment times [38], and (3) an
exhaustive service policy (where a customer's service is completed, even if
this requires the server to work past his scheduled time [121, 51]). Though
these features are highly relevant in many practical settings, they are not
always included in the analysis (at least, not simultaneously).
Workforce optimization denes how good stang solutions can be iden-
tied in a potentially large solution space. As discussed in Section 1.3, it
is common to decompose the workforce optimization process in a stang
and scheduling problem. Current practice in workforce optimization is to
solve these problems in a sequential manner [230, 232, 218, 125]. This two-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
step approach is appealing because the stochastic performance constraint
is accounted for during the stang step; shift scheduling then becomes a
deterministic problem. However, as the two-step approach may be far from
optimal [120, 110, 111], the focus is recently shifting toward approaches that
consider stang and scheduling as an integrated problem [122, 13].
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 oers an extensive
literature review on personnel scheduling in systems with nonstationary ar-
rivals. We categorize the available articles based on classication criteria
such as the system assumptions, performance evaluation characteristics, op-
timization approaches and real-life application context. We discuss the main
challenges and outline opportunities for continued research. In Chapter 3,
we compare several methods to compute time-dependent waiting times in
small-scale service systems, with a particular focus on methods that are ca-
pable of addressing the following (realistic) problem features: nonstationary
arrivals, general service and abandonment distributions, and an exhaustive
service policy. Chapters 4 and 5 present solution methods for workforce
optimization with nonstationary demand. In Chapter 4, a simulation-based
heuristic for personnel stang (ignoring shift constraints) is presented. Our
heuristic succeeds in consistently providing good solutions and does not re-
quire strong theoretical assumptions (in contrast to many other heuristics in
the literature). Chapter 5 extends the scope by including shift constraints
in the analysis: we present a simulation-based branch-and-bound approach
for shift scheduling with nonstationary arrivals. The epilogue to this dis-
sertation is presented in Chapter 6. We summarize the main contributions
of our research, discuss the insights that have emerged, and elaborate on
directions for continued research.
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Chapter 2
Stang and scheduling with
nonstationary demand for
service: state of the art
2.1 Introduction and scope
In most service systems, stang drives both costs and service quality. Per-
sonnel capacity planning for these systems tends to be non-trivial though,
due to the many sources of variability inherent in real-life service systems
(e.g., nonstationary demand, stochastic service times, dierent customer
classes) and phenomena like customer abandonment, balking, retrials etc.
The personnel capacity planning process usually gets decomposed into four
steps [42, 231, 233, 234, 236, 85, 153]:
1. Forecasting demand (based on empirical data).
2. Determining stang requirements: the stang levels required over
time are selected, in order to meet a specic performance target at
minimal cost.
3. Shift scheduling: this step determines how many workers to assign to
each shift type, in order to cover the stang requirements.
4. Rostering: in this nal step, employees are assigned to shifts.
19
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Short-term schedule updates may represent an additional step [231, 237, 85]
(for an overview and analysis of available methods for online shift updating,
see [118, 189, 229]). Demand management, which attempts to manipu-
late the time-varying arrival rate itself, can be considered as an additional
(proactive) process that would precede these capacity planning steps (see
[212, 12, 56, 147, 148, 149, 127], among others). Because our goal with
this literature review is to provide a state-of-the art overview of research on
stang and personnel scheduling in systems with nonstationary demand,
we focus on steps 2 and 3, and consider steps 1 and 4 beyond the scope of
this review1.
The practical relevance of this research eld can hardly be overesti-
mated. In many real-life systems (e.g., call centers, emergency departments,
toll booths), nonstationary demand is prominent, and appropriate stang
is often the only way to safeguard customer service in these systems. De-
spite this practical relevance, nonstationary arrivals often do not receive
sucient attention in real-life personnel capacity planning [21, 218, 100].
Consequently, in addition to providing an overview of existing models, their
underlying assumptions, and their applicability in practice, we seek to distin-
guish opportunities for further research that can achieve a better integration
of theory and practice.
This research eld has grown rapidly in the past two decades. We fo-
cus on the period 1991-2013, selecting 61 articles that focus on personnel
stang and/or scheduling and that specically target systems with nonsta-
tionary demand (i.e., stochastic with a time-varying rate). Table 2.1 gives
an overview of the selected articles. We categorize these based on four
classication criteria: system assumptions, performance evaluation char-
acteristics, optimization approaches and real-life application context. We
did not include in the categorization articles that present general stang
or scheduling algorithms for deterministic and/or non-time-varying systems
(e.g., [250, 198, 22, 16, 27, 151]), or that focus solely on scheduling algo-
rithms, with assumptions of exogenous stang requirements (as in the early
1See [85, 209, 186, 9, 7, 241] for issues related to demand forecasting. A more elaborate
discussion of the rostering problem can be found in De Causmaecker and Vanden Berghe
[62] and Burke et al. [43].
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work of Dantzig [60] and Keith [140]). Similarly, we excluded manuscripts
that centered on other types of resources (such as hospital beds; [259]).
Time range Number of References
articles
1991 - 1995 4 [2], [11], [200], [230]
1996 - 2000 10 [82], [110], [111], [115], [131], [157],
[164], [182], [232], [248]
2001 - 2005 10 [13], [23], [47], [83], [96], [108], [120],
[137], [155], [211]
2006 - 2010 24 [24], [5], [14], [17], [25], [28], [31], [32],
[46], [52], [72], [75], [78], [98], [105],
[107], [109], [122], [139], [143], [170],
[203], [210], [218]
2011 - 2013 13 [44], [55], [65], [68], [86], [125], [144],
[161], [162], [168] [193], [208], [258]
Table 2.1: Categorized articles
This overview diers in some key respects from previously published
review articles in this eld. For example, Gans et al. [85] and Aksin et
al. [7] present surveys that specically target call centers, discussing not
only stang problems but also various other operational problems related
to this specic application area. Our review focuses solely on stang and
scheduling for nonstationary demand systems, and we discuss the relevance
of dierent models to various application areas. Green et al. [99] and Whitt
[253] oer an extensive overview of methods for stang with nonstationary
demand for service, but the methods they propose rely largely on station-
ary approximations (see Section 2.4.1) and do not include shift scheduling.
Ernst et al. [73, 74] and more recently Van den Bergh et al. [240] provide
comprehensive reviews of research on scheduling and rostering, but do not
specically focus on methods for nonstationary demand. We consider both
stang and scheduling, in settings with nonstationary stochastic demand
for service.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 de-
scribes the classication scheme used to categorize the literature. The fol-
lowing sections then provide an in-depth discussion of each classication
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criterion. Section 2.3 features the classication of the articles in accordance
with the system assumptions, and Section 2.4 outlines the evaluation meth-
ods for system performance. Because performance evaluation is necessary
to evaluate proposed solutions and guide the search for better solutions, it
is a highly relevant subroutine in any stang or shift scheduling approach.
We oer an overview of the optimization methodologies in Section 2.5, then
classify the articles on the basis of the suggested real-life application areas
in Section 2.6. Finally, Section 2.7 contains the conclusions and identies
promising directions for further research.
2.2 Overview of classication criteria
Figure 2.1 displays a simple representation of a (single-stage) service system
with nonstationary demand. Customers arrive according to a nonstationary
arrival process with time-varying arrival rate t (where t represents time).
Typically, the arrival pattern repeats over a given cycle (e.g., day, week,
month, year). The service process starts immediately if a server is available
on arrival; otherwise, the customer joins the queue. The aggregate service
rate (denoted st) can be inuenced by changing st, the number of servers
available at time t. The per server service rate  is commonly assumed to
be constant, though some models allow for time-varying service rates (e.g.,
[131]).
In many service systems, customers may opt to abandon by leaving the
queue without being served; they are referred to as abandonments (or left
without being seen, or LWBS, in a healthcare context). Long waiting times
are the main reason for customers to abandon (Johnson et al. [134] report
that almost 77% of LWBS patients in an emergency department claim to
abandon because of long waiting times). Although abandonments are un-
desirable from a customer service perspective, they tend to have a positive
eect on system stability, especially when the system is temporarily over-
loaded (e.g., [99]). The abandoned customers are also not, by denition,
\lost", because unserviced customers may reenter the system later. Retrials
refer to customers that abandoned previously either upon arrival (because
the queue was too long [3, 4]), or after experiencing a positive waiting time
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation a single-stage queueing system with nonsta-
tionary demand.
[180]. If there are no retrials, ignoring abandonment behavior tends to cause
overstang, implying higher labor costs. Note that serviced customers may
also reenter the queue if they need to be serviced several times by the same
server (reentrant customers, see [255, 154]).
It is possible to classify previous publications by the criteria listed in
Table 2.2: system assumptions, performance evaluation characteristics, op-
timization approaches and real-life application context.
For the system assumptions classier, we rely on the commonly used
Kendall notation [142] to reect any assumptions regarding the arrival and
service processes in the system. Heyman and Whitt [113] were among the
rst to add the notation \t" to represent the time-dependent nature of the
arrival process; the notation for customer abandonments was introduced by
Baccelli and Hebuterne [20]. For example, the Mt=G=st + G notation rep-
resents a system with time-varying Poisson arrivals (Mt), a general service
time distribution (the rst G), time-varying stang levels st, and aban-
donments that follow a general distribution (the last G). Other relevant
features are the homogeneity of customers and/or servers, the presence of
stang intervals, the queueing discipline, the service discipline, the struc-
ture of the system, and parameter uncertainty. Customers are heterogenous
if the system takes dierent customer classes into account (e.g., due to dif-
ferences in process steps, service times, or queueing discipline [84]); if only
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Classier Features Notation
System
assumptions
Kendall notation A/B/C+L
with A = distribution of the arrival
process,
B = distribution of service process,
C = number of servers,
L = distribution of the abandonment
process.
Homogeneity of
customers / servers
HO = homogenous and HE =
heterogenous.
Stang interval Y = yes; N = no.
Queueing policy FIFO = rst-in rst-out; SBR =
skill-based routing; Priority = queueing
based on customer priority.
Service policy E = exhaustive; P = preemptive.
System structure S = single stage; N = network.
Parameter uncertainty Y = yes; N = no.
Performance
evaluation
Methodology
Performance metrics see Table 2.4
Optimization
approach
Methodology
Objective
Constraints
Real-life
application context
Context
Implementation
(+results reported)
Y=yes; N=no.
Validation by means of
real-life data
Y=yes; N=no.
Validation by means of
other (ctive) examples
Y=yes; N=no.
Table 2.2: Overview of classiers, features and notation
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a single customer class is considered, customers are homogenous. Servers
are homogenous if they all exhibit the same skills (i.e., can all handle the
same types of customers at the same rate) and have the same service rate;
otherwise, they are heterogenous servers.
A common assumption is that capacity changes can be made only at
specic points in time; the time period during which capacity remains con-
stant is the stang interval. The stang interval length can vary: e.g.,
Defraeye and Van Nieuwenhuyse [65] use an interval length of 15 minutes
in their computational results, whereas Izady and Worthington [125] use
intervals of 30 minutes or 1 hour (the methods can equally be applied to
other stang interval lengths).
The queueing policy refers to the sequence in which customers are ser-
viced; rst-in rst-out (FIFO) is by far the most frequently used queueing
discipline in the articles we survey, though priority-based rules are also com-
mon, particularly in the context of emergency services (e.g., priority based
on the urgency of a patient's condition). The service policy reects what
happens to a customer in service when a server is scheduled to leave. Many
existing models implicitly assume a preemptive service discipline [123], such
that service is interrupted and the customer in service rejoins the queue.
Under the (more realistic) exhaustive service policy, the customer service
instead gets completed before the server leaves, even if this means that a
server has to work beyond his or her scheduled time.
For system structure, we distinguish between systems that contain only
a single service step (single-stage models) and those that contain multiple
service steps (networks). Finally, we check whether the model accounts for
parameter uncertainty. The use of stochastic arrival rates, service rates, and
abandonment rates requires an estimation of the distributional parameters,
which might introduce error into the models (and cause the desired per-
formance target to be violated). Accounting for this parameter uncertainty
during the personnel capacity planning process can signicantly improve the
stang solutions (though possibly at a higher stang cost; [203, 161]).
For the performance evaluation classier, we categorize prior contri-
butions according to the methodology used to evaluate the performance of
a given personnel allocation, that is, given st values. We provide key ref-
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erences for each evaluation method. In addition, we list the performance
metrics and discuss which metrics are most common in practice, in dierent
application contexts.
By considering the optimization approach, we can categorize contri-
butions according to the methodology used to optimize personnel capacity,
along with the objective and the constraints. Models that vary st without
taking into account shift requirements (e.g., shift patterns, shift durations)
are stang models (they result in stang requirements); otherwise, they
are shift scheduling models. A common approach to shift scheduling is to
rst determine the stang requirements necessary to meet the desired per-
formance at minimum cost, then t the minimum cost shift schedule to
these stang requirements (either by considering the stang requirements
as a strict lower bound on the capacity level at each moment in time, or
by interpreting them as a guideline, such that the capacity levels dened
by the shift schedule should adhere closely to the stang requirements).
We refer to this method as the two-step approach. However, the two-step
approach may lead to suboptimal shift schedules [120, 110, 111], because
several equivalent stang solutions might exist that lead to shift schedules
with substantially varying costs [122, 230, 13]. Therefore, the recent liter-
ature increasingly focuses on methods that either address the stang and
scheduling problem simultaneously (i.e., the integrated approach), or that
skip the stang step by scheduling shifts directly according to the nonsta-
tionary demand (we call this the direct approach). A detailed description of
these approaches is provided in Section 2.5.2.
Finally, for the real-life application category, we classify articles on the
basis of their application context, as suggested by the authors, as well as
according to evidence of real-life implementation, validation using real-life
data, or validation using other (ctive) examples.
2.3 Classication by system assumptions
Table 2.3 displays the literature classication based on the system assump-
tions. These assumptions are often linked with the choice of a performance
evaluation method and/or capacity optimization approach, as discussed fur-
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ther in Sections 2.4 and 2.5, respectively.
A large majority of extant studies assume that both customer types and
server types are homogenous and that the system consists of a single stage.
More recent work has shifted this emphasis toward models that include both
customer and server heterogeneity (albeit with exponential assumptions on
the service and abandonment time distribution, see Table 2.3), as is further
detailed below. The few articles that consider a service network, assume
that customers and servers are heterogenous; none of these studies include
abandonments.
Homogeneity
customers
/ servers
Kendall
notation
References Stang
interval
(Y/N)
Queueing
policy
Service
policy
(E/P)
System
structure
(S/N)
Parameter
uncertainty
(Y/N)
HO/HO Mt=M=st [2] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S N
[55] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S N
[72] Y (n.s.) (n.s.) S N
[96] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S N
[98] Y FIFO* P S N
[120] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S N
[122] Y FIFO* P S N
[143] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S N
[155] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S N
[162] Y FIFO (n.s.) S Y
[208] Y FIFO P/E S Y
[230] Y FIFO* E S N
[232] Y FIFO (n.s.) S N
Mt=M=st+M [68] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S N
[86] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S Y
[107] N (+Y) FIFO* (n.s.) S N
[111] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S N
[144] Y FIFO P S N
[203] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S Y
[211] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S N
[210] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S N
Mt=M=st +G [11] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S N
[200] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S N
Mt=G=st [13] Y FIFO E S N
[14] Y FIFO E S N
[248] N FIFO (n.s.) S Y
Mt=G=st +G [65] Y FIFO E S N
[78] N FIFO* (n.s.) S N
[170] N (+Y) FIFO P (+ E) S N
Gt=M=st [82] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S N
Gt=Gt=st [131] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S N
Gt=G=st +G [44] Y FIFO* P/E S N
[168] N FIFO (n.s.) S N
Not specied [46] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S N
[52] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S N
[110] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S N
(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
Homogeneity
customers
/ servers
Kendall
notation
References Stang
interval
(Y/N)
Queueing
policy
Service
policy
(E/P)
System
structure
(S/N)
Parameter
uncertainty
(Y/N)
[139] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S N
[157] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S N
[182] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S N
[193] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S N
HO/HE Mt=M=s [31] - FIFO* (n.s.) S Y
Mt=M=st+M [115] Y FIFO (n.s.) S N
Mt=G=st +G [164] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S N
Mt=M=st+M [137] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S Y
HE/HE Mt=M=st [17] Y FIFO /
priority
(n.s.) S N
[32] Y SBR (n.s.) S N
[75] Y FIFO* (n.s.) S N
[161] N FIFO (n.s.) S Y
[258] Y Priority (n.s.) N N
Mt=M=s +M [24] - SBR E S Y
[25] - SBR P S Y
[108] - SBR P S Y
Mt=M=st+M [23] Y SBR P S Y
[28] Y SBR (n.s.) S Y
[105] Y SBR (n.s.) S Y
[109] Y SBR P S Y
Mt=G=s [5] - Priority* (n.s.) N N
Mt=G=st [47] Y FIFO* (n.s.) N N
[125] Y Priority E N N
Not specied [83] Y SBR* (n.s.) N N
[218] Y Priority* (n.s.) N N
Table 2.3: Classication by system assumptions
It is worthwhile to explore in further detail the classication according
to Kendall notation, irrespective of the other assumptions, as in Figure 2.2.
It shows that the large majority of contributions have focused on systems
with time-varying number of servers. Among these, the Mt=M=st model
can be considered as a \base" model, which can then be extended by in-
cluding abandonments, and/or changing exponential distribution assump-
tions into general distributions. The gure highlights that the inclusion of
Poisson abandonments (yielding theMt=M=st+M model) has received con-
siderable attention, while the extension towards general distributions is less
common (because performance evaluation then becomes more complex). An
overwhelming majority of articles assumes a nonstationary Poisson arrival
process; Kim and Whitt [145] nd that this assumption is consistent with
empirical arrival processes observed in call centers and emergency depart-
ments. Daily recurring demand patters typically display one to three peaks
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per day [230, 97]. Authors frequently resort to sine functions to generate
demand rate proles for their computational experiments: see for example
Green et al. [96], Liu and Whitt [170] (only one peak per cycle) and Ingolf-
sson et al. [122], Green et al. [97] (two peaks per cycle). The applicability
of the stang and scheduling models, however, does not depend on the use
of the sine function. Many methods actually assume that the arrival rate
is constant over the stang interval [96], and therefore average the arrival
rate over that interval (a more restrictive approach instead considers the
maximum arrival rate over the stang interval, [96]). This is reasonable
because real-life data are often available only on an aggregate basis, e.g.,
per hour or half hour [125, 98, 5, 258].
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Figure 2.2: Classication based on Kendall notation (number of articles).
Figure 2.2 also reveals that a majority of published articles assume the
service process is exponentially distributed. Zeltyn et al. [258] and Hueter
and Swart [115] largely validate this assumption using empirical data for an
emergency department and restaurant setting, while non-exponential service
time distributions have been reported in a call center context (e.g., Brown
et al. [38] report a lognormal distribution and Castillo et al. [46] report
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Erlang distributed service times). Abandonments, if included at all, are
also commonly assumed to follow an exponential distribution. It is known
that, in systems with abandonments, the impact of the exact choice of the
service and abandonment distributions depends on the system utilization. In
stationary systems the service time distribution is more important than the
patience time distribution when the systems are critically loaded [59, 175],
and the patience time distribution is more important than the service time
distribution when the systems are overloaded [249, 251]. Recently however,
Chassioti et al. [50] suggest that, in systems with nonstationary demand and
abandonment, the distribution of service time beyond its mean is relatively
unimportant.
Table 2.3 shows that the queueing policy is predominantly FIFO; only
when both customers and servers are heterogenous do we nd evidence of
priorities or skill-based routing (SBR). In practice, the use of priorities is
common particularly in health care settings [125, 258], whereas call center
models mostly rely on skill-based routing, which impacts the sequence in
which customers receive service2. Accounting for customer routing adds
complexity to the personnel capacity decision process, in the sense that the
system's performance depends on not only stang (or scheduling) decisions,
but also routing decisions. Harrison and Zeevi [108], Bassamboo and Zeevi
[24, 25], and Bertsimas and Doan [28], among others, propose methods to
solve the stang and (dynamic) routing problems in call centers with het-
erogeneous servers and customers. Bassamboo and Zeevi [23] extend their
previous work [24] by including admission control decisions.
Many articles fail to provide details on the service policy being applied.
According to Ingolfsson et al. [121], extensive literature (implicitly) assumes
a preemptive service discipline, whereas in many real-life settings, the service
policy is inherently exhaustive [121, 51, 77, 123, 44]. The service policy is
likely to have a large impact if the average service time is relatively long
compared to the stang interval: the amount of overtime evidently depends
on the service time of the customer being in service, while shorter stang
intervals imply that capacity decreases are more frequent (these potentially
2An overview of problems related to stang and routing in call centers can be found
in [153].
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initiate overtime). The eect of the service policy will be less prominent in
systems with low average utilization though, because servers are then more
likely to be idle at the end of their shift.
Table 2.3 also shows that most articles do not account for parameter
uncertainty3 or network settings. As shown by Table 2.4 (that details those
system assumptions for which we observed an evolution over time) these
two phenomena have only appeared very recently in the literature. The
move towards heterogenous customer and server settings (HE/HE) can be
seen as another recent trend. Accounting for parameter uncertainty during
the personnel capacity planning process can lead to signicant reductions
in the total expected cost (which generally includes, besides the personnel
cost, a penalty for not meeting the performance constraint; [203, 161]).
As is evident from Table 2.3 though, stang and scheduling models that
include parameter uncertainty tend to rely on exponential assumptions for
the arrival, service, and abandonment processes.
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Homogeneity customers
/ servers
HO/HO 4 8 5 13 10
HO/HE 0 2 1 1 0
HE/HE 0 0 4 10 3
Service policy Preemptive 0 0 2 5 3
Exhaustive 1 0 1 3 4
Not specied 3 10 7 17 8
System structure
Single stage 4 10 8 22 11
Network 0 0 2 2 2
Parameter uncertainty
included
Yes 0 1 3 7 4
No 4 9 7 17 9
Table 2.4: Trends in system assumptions (number of articles)
A nal observation from Table 2.3 is that, while a considerable number
of models models include some type of additional complexity (e.g., by con-
sidering non-exponential service and abandonment times, non-homogenous
3For general references on the impact and implications of parameter uncertainty, see
[51, 173, 204, 220, 221, 205].
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customers or servers, network settings, etc.), we found no articles that ad-
dress all aspects simultaneously. Moreover, we observe that extensions to-
ward networks of queues and exhaustive service policies are particularly
underrepresented in the literature, and present challenging directions for
future research.
2.4 Classication by performance evaluation
methods and performance metrics
This section highlights the performance metrics evaluated in each article,
and classies articles according to the methodology used to evaluate system
performance for given capacities.
The number of performance metrics actually used is vast, as the
overview in Table 2.4 reveals (this table also claries the more concise nota-
tion we use in Tables 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8). We distinguish metrics based on num-
ber in system/number in queue, waiting time, abandonments/throughput,
length of stay, and utilization4. In terms of notation, we closely adhere to
that introduced in Baron and Milner [22]: we distinguish between metrics
taken over the planning horizon (horizon-based, ()HB), those assessed over
a smaller interval such as a stang interval (interval-based, ()IB), and in-
stantaneous metrics (time epoch-based, ()TB). Metrics that are based on
per customer performance are represented as ()CB (customer-based).
Notation Interpretation
Number in system / queue:
Nt Number in system at time t
Bt Number busy servers at time t
Qt Queue length at time t
PTB(Q  q) Queue length tail probability
ETB[Q] Expected number in queue, at time t
EIB[Q] Expected queue length, over a given stang interval
EHB[Q] Expected queue length, over time horizon T
maxHBfQg Maximum queue length measured over time horizon T
(continued on next page)
4We do not explicitly include labor cost as a performance metric, because its calculation
is usually straightforward.
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(continued from previous page)
Notation Interpretation
EHB[EIB[Q]] Expected queue length, measured over a given stang interval
and averaged over time horizon T
EHB[N ] Expected number in system (in queue and in service) over time
horizon T
Waiting time:
PTB(W > 0) Probability of experiencing a positive waiting time, upon arrival
at time t
PIB(W > 0) Probability of experiencing a positive waiting time, upon arrival
in a given stang interval
ETB[W ] Expected waiting time, at time t
EIB[W ] Expected wait, measured over a given stang interval
EHB[W ] Expected waiting time, over time horizon T
maxHBfWg Maximum wait, measured over time horizon T
EHB[CCB(W > 0)] Expected cost for positive wait
EHB[CCB(W )] Expected cost for length of waiting time
PTB(W > ) Probability of experiencing a waiting time exceeding  , upon
arrival at time t
PIB(W > ) Probability of experiencing a waiting time exceeding  , upon
arrival in a given stang interval
PHB(W > ) Probability of experiencing a waiting time exceeding  , for all
arrivals over time horizon T
EHB[PTB(W > )] Probability of experiencing a waiting time exceeding  , upon
arrival at time t, averaged over time horizon T
EHB[PIB(W > )] Probability of experiencing a waiting time exceeding  , upon
arrival in a given stang interval , averaged over time horizon
T
ETB[W    jW >  ] Average excess with regard to maximum allowed waiting time
R T
0 tPTB(W)dtR T
0 tdt
Weighted service level
minHBfPTB(W > )g Minimal service level over time horizon T
EIB[CGOS] Expected customer grade of service per interval (utility function
based on waiting time)
EHB[Coverage] Expected aggregated coverage, over time horizon T
EIB[Coverage] Expected coverage, over a given stang interval
Abandonments / throughput:
Abt Abandonment rate, as a function of t
PTB(Ab) Abandonment probability, as a function of t
EHB[%Ab] Average percentage abandoned, over time horizon T
EIB[%Ab] Expected percentage abandoned, over a given stang interval
EHB[EIB[%Ab]] Expected percentage abandoned, measured over a given stang
interval and averaged over time horizon T
Blt Blocking rate, as a function of t
EHB[%Bl] Expected percentage blocked, over time horizon T
EHB[%Served] Fraction of customers that is served, over time horizon T
(continued on next page)
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Notation Interpretation
EHB[CCB(Ab)] Expected abandonment cost, over time horizon T
EHB[CCB(Bl)] Expected blocking cost, over time horizon T
throughputt Throughput, as a function of t
EIB[throughput] Expected throughput over a given stang interval
EHB[throughput] Expected throughput over time horizon T
Length of stay:
EHB[LoS] Expected length of stay, over time horizon T
PHB(LoS < ) Probability of experiencing a length of stay exceeding , over
time horizon T
Utilization
Ut Utilization, as a function of t
EIB[U ] Expected utilization over a given stang interval
EHB[U ] Expected utilization, over time horizon T
EHB[EIB[U ]] Expected utilization, measured over a given stang interval and
averaged over time horizon T
SITHB Server idle time, over time horizon T
ETB[Busy] Expected number of busy servers at time t
Number of hours where
UTB > u
Number of hours utilization exceeds a certain percentage, over
time horizon T
maxHB[U ] Maximum utilization, over time horizon T
Table 2.5: Overview of performance metrics and compact notation
Table 2.6 contains the performance evaluation metrics and methodolo-
gies for the studied articles; it highlights that the performance metrics tend
to depend on the application context. Often, specic terminology then ap-
plies. In emergency departments, waiting times and length-of-stay (LoS)
metrics are most common. Abandonments are commonly referred to as left
without being seen or LWBS [98]. Call centers tend to focus either on the
service level (which is then referred to as the total service factor or TSF,
[203]) or the expected waiting time (average speed of answer or ASA, e.g.,
[211]). The category \other" in Table 2.6 includes references on person-
nel scheduling in restaurants [115, 52], crew scheduling for ambulances [72],
personnel scheduling in retail stores [139, 157], and scheduling customs sta
at airports [182]. Many metrics in these contexts relate to service levels:
in ambulance scheduling, the coverage (which species the probability that
the response time lies below a given time limit) is maximized [72]. In retail,
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on the contrary, a prot-driven approach is common. For instance, Lam et
al. [157] consider prot as sales revenue minus personnel cost, and model
sales revenue as a function of personnel stang, customer arrivals, and other
factors. Customer service is checked afterwards, by measuring the service
availability for the resulting schedule (expressed by the ratio of sta number
to trac). In restaurants, Hueter and Swart [115] aim to limit the expected
waiting time and percentage abandoned customers, whereas Choi et al. [52]
target a constant ratio of customers to servers (customer count per server,
or CCS).
Some authors seek to exploit the relation between performance met-
rics, using performance metrics that are easy to compute to obtain results
for more complex performance metrics. Simply-computed metrics are often
sucient to guide the search for adequate personnel schedules, e.g., Izady
and Worthington [125] apply analytic results related to delay probability to
determine shift schedules that meet a length-of-stay target in an emergency
department. Similarly, Green et al. [98] focus on a service level (at most
20% of patients wait more than 1 hour) to realize a reduction in the per-
centage LWBS. Kim and Ha [144] impose an upper bound on the number
of customers in the call center, which is used as a proxy metric to control
the expected waiting time, the delay probability and the service level. Ex-
ploring the relationships across dierent performance metrics in complex
nonstationary systems may open up interesting opportunities for further
research, particularly for performance metrics that are dicult to compute.
We elaborate on the performance evaluation methodologies in the fol-
lowing sections. Section 2.4.1 describes how stationary models can be ap-
plied to estimate performance in systems with nonstationary arrivals. Sec-
tion 2.4.2 discusses discrete-event simulation and 2.4.3 addresses numerical
methods (such as randomization and discrete-time modeling). Fluid approx-
imations are described in Section 2.4.4. Section 2.4.5 briey elaborates on
how empirical data have been used for performance evaluation.
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2.4.1 Stationary approximations
As Table 2.6 shows, stationary approximations are by far the most widely
adopted approach for performance evaluation in time-varying systems.
These approaches translate the nonstationary system parameters into sta-
tionary counterparts, which they feed into a (series of) stationary model(s).
Various methods have been suggested; for detailed descriptions, we refer
readers to Green et al. [99], Whitt [253] and Defraeye and Van Nieuwen-
huyse [64]. Here, we limit ourselves to a brief discussion.
The Pointwise Stationary Approximation (PSA; [95, 91, 246]) uses the
instantaneous arrival rate t at each time t in a separate stationary model.
The underlying assumption here is that the steady-state is realized almost
immediately, which can be the case only if the number of arrivals and service
completions per cycle is suciently high [246]. In a Stationary Independent
Period-by-Period approach (SIPP, [96]), a separate stationary model instead
gets applied to each discrete time interval, with the average arrival rate as
the input parameter. Green et al. [96] present extensions to the SIPP ap-
proach, such as Lag SIPP, in which the arrival rate shifts by an amount
of time proportional to the expected service time [70, 93]. This approach
complies with the observation that in nonstationary systems, peaks in sys-
tem congestion lag behind the arrival rate peaks [92, 230], as is commonly
referred to using terms such as time lag or congestion lag. A lagged variant
of PSA can be applied similarly [93]. Accounting for this lag can greatly
improve the accuracy of SIPP (and PSA), particularly when the average
service time |and thus the time lag|is long. Henderson and Mason [111]
evaluate performance by applying a smoothing algorithm to the stationary
results. This method, which serves as an improvement to the PSA approach,
is capable of modeling the commonly observed congestion lag. Thompson
[230] puts forward an Eective Arrival Rate approximation (EAR), that
shifts the arrival rate proportional to the expected waiting time. Green
and Kolesar [92] present the Simple Peak-Hour Approximation (SPHA), an
approach that is popular in practice. SPHA approximates performance by
a single stationary model, which takes the maximum arrival rate over the
cycle as an input parameter.
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The Modied Oered Load (MOL) approximations and innite server
(IS) approximations account for the congestion lag in a dierent way, by
relying on analytically tractable results for innite server queues [70, 71]. In
IS, the time-varying number of customers Nt in the system is approximated
by its innite server counterpart N1t [131, 185] (e.g., the Mt=G=st queue
is approximated by an Mt=G=1 system). The delay probability, which can
be obtained as Pr(Nt  st), is then approximated by Pr(N1t  st) [131].
In contrast, MOL entails a stationary approximation, such that at each
moment in time, a stationary model gets applied, using the modied arrival
rate MOLt  m1t , with m1t indicating the expected number of busy servers
in an innite-server system with the same arrival and service processes at
time t. Details regarding MOL can be found in [130, 184, 61, 131, 185,
78]. Although the quantity m1t by denition disregards abandonments (as
these do not occur in an innite server system), MOL can be applied in
systems with abandonments, by inserting MOLt in a (stationary) model with
abandonments (Feldman et al. [78] report promising results forMt=M=st+M
systems). Liu and Whitt [170] suggest the Delayed Innite Server Oered
Load (DIS-OL) method for stang, an alternative oered load approach that
targets overloaded systems and that is better tailored to performance metrics
such as abandonment probability and expected waiting time. Hampshire et
al. [107] extend the MOL approach to queues with limited capacity using
the so-called uid modied oered load, which provides insights into the
number of blocked and abandoned customers.
The key advantage of stationary approximations lies in their simplicity:
they can be applied to any system (regardless of the assumptions on service
and abandonment processes, the priority rule, the system structure), as long
as the stationary counterpart is available. However, the approach also has
drawbacks. For instance, stationary approximations cannot be obtained in
(temporarily) overloaded systems without abandonments, because the sta-
tionary system then is unstable. Their applicability and accuracy is also
highly linked to the validity of the underlying assumptions, such as statisti-
cal independence of delays between separate intervals and steady-state being
reached quickly in each interval [96]. Moreover, the stationary model itself
may already be challenging, requiring the use of approximations (for ex-
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ample, Whitt [249] and Iravani and Balcio~glu [124] provide approximations
for the dicult M=G=s + G queue). This may explain why many authors
resort to the Mt=M=st system, as closed-form results are available for the
stationary M=M=s queue [102]. Finally, the eect of the exhaustive service
process cannot be accounted for with a stationary approximation, because
the service policy is irrelevant in a stationary model.
Apart from the stationary approaches mentioned in Table 2.6, the
literature also presents the Stationary Backlog-Carryover (SBC) approach
[223, 222]. This approach does not appear in the categorization as it has
not yet been used within an optimization framework for stang or schedul-
ing; it has been applied successfully to analyze time-dependent delays at
airport runways and check-in counters though [224, 225]. The advantage of
this approach is that, unlike other stationary approaches, it can be applied
in temporarily overloaded systems without abandonments. Whereas most
stationary approximations assume stang intervals to be independent, SBC
instead measures the \backlog" incurred in each period, and transfers it to
the next period. As such, the link between the congestion of consecutive
periods is captured.
2.4.2 Discrete-event simulation
As is evident from Table 2.6, discrete-event simulation is highly popular for
performance evaluation. Discrete-event simulation can model complexities
that go beyond the capabilities of analytical and numerical methods (see
Law and Kelton [158] for a comprehensive textbook on discrete-event sim-
ulation). Especially in healthcare contexts, simulation is a widely adopted
methodology (review articles include [104, 129, 138, 245]), but it also ap-
pears in other contexts, such as call centers [188]. Although simulation
models are commonly context-specic (see, e.g., [5, 76, 87, 117, 187, 227] for
applications of simulation in emergency departments), several eorts have
sought to develop generic simulation models [80, 81, 197, 219, 103]. How-
ever, developing and validating a simulation model is often burdensome, and
the computation time tends to be high.
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2.4.3 Numerical methods
In an Mt=M=st system, performance can be evaluated by numerically inte-
grating the Ordinary Dierential Equations (ODEs) that describe the sys-
tem (see, e.g., Gross et al. [102] for general background; a more thorough
description can be found in [156, 121, 94]). Several ODE-solvers, such as
the Euler or Runge-Kutta ODE solver from the Matlab ODE Suite [213],
seek to facilitate this analysis. Numerically solving ODEs oers a commonly
used benchmark to assess the accuracy of stationary approximations [96, 97]
or other methods.
Although Ingolfsson et al. [120] apply this approach, they also note that
it requires substantial computational eort. A recent study by Ingolfsson
et al. [121] compares several numerical performance evaluation methods in
terms of their accuracy and speed for the Mt=M=st system. They show that
the randomization approach provides a level of accuracy similar to the ODE
approach, at a substantially lower computational cost. Though random-
ization (or uniformization) originates in stationary queues [132, 90, 101], it
can be applied successfully for personnel capacity planning in nonstationary
queues too (as in Ingolfsson et al. [122]; see also Ingolfsson et al. [121], In-
golfsson [123] and Creemers et al. [57] for related work on performance eval-
uation in nonstationary queues using the randomization approach).
In general, both randomization and numerical solutions to ODEs rely
heavily on Markovian assumptions. The majority of models use an exponen-
tial distribution for the service and/or abandonment process. Izady [126]
describes how the methods can be extended to phase-type distributions,
and concludes that the computational eort increases considerably (which
is conrmed by the computational results in Creemers et al. [57]).
The numerical methods generally do not include abandonments or an
exhaustive service policy. Ingolfsson [123] includes the exhaustive service
policy in a randomization approach and outlines how abandonments can be
accommodated. Creemers et al. [57] present a general randomization ap-
proach that includes abandonments, an exhaustive service policy and time-
varying phase-type distributions for the service and abandonment processes.
None of the categorized articles use Discrete-Time Modeling (DTM,
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[49, 37, 36, 242, 243, 126, 50]) or closure approximations [207, 54, 226, 238]
with a view toward optimizing stang or scheduling decisions; the available
articles focus solely on performance evaluation. The advantage of DTM
lies in its ability to accommodate general service time distributions, by ap-
proximating the service duration by a discrete process using two-moment
matching (for further details we refer to [49, 37, 36, 242, 243]). Wall and
Worthington [243] report distinct advantages over MOL and PSA, partic-
ularly when temporal overloading is present. However, the computational
eort of DTM may be high [126] and the existing articles all study the
Mt=G=s system (i.e., no time-varying number of servers). Recently, Chassi-
oti et al. [50] put forward a DTM approach for systems with abandonments;
they focus on systems with low service level targets (i.e., long customer
waiting times), where congestion may be aected greatly by abandonment
behavior. Closure approximations appear to be less attractive: as Ingolf-
sson et al. [121] show, they are cumbersome to implement and dominated
by other methods (e.g., MOL) in terms of both accuracy and computation
speed.
2.4.4 Fluid models
Deterministic uid models are intended for systems that do not display
stochasticity, but can serve as approximations to derive time-dependent
performance in stochastic systems. These methods rely on so-called \uid
scaling", such that the system gets scaled up (e.g., by multiplying arrival
rates and the number of servers by the same factor), and the stochastic
randomness accordingly decreases in importance, relative to system dynam-
ics (see [109] for an example). Whitt [251] points out that uid approxi-
mations are particularly useful to assess performance in systems that are
temporarily overloaded, in which contexts many traditional methods fail
(e.g., stationary approximations are no longer valid, because the assumed
per period stationarity will result in an innite queue). For underloaded
systems, uid approximations often fail to capture system dynamics accu-
rately [10, 3, 133]. That is, because uid models rely on approximating the
stochastic system by its deterministic counterpart, they implicitly assume
that queues will only start to build up if the trac intensity exceeds 1 (hence
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they target overloaded systems). Fluid models regard arrival and departure
processes as continuous ows rather than discrete processes, and they tend
to become more accurate as the number of servers grows large [251]. For
additional literature on the use of uid approximations for systems with
exponential service and abandonment processes, we refer to Mandelbaum
et al. [176, 177, 178, 179, 180], Ridley et al. [202], and Jimenez and Koole
[133]. Other systems suggest general service and/or abandonment time dis-
tributions, including Gt=G=s+Gmodels (with state-dependent arrival rates,
[250]), the Gt=G=st +G model [171, 167, 168, 169], and networks of queues
[166, 172]. Aguir et al. [3] apply uid models to gain insight into a system
with retrials. Personnel capacity planning methods also can rely on uid
models; existing studies [53, 108, 23, 24, 25, 28, 105] all focus on a setting
with heterogeneous customers and servers and account for uncertainty in
the arrival rate.
2.4.5 Empirical methods
Some authors rely on empirical data to estimate system performance. Nah
and Kim [193] apply regression to express the abandonment percentage and
the mean waiting time as a function of the arrival rate per server. The re-
sulting expressions then are inserted in a mathematical program to obtain a
minimum cost shift schedule. Lam et al. [157] and Kabak et al. [139] target
shift scheduling in the retail sector. They rely on empirical data to link store
sales with customer arrivals, sta number, and other factors. The stang
levels are then selected to maximize the expected prot. Andrews and Par-
sons [11], Quinn et al. [200], Lin et al. [164] include abandonment-related
performance metrics in their models, that are derived from the service level
by regression.
2.5 Classication by optimization approach
In this section, we classify previous publications according to the approach
used to optimize personnel capacity. We make a distinction between stang
optimization (Section 2.5.1) and shift schedule optimization (Section 2.5.2).
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2.5.1 Stang approaches
Table 2.7 presents an overview of the dierent stang methods. As is evident
from this table, simple heuristics tend to be popular, such as the \Smallest
Stang Level" (SSL) approach and the Square-Root Stang (SRS) rule.
The SSL approach solves for the stationary model using dierent capacity
values and selects the smallest stang level that yields satisfactory perfor-
mance. For example, the sta level st is selected by:
st = argminfc 2 N : Pr(Nt  c) < g ; (2.1)
if the performance target is to keep the delay probability Pr(Wt > 0) =
Pr(Nt  st) below a given target , for each t. SSL requires an explicit
evaluation of the performance metrics, which can be hard to obtain espe-
cially in more complex queueing systems for which closed-form results are
not available (e.g., the Mt=G=st + G queue; [170]). Accordingly, Table 2.7
reveals that many articles that resort to SSL ignore abandonments and as-
sume exponential service times, such that the closed-form results for the
M=M=s queue are applicable:
Pr(W > 0) =

(s)s
s!

1
1 

Ps 1
k=0
(s)k
k! +

(s)s
s!

1
1 
 ; (2.2)
with  equal to = (this is the well-known Erlang-C formula).
The SRS rule does not explicitly evaluate the performance metrics. In-
stead, as a general rule-of-thumb, it sets capacity at time t equal to the
oered load mt, augmented by an amount of safety capacity that is propor-
tional to the square root of the oered load:
st = mt + 
p
mt : (2.3)
The safety factor  is related to the target delay probability , and can be
determined by inverting the Garnett or Haln-Whitt delay function [88, 106],
among others. Reducing the safety factor to zero results in stang to the
oered load ; see [170]. The oered load that is inserted into the SRS formula
depends on the performance approximation used: for instance, mt = m
1
t
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corresponds to an IS approximation, whereas mt = t= complies with the
SIPP method (with t the average arrival rate over a given stang interval).
SRS can be applied as a simple heuristic to determine stang levels in
combination with either stationary approximations (e.g., SIPP, PSA, lagged
SIPP or MOL [78]), as well as innite server approximations [131], or in
a network context [258]. The general background and applicability of SRS
is provided in Gans et al. [85], Borst et al. [35], Whitt [247], Koole and
Mandelbaum [152]. Although theoretical and empirical evidence in support
of the SRS rule has grown [170, 78, 254], the main challenge in practical
applications lies in determining the appropriate value for the safety factor
[99, 170, 35, 88, 106].
Simulation-based heuristics use simulation as performance evaluation
method in an iterative procedure, to guide the search process. They pro-
vide great exibility in terms of system assumptions; they can be found
in Feldman et al. [78], Defraeye and Van Nieuwenhuyse [65], Ahmed and
Alkhamis [5], Corominas and Lusa [55], and Kim and Ha [143], among oth-
ers. Feldman et al. [78] propose the promising iterative stang algorithm
(or ISA) for determining stang requirements in Mt=G=st+G queues, with
a view toward stabilizing the delay probability. ISA repeatedly evaluates
and alters the stang function based on the distribution of the number
in system at each time instant (which is estimated by simulation), until
the desired performance is attained. Defraeye and Van Nieuwenhuyse [65]
propose ISA(), addressing waiting time tail probabilities instead of delay
probabilities. ISA() updates the stang vector based on the observed per-
formance, multiplying the stang levels with a factor proportional to the
deviation from the performance target. Ahmed and Alkhamis [5] present a
simulation-based heuristic that does not allow the stang level to vary over
time. As such, the dimension of the solution space remains limited to the
number of resources available (6 in that study). Allowing stang changes
causes a steep increase in the dimension of the solution vector; we did not
nd applications of this type of approach for systems with a time-varying
number of servers. Finally, Kim and Ha [143] and Corominas and Lusa [55]
select stang levels chronologically, on an interval-by-interval basis; their
heuristics each time take the previously selected capacity levels (i.e., in ear-
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lier stang intervals) as given.
Most articles adopt a constraint-satisfaction approach, minimizing cost
subject to one or more performance constraints that are commonly related
to the quality of service (see, e.g., [65, 111]). For mathematical programming
models though, the constraints are frequently included in the objective func-
tion by assigning a penalty cost (e.g., cost related to abandonments, block-
ing, waiting). An alternative objective is to pursue time-stable performance
instead of minimizing costs [170, 78].
2.5.2 Shift schedule optimization
Table 2.8 classies prior research according to its approach to shift schedule
optimization. As discussed in Section 2.2, we distinguish three approaches:
scheduling based on known stang requirements (two-step approach), the
integrated approach, and scheduling directly from demand (the direct ap-
proach).
According to Table 2.8, most articles adopt the two-step approach. This
approach considers stang and shift scheduling as separate, consecutive
steps. The scheduling step then consists of nding the lowest cost sched-
ule that meets a set of constraints, which are commonly related to work
regulations (e.g., minimal amount of time between consecutive shifts, max-
imum number of working hours per week), employee preferences (e.g., full
time versus part time) and covering the stang requirements. Dantzig's set
covering formulation [60] |though it dates back to the 50s| is still highly
relevant and used frequently in the literature (see [122, 13, 14]). The stang
requirements are interpreted as strict constraints to be met in Dantzig's
model. Alternatively, they can be seen as \desirable" levels that still allow
for deviations, as proposed by Keith [140] (see [218, 125, 68], among others).
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2.5. Classication by optimization approach
As noted in general overviews of the shift scheduling literature [232,
73, 74, 201, 39, 240], most analyses rely on mathematical programming
techniques to nd an optimal shift schedule. Search heuristics also can be
used [232, 83]. Nearly all studies that adopt the two-step approach rely
on either SSL or SRS to determine the stang requirements. The two-
step approach is appealing due to the diculty of integrating stochastic
performance constraints into mathematical models; with this approach, the
performance constraints are taken care of in the stang step, such that shift
scheduling becomes a deterministic problem.
The integrated approach allows to determine stang requirements and
shift schedules simultaneously: it iteratively updates stang requirements
and ts the minimum cost shift schedule, until a satisfactory (not neces-
sarily optimal) solution is found. One of the rst integrated approaches
can be found in Kolesar et al. [150], who combine SIPP and a mathemati-
cal model similar to Dantzig [60] to derive shift schedules for police patrol
cars (we remark that the authors do not provide a systematic approach for
updating the stang requirements). Table 2.8 reveals that the dominant
solution methodology in this case is mathematical programming. Hender-
son and Mason [110], Atlason et al. [13, 14] and Avramidis et al. [17] rely
on cutting plane methods [141] to determine the optimal shift schedule and
conduct simulations to evaluate system performance. Atlason et al. [13, 14]
extend the work of Henderson and Mason [110]. The algorithm in Atlason
et al. [13] requires the service level function to be a concave function of the
stang levels; however, because the service level function tends to follow
an S-shaped curve as stang increases [122, 14], the assumption has been
relaxed toward pseudo-concavity in Atlason et al. [14]. Avramidis et al. [17]
use a cutting plane method for simultaneous stang and scheduling, and
apply local search techniques to further improve the solution. Ingolfsson
et al. [122] present a cutting plane algorithm that relies on randomization
to evaluate performance. Campello and Ingolfsson [44] derive strict lower
bounds on stang (which are not necessarily feasible in conjunction with
the performance constraint) and use them as a starting point in the algo-
rithm of Ingolfsson et al. [122]. The integrated approach avoids the type
of suboptimality that may arise in the two-step approach, as it determines
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stang requirements and shift schedules simultaneously. In that sense, it
can be seen as superior to the two-step approach. Note, however, that the
implementation of an integrated approach does not by denition guarantee
that the obtained solution is optimal: for instance, the cutting plane algo-
rithm in Ingolfsson et al. [122] may miss the optimum because the cuts are
introduced based on estimations of the additional stang that is required
to meet the performance constraint. By contrast, Atlason et al. [13, 14]
show that their method converges to the optimal solution as the number of
replications in the simulation model grows large.
The direct approach does not rely on per-period stang requirements;
instead, it creates schedules directly from the arrival rates. It contains both
heuristic and mathematical programming techniques. Ingolfsson et al. [120]
use a genetic algorithm to generate schedules directly from demand, whereas
Gans et al. [86] adopt a stochastic programming approach that takes fore-
casted arrival rates as an input. Surprisingly, Castillo et al. [46] are the only
ones to treat the shift scheduling problem as a multi-criteria decision prob-
lem, by using free disposable hull analysis [239] to select a set of dominant
schedules with respect to several performance metrics.
Each of the three approaches (two-step approach, integrated approach,
and direct approach) has its own pros and cons. The two-step approach
has the advantage of exibility in the choice of the algorithms used in the
separate stang and scheduling steps. In spite of this exibility, the major-
ity of two-step approaches implement fairly basic scheduling models (e.g.,
similar to Dantzig's model). Although dedicated high-level scheduling algo-
rithms (that are designed to account for realistic scheduling constraints in
an ecient way) can easily be included in the two-step approach, we found
no applications of this sort in the literature. The integrated approach and
direct approach are both appealing because they avoid the type of subopti-
mality that may arise with the two-step approach. However, these models
are often highly complex, implying that simplications to the system as-
sumptions may be required to keep the models solvable. The integrated
approaches rely on stang requirements to eciently guide the search pro-
cess, and their iterative nature allows to control the nal schedule in terms
of solution quality (iterations can be added until a satisfactory solution is
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obtained). The direct approach is conceptually more straightforward (as it
skips the stang step), but the schedule optimization becomes more chal-
lenging because the solution space is less constrained.
2.6 Classication by application areas
Finally, Table 2.6 classies articles on the basis of their application context.
For each reference, we indicate whether the model was implemented (and
the results reported), or if it was validated using real-life data or ctive
examples. We only consider implementations reported in the academic lit-
erature and acknowledge that this is an incomplete indicator of practical
implementation. For ease of reference, we repeat the methodology used for
stang and scheduling. As is evident from this table, emergency depart-
ments and call centers are the most popular (intended) application areas for
the various types of models.
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[218] N Y N SRS/oered load Math. programming
[258] Y(+N) Y N SRS -
Call center [2] Y(+N) Y N SSL Trial-and-error
[11] N Y N SSL Math. programming
[13] N N Y Math. programming id.
[14] N N Y Math. programming id.
[17] N Y N Math. programming id.
[23] N N N Math. programming -
[24] N N Y Math. programming -
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[32] N Y N SSL Math. programming
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[208] N Y Y Dynamic programming -
[211] N Y N SSL Math. programming +
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Other [72] N Y N Metaheuristic Math. programming
[182] Y(+Y) Y N Simulation-based
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Math. programming
[52] Y(+Y) Y N Heuristic Math. programming
[115] Y(+Y) Y N Simulation-based
heuristic
Math. programming
[139] N Y N Math. programming Math. programming
[157] N Y N - Nonlinear programming
Table 2.9: Classication by real-life application
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Within the set of articles we consider, Quinn et al. [200], Fukunaga et
al. [83], Green et al. [98], Mason et al. [182], Hueter and Swart [115] and
Choi et al. [52] are the only studies to implement a model and report the
results; they all rely on the two-step approach. Quinn et al. [200], Fukunaga
et al. [83] and Green et al. [98] used the (relatively unsophisticated) SSL
approach to set stang levels. Fukunaga et al. [83] also rely on SSL and
complement their analysis with various search heuristics designed to select
optimal shift schedules (however, they remain rather vague on the details of
the proposed stang and scheduling algorithms). Quinn et al. [200] apply
a prot-driven approach, where the performance target is included in the
objective such that personnel is added as long as the incremental cost does
not exceed the additional revenue (a similar logic can be found in Lam et
al. [157] and Kabak et al. [139], in a retail setting). Mason et al. [182]
and Hueter and Swart [115] apply a simulation-based heuristic (for stang)
and mathematical programming (for scheduling). Choi et al. [52] set stang
levels based on a heuristic and further rene the schedule using mathematical
programming.
The implementations of stang and scheduling models resulted in,
among others, higher revenues [200], reductions in the labor cost [115, 52],
less abandoned customers [200, 83, 98], better service levels and lower aver-
age waiting times Quinn et al. [200]. However, Mason et al. [182] highlighted
that the initial schedules provided by their algorithm needed adjustments,
because inadequate forecasts had caused understang. Moreover, they re-
ported increases in the level of sick leave, possibly caused by the higher
complexity of the new schedules.
Zeltyn et al. [258], Dietz [68], and Agnihothri and Taylor [2] assert that
their models were implemented, but they do not provide any results about
the actual implementation. Instead, they use real-life data to validate the
model. The remainder of the publications lack any real-life implementation,
though the large majority provide a model validation using real-life data
or other means. Henderson and Mason [110], Whitt [248], Bassamboo and
Zeevi [23], and Liu and Whitt [168] did not provide any type of implemen-
tation or validation for the proposed stang and/or scheduling model.
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Note that not only the objectives and denition of quality of service
dier between the application contexts, but also the data availability. De-
tailed data are often readily available in call centers { this is in general not
the case in retail stores and emergency departments. Lam et al. [157] report
that the models put forward in the retail literature take advantage of the
data that is available, for instance, using sales data to construct schedules.
Moreover, practical implementations may not nd their way to the academic
literature due to data condentiality.
We observe a trend toward models that place a greater emphasis on
practical applicability. Dietz [68] provides a spreadsheet-based scheduling
approach that can easily be used by practitioners; Gans et al. [86] present an
integrated approach for forecasting, stang and scheduling under parameter
uncertainty; and Sinreich and Jabali [218] and Izady and Worthington [125]
both rely on a generic simulation model for stang and scheduling in an
emergency department. Nah and Kim [193] use regression analysis to link
waiting times to the observed oered load in a call center, as such they
avoid using (often complex) queueing models. Lin et al. [164] apply a similar
approach, but resort to stationary approximations in those stang intervals
where the regression model's performance is insucient.
2.7 Conclusions and future research
The extensive review of extant literature we have reported leads us to draw
several conclusions that may be useful for guiding further research. First, it
becomes clear that this research eld is growing rapidly. Researchers have
grown very creative in applying multiple methodologies to optimize stang
and/or scheduling in systems with nonstationary demand, and thus meet
a myriad of objectives and performance constraints. Unfortunately, our
analysis of the system assumptions in Section 2.3 reveals that, all too of-
ten, their ambitious models still rely on rather theoretical assumptions (e.g.,
homogeneity of customers and servers, exponential assumptions for service
and abandonment processes, single-stage systems). This reliance may help
to explain why, as we observed in Section 2.6, many models lack a real-life
implementation (and the few articles that report on real-life implementation
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appear limited to relatively simple stationary approximations). In partic-
ular, only few contributions have tried to tackle a network setting with
general service processes ([218, 125, 5], and presumably [83] too), but none
of them has addressed general abandonment times in a network |despite
the seemingly high relevance of this topic in many practical situations.
Correspondingly, as we observed in Section 2.4, stationary approxima-
tions remain highly popular as a performance evaluation method; in recent
years, uid models have also increased in importance (in particular in the
call center literature). Both methodologies often rely on rather strict as-
sumptions that may limit their applicability in practice though. We em-
phasize that the attractiveness of stationary approximations lies not in their
accuracy but rather in their ability to provide a simple means to obtain
rough guidelines of system performance. The obtained sta levels could be
improved further on the basis of, for instance, a simulation model (as in Er-
togral and Bamuqabel [75], Zeltyn et al. [258], Izady and Worthington [125]).
In fact, hybrid methods that combine the simplicity and insights of queueing
results with the exibility and accuracy of simulation, provide great oppor-
tunities for analyzing highly complex settings. Our analysis revealed that
authors tend to stick to exponential assumptions for their model description
and validation (e.g., [258]), even when using simulation-based methods that
are in principle readily extendable to general assumptions.
Our analysis in Section 2.4 also reveals the wide range of performance
metrics being used in current research. It is intuitively clear that logical
links exist among the dierent metrics (e.g., waiting time-related perfor-
mance metrics relate to abandonment metrics and length-of-stay metrics).
Surprisingly though, we were unable to nd a single publication that explic-
itly aimed to uncover these links in complex settings (e.g., network settings
with nonstationary arrivals, general service and abandonment times). Fur-
ther examination of the relationships across dierent performance metrics
in complex nonstationary systems may open up interesting opportunities
for continued research, especially in relation to performance metrics that
are dicult to compute. The discovery of an easy-to-compute proxy metric
can then substantially simplify the performance evaluation phase and may
often be sucient to guide the search for adequate personnel schedules (as
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in Izady and Worthington [125] and Green et al. [98]).
We found that some promising performance evaluation methods (e.g.,
the SBC or DTM approaches) have not yet found their way to stang
and scheduling algorithms; instead, the algorithms tend to resort to those
methods that are the most common or straightforward (e.g., stationary ap-
proximations such as SIPP or PSA). A challenging direction for future re-
search consists in achieving a better connection between the research elds
on performance evaluation on the one hand, and stang and scheduling on
the other hand. However, performance evaluation should be well-aligned
with the optimization methodology, especially in terms of computational re-
quirements (computationally expensive evaluation methods ideally require
optimization algorithms that quickly nd a good solution).
The applicability of the models extends beyond the typical contexts
presented in academic research (i.e., call centers and healthcare systems)
to other settings, such as queues in retail stores, restaurants and banking.
Care should be taken, though, because these systems tend to function on a
much smaller scale. Consequently, adding or removing a single server can
cause drastic changes in performance. Current literature does not devote
much attention to this inherent discreteness of capacity or its implications
for model performance (e.g., Feldman et al. [78] report weak performance
of the ISA algorithm in case arrival rates are extremely low). The further
development of models and algorithms that specically target small-scale
systems provides a promising avenue for further research.
Moreover, the use of the models need not necessarily be restricted to
personnel planning; they are in fact relevant to a broad range of problem
settings. Zhang et al. [259] provide an interesting illustration: the authors
determine the year-by-year capacity of beds in a hospital by a simulation-
optimization algorithm that is similar to the method of Defraeye and Van
Nieuwenhuyse [65], and compare the results with MOL and SIPP.
Finally, to limit the scope of this study, we did not elaborate on demand
forecasting or rostering. Inaccurate forecasts may cause inadequate stang
and scheduling (see for instance the implementation results in Mason et al.
[182]). This can be accommodated by including parameter uncertainty in the
model (see also Section 2.3); the integrated approach for forecasting, stang,
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and scheduling with parameter uncertainty of Gans et al. [86] represents an
important step towards achieving a closer integration of the dierent phases
in the capacity planning process. Our research reveals that stang and
scheduling for systems with nonstationary demand currently do not tend
to integrate the rostering step. Though it can be expected that complexity
will increase severely, including the rostering step in an integrated approach
is likely to be valuable to avoid suboptimality. Moreover, various demand
management strategies can be applied to manipulate the arrival rate itself,
which in turn may facilitate the capacity planning process (as discussed in
Chapter 1).
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Chapter 3
Computing the probability of
excessive waiting in
Mt=G=st +G queues with an
exhaustive service policy
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we compare multiple methods used to compute the prob-
ability of excessive waiting (i.e., the probability that the waiting time ex-
ceeds a given threshold ) in an Mt=G=st + G queue with an exhaustive
service policy. The main evaluation criteria are accuracy (for several values
of ) and computational cost. Performance evaluations for such systems are
complicated, because (1) the customer arrival rate uctuates over time, (2)
customers may abandon the queue before receiving service, (3) service and
abandonment processes are generally distributed, and (4) the exhaustive
policy implies that servers work overtime if service is ongoing at the time
that the server is scheduled to go o duty. These four characteristics are
highly relevant in many real-life service systems. Current literature focuses
mainly on Mt=M=st +M systems, yet it has been shown that service and
abandonment times are not always Markovian in practice [38]. Prior liter-
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ature also frequently presumes a preemptive service policy: the customer
is sent back to the queue if a server is scheduled to leave, because server
overtime is not allowed [121, 51].
This chapter is inspired by work by Ingolfsson et al. [121], who com-
pare several performance evaluation methods for Mt=M=st queues with an
exhaustive service policy. Their investigation includes numerical solution of
the ordinary dierential equations (ODEs), closure approximations, direct
innite-server (IS) approximations, modied oered load (MOL) approxima-
tions, eective arrival rate (EAR) approximations (as suggested by Thomp-
son [230]), and the lagged stationary independent period-by-period (lagged
SIPP) approximation. They conclude that randomization yields very ac-
curate results, at a substantially lower computational cost than is required
to solve the ODEs numerically. The other heuristics (MOL, EAR, Lagged
SIPP, IS) perform worse in terms of accuracy but require signicantly less
computation time than does randomization. Among these fast heuristics,
MOL tends to be the most accurate. Unlike Ingolfsson et al. [121], we con-
sider general service times and include a general customer abandonment pro-
cess. We thus focus on methods that do not rely on Markovian assumptions,
which leads us to select the following methods: (1) discrete-event simulation;
(2) the MOL approximation, which can apply to non-Markovian service and
abandonment processes [99, 78]; and (3) the randomization method sug-
gested by Creemers et al. [57]. To the best of our knowledge, no results are
available on the performance of MOL in an Mt=G=st + G queue; all previ-
ously reported computational results have been obtained using exponentially
distributed service and abandonment times [78, 131, 130]. The numerical ap-
proximation suggested by Creemers et al. [57] aims at Gt=Gt=st+Gt queues
with an exhaustive service policy. Whereas they only report computational
results for queue size, we address the probabilities of excessive waiting. We
explore whether this (generally more time-consuming) approach provides
distinct advantages over simulation or the MOL approximation.
We focus on small- to medium-scale systems (i.e., average oered load
up to 10, average arrival rates up to 60 customers per hour, and an average
utilization up to 95%), which appear in many practical applications (e.g.,
banks, retail stores, small call centers, emergency departments). By per-
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forming a large computational experiment, we can compare several methods
that provide the probability of excessive waiting in Mt=G=st + G queues
with an exhaustive service policy.
In Section 3.2, we introduce the notations used in this chapter. The
methods studied in this chapter are described in Section 3.3. Section 5.5
details the computational experiment; we compare the methods in terms
of accuracy (Section 3.4.3) and computational cost (Section 3.4.4). In Sec-
tion 3.5, we highlight our key ndings and suggest directions for further
research.
3.2 Notation
We focus on the single-stage multiserver Mt=G=st+G queue, with a rst-in
rst-out queueing policy. Customers enter the system according to a cyclic
Poisson pattern with a time-varying arrival rate t over the time horizon
[0; T ] (e.g., day, week, month). The current time is represented by t 2 [0; T ].
Service times and customer impatience times follow a general distribution:
 denotes the per-server service rate, and  represents the abandonment rate
(both are constant over [0; T ]).
To evaluate performance, the time horizon [0; T ] is divided into inter-
vals of p time units. The number of performance intervals in [0; T ] is
denoted Ip  T=p and Ip = f1; : : : ; Ipg represents the set of performance
interval indices. The starting times of each performance interval ip 2 Ip are
contained in tp = f0;p; 2p; : : : ; T  pg.
We distinguish between virtual waiting times and observed waiting
times. The virtual waiting time Wt is dened as the waiting time encoun-
tered by a virtual customer arriving at time t 2 tp [102, 159, 174]. In
contrast, the observed waiting time Wip represents the waiting time experi-
enced by actual customers arriving in the interval ip 2 Ip. Virtual customers
have innite patience (i.e., they do not abandon the queue), whereas real
customers have nite patience and may abandon the queue, if their wait
grows large. We dene  as the maximum allowed waiting time, such that
it provides a threshold value used to distinguish between acceptable waiting
times (i.e., Wt lower than or equal to ) and excessive waiting times (i.e.,
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Wt exceeds ).
Capacity changes can occur only at specic points in time. The stang
interval, with length s, denotes the interval over which capacity remains
constant (we assume that s is an exact multiple of p). We assume
Is  T=s stang intervals in [0; T ]; the set of stang interval indices is
represented as Is = f1; : : : ; Isg. In addition, ts = f0;s; 2s; : : : ; T  sg
represents the set containing the stang interval start times, for all is 2 Is.
As such, the capacity at time t is given by:
s(tjt2[ts;ts+s[) = sis ;
with ts the start time of stang interval is. The dierent types of intervals
and respective notations are illustrated in Figure 3.1.
æ
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of stang intervals and performance intervals.
3.3 Computational methods
Prior literature oers multiple approaches to evaluate performance in queues
with a time-varying arrival rate and a time-varying number of servers. The
most common approaches are summarized in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.4).
With our focus on performance evaluation inMt=G=st+G queues, we chose
to compare discrete-event simulation, the MOL approach, and the random-
ization approach suggested by Creemers et al. [57].
We distinguish between the virtual probability of excessive waiting cal-
culated at times t 2 tp and the observed probability determined over inter-
vals ip 2 Ip. In doing so, we present three types of approaches: Sections
3.3.1 and 3.3.2 outline simulation-based approaches (referred to as SIM-
VIRT, SIM-OAM, and SIM-OWM), whereas Section 3.3.3 elaborates on the
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MOL approximation. Then in Section 3.3.4, we discuss the numerical ap-
proach suggested by Creemers et al. [57] (G-RAND). As shown in Table 3.1,
SIM-VIRT and G-RAND attempt to evaluate virtual waiting times, whereas
SIM-OAM, SIM-OWM, and MOL address observed waiting times.
Type Method
Virtual waiting times SIM-VIRT
G-RAND
Observed waiting times SIM-OAM
SIM-OWM
MOL
Table 3.1: Overview of methods
3.3.1 Simulation of virtual waiting times
The virtual waiting time corresponds to the time between t and the earliest
time at which a (scheduled) server becomes available, because all customers
that arrived before t have been served [102, 159, 174]:
Wt = minfw :
 
N tt+w  st+w   1
 ^ (w  0)g;
with st+w the capacity at time t+w and N
t
t+w the number of customers
arrived before time t that are still in system at time t + w. Note that the
virtual waiting time is measured at a particular time instant (as opposed to
observed waits, which are measured over an interval). The virtual waiting
time distribution can be measured in a straightforward way through simu-
lation. We insert a virtual (dummy) customer into the system at each time
t 2 tp in replication r, such that the virtual waiting time Wt;r equals the
time at which this dummy customer would enter service. Let R represent
the total number of replications in the simulation run. Dene t;r as a binary
variable that signals whether the virtual waiting time exceeds the target 
for a given time t and replication r:
t;r =
(
1 if Wt;r > ;
0 otherwise :
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The probability of excessive waiting at time t then can be estimated as:
SIM-VIRT: Pr(Wt > )SIM-VIRT =
1
R
RX
r=1
t;r :
3.3.2 Simulation of observed waiting times
The time-dependent probability of excessive waiting can be measured from
the actual or observed waiting times (e.g., Atlason et al. [14]). Waiting times
are then aggregated over all customers that arrive during the interval ip 2 Ip.
The observed waiting timeWip typically diers from the virtual waiting time
Wt, even if p becomes innitesimally small, because virtual customers have
innite patience (by convention). Observed waiting times may be lower, due
to customer abandonment. The magnitude of the dierence depends on 
and : it decreases as the expected time to abandon (i.e.,  1) grows larger,
compared with  . As  or  approaches 0, the dierence between virtual
and observed waiting time disappears.
The observed probability of excessive waiting over a given interval ip
can be estimated by its arithmetic mean:
SIM-OAM: Pr(Wip > )SIM-OAM =
1
R
RX
r=1
Lip;r
Aip;r

; (3.1)
where Aip;r represents the number of arrivals during interval ip of replication
r, and Lip;r represents the number of customers experiencing a waiting time
longer than  . The probability that no arrivals occur in a given interval ip
increases as p decreases. Consequently, the number of replications needed
to obtain accurate estimations with this approach increases as p decreases.
Atlason et al. [14] state that Equation 3.1 may be misleading, because
it grants too much weight to sample realizations with low arrival volumes.
They recommend the weighted mean SIM-OWM, in which each observation
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of (Lip;r=Aip;r) is weighted with the realized number of arrivals:
SIM-OWM : Pr(Wip > )SIM-OWM =
E[Lip ]
E[Aip ]

RX
r=1
Lr(ip)
Aip;r
Aip;r
RP
r=1
Aip;r
=
RP
r=1
Lip;r
RP
r=1
Aip;r
: (3.2)
As detailed in Section 3.4.3, we often observe that Pr(W (ip) > )SIM-OWM >
Pr(W (ip) > )SIM-OAM (in line with the ndings of Maman [173]). Maman
[173] distinguishes between short-term and long-term performance measures:
the arithmetic average (Equation 3.1) is acceptable when evaluating perfor-
mance over short intervals of time, but Equation 3.2 should apply to longer
intervals, because poor performance aects more customers in such an in-
terval (with a greater emphasis on intervals with a high arrival rate). A
key issue is the number of replications needed to accurately estimate the
probability of experiencing an excessive waiting time, as we discuss in Sec-
tion 3.4.4. In the computational experiment, the focus lies on SIM-OWM,
though we briey elaborate on SIM-OAM in Section 3.4.3, to illustrate the
dierence between both methods.
3.3.3 The MOL approximation
The modied oered load approach uses a stationary M=G=s + G queuing
model to approximate the performance of the Mt=G=st + G queue at any
given time t. The arrival rate of the stationary model can be obtained using
the analytically tractable results for innite server queues [70, 71]. Let
m1t be the expected number of busy servers in the corresponding Mt=G=1
system (equal to the oered load, in this case), and let G() represent the
service time cumulative distribution function. The modied arrival rate then
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can be expressed as [99, 78]:
MOLt  m1t  ;
where m1t =
Z t
 1
[1 G(t u)]u du :
The probability of excessive waiting at an arbitrary time t, denoted Pr(Wt >
), then can be derived as the excess wait probability resulting from the sta-
tionaryM=G=s+G queue with capacity st and arrival rate 
MOL
t . Obtaining
the stationary probability of excessive waiting for the M=G=s + G queue
is challenging. For this chapter, we determine it by means of simulation;
alternatively, dedicated approximations for the M=G=s+G queue could be
used (see for instance Whitt [249] and Iravani and Balcio~glu [124]).
In our experiment, we center on observed waiting times for the the
MOL approximation and use simulation to estimate the observed probabil-
ity of excessive waiting Pr(Wip > )MOL for each ip 2 Ip. Let MOLip denote
the average of MOLt over interval ip. The probability of excessive waiting
over interval ip is estimated as the probability of excessive waiting in the
stationary M=G=s + G queue with capacity sip and arrival rate
MOLip . We
use SIM-OWM (i.e., the weighted average), but SIM-OAM (i.e., the arith-
metic average) is applicable too. To ensure that the estimated probabilities
of excessive waiting are suciently accurate, we add replications until the
condence interval halfwidths are smaller than 0.01 (for all ). Note that
MOL is unable to account for the eect of the exhaustive service process,
because the service policy is irrelevant in a stationary model.
3.3.4 Randomization for Mt=G=st +G queues
Creemers et al. [57] provide a performance evaluation method for Gt=Gt=st+
Gt queues with an exhaustive service policy. In the remainder of this chapter,
we refer to this method as G-RAND. The approach builds on the work of In-
golfsson et al. [121], who extend the randomization approach of Grassmann
[90] to time-varying Mt=M=st queues with exhaustive service. Creemers
et al. [57] further extend the randomization approach, by implementing
abandonments and adapting the method to apply in settings with general
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service, abandonment, and arrival times. The general distributions are ap-
proximated by continuous-time phase-type distributions, that decompose
the general distribution into a set of exponential building blocks (so-called
phases). The state of the system (i.e., number of customers in the queue)
gets evaluated at discrete moments in time. In between these discrete mo-
ments, the arrival rate is assumed to be constant. The time between two
observation moments is denoted g, where g  p. If g is suciently
small, the transient distribution of the number of customers in the system,
Nt, may be accurately obtained for all t 2 tp. The model can be used to
compute the virtual waiting time distribution at any time t by means of a
death process, but doing so demands considerable computational eort, es-
pecially if system performance needs to be evaluated frequently (i.e., if p is
small). The accuracy of G-RAND depends on the choice of g: lower values
result in higher accuracy but also require more computation time. Moreover,
the required computation time increases with the maximum queue size and
maximum number of servers; therefore, this method mainly targets small-
to medium-scale systems.
3.4 Computational experiment
We use a simulation study to assess the accuracy and computational cost
of the methods described in the previous section (SIM-VIRT, SIM-OWM,
MOL, and G-RAND) for a set of 162 problem instances. All methods are
implemented in Visual Studio C++. The experiments are performed on an
Intel I7 3.40 GHz computer with 8 GB RAM. The experimental setup and
performance metrics are described in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, respectively.
Section 3.4.3 compares the methods in terms of accuracy; the key dierences
are further explored by means of an illustrative example. Section 3.4.4
explores the trade-o between computational cost and model accuracy.
3.4.1 Experimental setting
Table 3.2 provides an overview of the parameter settings we used to construct
the test set. The parameters give rise to 162 problem instances, which are
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representative of small- to medium-scale systems. The time horizon equals
one day (i.e., 1440 minutes), divided into smaller periods of length p.
Parameter Symbol Values
Time horizon (min) T 1440
Stang interval length (min) s 30
Performance interval length (min) p 10
Relative amplitude (arrival and
stang)
RA 0.5
Service rate (customers/hour)  f1; 2; 6g
Abandonment rate (customers/hour)  f0:5; 2g
Average capacity s f2; 5; 10g
Average trac intensity  f0:5; 0:75; 0:95g
Squared coecient of variation (service
and abandonment)
C2 f0:5; 1; 2g
Maximum allowed waiting time (min)  f0; 10; 20g
Number of replications (in SIM-VIRT,
SIM-OWM)
R f250; 500; 1000; 2000; 4000; 8000g
Granularity used in G-RAND (min) g f0:125; 0:25; 0:5; 1; 2g
Table 3.2: Parameter settings in the computational experiment.
The time-varying arrival rate t is modeled as a sine function with cycle
equal to T (as in Feldman et al. [78], Ingolfsson et al. [121], among others).
The relative amplitude (RA) is given by RA  A=, with A as the absolute
amplitude and  as the average arrival rate over the time horizon. More
formally:
t = 

1 + RA sin

2t
T

:
Note that  is determined uniquely by the average capacity s, the service
rate , and the average trac intensity   = (s). The applicability of
the models does not depend on the use of this sine function. Given the
parameter settings in Table 3.2, it follows that  ranges between 1 and 57
customers per hour. To limit the size of the test set, we assume that the
service and abandonment processes have the same C2 (i.e., 0.5, 1, or 2).
The stang process is modeled using a sine function with relative am-
plitude equal to that of the arrival process (0.5 in the experiment). The
stang level in a given stang interval is determined as the mean of this
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sine function at the start and the end of the interval:
sis = s+
1
2
RA

sin

2t
T

+ sin

2 (t+s)
T

; with t 2 ts :
As is evident from Table 3.2, stang intervals span 30 minutes.
In addition, G-RAND requires the arrival rate function to be piece-wise
constant; we used 5-minute intervals, where the arrival rate is calculated
as the mean of the arrival rate at the start and the end of the interval.
For C2 < 1, the service and abandonment distributions are modeled using
a hypo-exponential distribution. If C2 = 0:5 (i.e., the value used in our
experiment), it is equivalent to an Erlang distribution with two phases. The
respective parameters appear in Table 3.3 (a general discussion of how we
obtained them is given in Appendix A). If C2 > 1, we would use a two-
phase Coxian distribution. The rst phase has an exponential rate equal to
 1, where  1 is the process mean and  is a weighing factor [57]. The
second phase is visited with probability  and has an exponential rate 2.
For C2 = 1, we use a single phase that has an exponentially distributed
duration. The distributions are implemented likewise in the simulation-
based approaches. As we show in Appendix A, these distributions yield
closed-form expressions for the innite server oered load, which is required
for MOL.
Erlang (C2 = 0:5) Two-phase Coxian (C2 = 2)
 = 1  = 2  = 6  = 1  = 2  = 6
1 2 4 12 1 2 4 12
2 2 4 12 2 0.5 1 3
 0.25 0.25 0.25
Table 3.3: Distribution parameters.
The exhaustive service policy in SIM-VIRT and SIM-OWM is modeled
as in G-RAND: if capacity decreases, idle servers leave rst, and then the
remaining number of (randomly selected) busy servers starts to work over-
time. The service policy is irrelevant in MOL, because this approach relies
on stationary models.
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3.4.2 Performance metrics
Let Pr (W () > )
true
denote the \true" value of the probability of excessive
waiting (where () refers to either a moment in time t 2 tp or an interval ip 2
Ip), as determined by means of a highly accurate (and thus computationally
expensive) simulation model. We apply separate simulation models to obtain
the true values for the observed and virtual metrics; each simulation uses
1,000,000 replications (the CPU time amounted to 30 minutes, on average).
We dene Pr
 
W() > 

est
as the probability of excessive waiting esti-
mated using any of the methods described in Section 3.3 (i.e., focussing on
virtual or observed waiting times). Formally, the absolute error is given by:
AE() =
Pr  W() > true   Pr  W() > est :
The mean absolute error (MAE) yields an aggregate performance metric
per problem instance, obtained by taking the time-average of AE() over
all t 2 tp (virtual waiting times) or ip 2 Ip (observed waiting times). The
MAEs in the experiment were evaluated for dierent values of  .
3.4.3 Accuracy
Table 3.4 contains the MAE and CPU times of the methods under study,
averaged over all instances in the test set, for dierent settings of  and C2.
For the simulation-based methods (SIM-OWM and SIM-VIRT), we control
the accuracy by varying the number of replications R. For G-RAND, we
vary the granularity parameter g. This section presents the results for
the most extreme settings of R (i.e., 250 and 8000) and g (i.e., 0:125 and
2). The accuracy results for the other values of R and g are discussed
in further detail when we study the trade-o with computational cost in
Section 3.4.4.
Figure 3.2 and Table 3.5 provide insights into the dierences in MAE
across the methods, for  = 10 minutes (other settings for  yield similar re-
sults). Table 3.5 shows that overall, G-RAND provides the highest accuracy
(for g = 0:125), followed by SIM-VIRT and SIM-OWM (for R = 8000).
As expected, accuracy deteriorates as R decreases or g increases, as Table
3.5 indicates. However, MOL performs poorly, largely because it is unable
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to predict performance accurately at moments in time that follow capacity
changes. As an illustration, Figure 3.3 plots the probability Pr(Wt > 10)
over the time horizon, for a given problem instance. The sudden surges
and decreases in the probability of excessive waiting coincide with capacity
changes.
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Figure 3.2: MAE, averaged over all Instances and C2 for  = 10.
SIM-
VIRT
SIM-
VIRT
SIM-
OWM
SIM-
OWM
MOL G-RAND G-RAND
R = 250 R = 8000 R = 250 R = 8000 g = 0:125 g = 2
Min 0.00032 0.00007 0.00015 0.00003 0.00003 0.00002 0.00012
Avg 0.01461 0.00265 0.02052 0.00375 0.01137 0.00469 0.01789
Med 0.01581 0.00294 0.01758 0.00324 0.00815 0.00093 0.00722
Max 0.02629 0.00551 0.05872 0.01048 0.06515 0.06667 0.33246
Table 3.5: MAE, averaged over all instances and C2 for  = 10.
Figure 3.3(b) illustrates the shortfalls of MOL. The performance curve
obtained by MOL lags the curves obtained by the other methods; this eect
can be explained by the stationary approximation being applied. A key in-
sight is that a capacity increase or decrease at any time t aects performance
already before the change takes place { namely, from time (t   ) onward.
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Therefore, the impact on the probability of excessive waiting occurs earlier
as  increases. Clearly MOL ignores this eect, because only the capac-
ity during an interval ip gets taken into consideration when evaluating the
stationary model. Accordingly, MOL disregards any subsequent capacity
changes that aect performance in the interval. This eect only occurs for
 > 0 and becomes more pronounced as  grows large, as further illustrated
in Figure 3.4, which shows the graphs for  = 0 and  = 20.
Figure 3.4 hints on an additional shortfall of the MOL approximation.
In Figure 3.4(a), we observe that MOL consistently underestimates the prob-
ability of excessive waiting following a capacity increase, but overestimates
it following a capacity decrease. This second observation can again be ex-
plained by the stationary approximation in MOL, which assumes an imme-
diate surge in the departure rate if capacity increases. In reality, though, the
change in the departure rate is not immediate but lagged by the expected
service time. Consequently, MOL underestimates the queues at these mo-
ments, resulting in an underestimation of the probability of excessive wait-
ing. The overestimation of Pr(Wt > 0) following a capacity decrease follows
from MOL's inability to mimic the exhaustive service policy (i.e., servers do
not work overtime; the eective utilization is higher). The results thus in-
dicate that MOL should be used with caution, especially when the capacity
uctuations are frequent/substantial and the system is heavily loaded.
Moreover, Figure 3.3(b) and Figure 3.4 reveal the dierence between
SIM-OAM and SIM-OWM. The probability of excessive waiting for SIM-
OWM consistently exceeds the curve of SIM-OAM in our experiments (this
consistent with the ndings of Maman [173]). As such, SIM-OWM results in
more stringent performance constraints. A formal description of the relation
between SIM-OAM and SIM-OWM is given in Appendix B (we also provide
an example where SIM-OAM may exceed SIM-OWM in some cases).
From the results in Table 3.4, it follows that the squared coecient of
variation in the service and abandonment processes is not a signicant de-
terminant of accuracy, except for G-RAND for which accuracy deteriorates
when C2 < 1. This observation is not surprising: as Creemers et al. [57]
note, low values of C2 require lower values of g to maintain accuracy.
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Figure 3.3: Pr(Wt > 10) for a given problem instance.
Problem instance:  = 6,  = 3, s = 2,  = 0:95, and C2 = 1 (R = 8000,
g = 0:125).
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(a) Observed waiting times  = 0
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 = 20
Figure 3.4: Pr(Wt > ) for a given problem instance.
Problem instance:  = 6,  = 3, s = 2,  = 0:95, and C2 = 1 (R = 8000,
g = 0:125).
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3.4.4 Computational cost and trade-o with accuracy
Figure 3.5 and Table 3.6 oer an indication of the CPU time required to
obtain the probability of excessive waiting. Computation times are indepen-
dent of the threshold value  , because we used a single experiment to obtain
the probabilities of excessive waiting for dierent thresholds simultaneously.
The boxplots contain only the results for the most extreme values of R (i.e.,
250 and 8000) and g (i.e., 0:125 and 2). On the whole, SIM-VIRT is the
fastest method, whereas G-RAND demands the greatest computational ef-
fort (especially when g is small). The computation times for MOL are
disappointing, though they likely could be improved were we to use ded-
icated approximations for the M=G=s + G queue (instead of simulation).
Using approximations, however, aects the accuracy of the method.
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Figure 3.5: CPU Time (sec) for all  , averaged over all values of C2.
Figure 3.6 depicts the trade-o between MAE and CPU time, in the
simulation-based methods as well as in G-RAND (MOL yields a single ob-
servation point). In the simulation-based methods, computation times and
accuracy are inuenced by the number of replications R, while in G-RAND,
they are aected by the granularity parameter g. We observe that G-
RAND outperforms SIM-VIRT only when C2 = 1. For C2 > 1, G-RAND
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SIM-
VIRT
SIM-
VIRT
SIM-
OWM
SIM-
OWM
MOL G-RAND G-RAND
R = 250 R = 8000 R = 250 R = 8000 g = 0:125 g = 2
Min 0.125 3.713 1.451 40.217 35.061 4.780 0.200
Avg 0.721 22.302 1.976 55.764 97.219 1712.032 83.842
Med 0.508 15.233 1.887 53.049 84.445 404.610 19.250
Max 3.088 100.730 4.087 125.290 302.680 9024.200 341.670
Table 3.6: CPU Time (sec) for all  , averaged over all values of C2
.
obtains a higher average accuracy than SIM-VIRT, though at a markedly
higher computational cost. In that case, G-RAND is preferable only if ac-
curacy is more important than computation time. For C2 < 1, the trade-o
curve of G-RAND is unfavorable (low accuracy at high computational cost).
As illustrated by Figure 3.7, the dierence in performance grows larger as 
increases. Accuracy might be improved by reducing g, but doing so would
increase CPU time. In summary, G-RAND only outperforms SIM-VIRT for
C2 = 1. For other values of C2, SIM-VIRT is the better choice, yielding low
MAE at low computational cost.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we explore dierent methods to evaluate the time-dependent
probability of excessive waiting in an Mt=G=st + G queueing system with
an exhaustive service policy. We evaluate four methods: (1) simulation
based on virtual waiting times (SIM-VIRT), (2) simulation based on ob-
served waiting times (SIM-OWM), (3) the modied oered load approxi-
mation (MOL), and (4) the randomization approach suggested by Creemers
et al. [57] (G-RAND). The results show that SIM-VIRT consistently yields
accurate results with limited computation time, such that it outperforms
the other methods, except when C2 = 1, in which case G-RAND provides a
more favorable time-accuracy trade-o. Moreover, the MOL approximation
performs rather poorly and displays systematic error each time the capacity
changes, so it should be used with extreme caution (especially when capacity
changes frequently or the maximum allowed waiting time is greater).
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Figure 3.6: Trade-o between accuracy and computation time (for  = 10).
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Figure 3.7: Trade-o between accuracy and computation time, averaged over all
instances for C2 = 1.
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Chapter 4
Controlling excessive waiting
times in small service
systems with time-varying
demand: an extension of the
ISA algorithm
This chapter presents a simulation-based stang method that enables to
stabilize the probability of excessive waiting (i.e., the probability that the
waiting time exceeds a maximum acceptable value) throughout the day, in
a single-stage multiserver system with customer abandonments. The sug-
gested method is inspired by the Iterative Stang Algorithm (ISA), pro-
posed by Feldman et al. [78], which focuses on stabilizing the delay probabil-
ity throughout the day (note that this corresponds to a maximum acceptable
waiting time of zero). The use of discrete-event simulation provides distinct
advantages over analytical methods, such as increased exibility in modeling
assumptions and the ability to control the precision of the results. The down-
side is that evaluation through simulation tends to be more time-consuming.
Using the simulation methods described in Chapter 3, we can eciently eval-
uate the probability of excessive waiting. The stang update function of
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the original ISA algorithm is adjusted to account for the relatively small
system scale that characterizes, for example, emergency departments, retail
stores or small call centers.
Our experiments indicate that our method (which we call ISA()) suc-
ceeds in nding a stang vector that meets the performance constraint,
irrespective of system size. Large-scale systems (for which the number of
servers required is in the order of 100) and extremely small-scale systems
(requiring only 1-2 servers) can be solved, although the computation time
increases with the problem size. A solution can be obtained for exponential
as well as general service and abandonment time distributions, and stang
intervals are taken into consideration. We check the method for several
service policies (exhaustive and preemptive) and evaluate dierent waiting
time thresholds.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: we briey discuss
the related literature in Section 4.1, a detailed description of ISA() then
follows in Section 4.2. We present computational results of ISA() in Sec-
tion 4.3 and compare the approach to stationary approximation techniques
available in the literature. Section 4.4 summarizes our results, along with
some directions for future research.
4.1 Related literature
In this section, we briey describe the literature that is most relevant to
our research. As is detailed in Chapter 2, systems with time-dependent ar-
rival rates are commonly approximated by one (or more) related stationary
model(s). In Section 4.3, the performance of ISA() is tested against a num-
ber of these approaches, so we briey discuss the stationary approximations
that are most common in our context in Section 4.1.1. Section 4.1.2 then
proceeds with a detailed description of the iterative stang algorithm pro-
posed in Feldman et al. [78], that can be considered as the starting point of
the ISA() approach.
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4.1.1 Stationary approximations
In the Pointwise Stationary Approximation (PSA), the arrival rate at each
time instant is plugged into a separate stationary model to obtain steady
state performance measures for each moment in time [91, 131, 246]. PSA is
most appropriate in large-scale systems with limited nonstationarity in the
arrival process, characterized by high service rates, high targeted quality
of service, and low to moderate loads. To improve performance in case
of low service rates, a lagged variant of PSA (denoted LagPSA) has been
proposed [92, 96]. This approach is identical to PSA, except for the use of a
lagged arrival rate (t E[S]), where E[S] (i.e., the expected service time)
represents a time lag (further theoretical background supporting this choice,
can be found in Eick et al. [70]).
In the Modied Oered Load (MOL, [130, 184, 185]) approach, a sta-
tionary model is solved at each point in time, using a modied arrival rate
that equals the product of the service rate and the innite server oered load
(i.e., the number of servers that would be used if innitely many servers were
available). As the number of servers decreases, the MOL approximation be-
comes less accurate because of a lower resemblance to the innite server
system [185].
The PSA, lagged PSA and MOL approaches vary stang levels contin-
uously and do not account for the presence of stang intervals. To this pur-
pose, two renements to the PSA approach have been proposed: segmented
PSA and the Stationary Independent Period-by-Period (SIPP) approaches.
In the Segmented PSA approximation, the stang levels are set equal to the
maximum of the PSA stang requirements over the stang interval [99].
The SIPP approach [96, 98] uses a stationary model in each stang interval,
with the arrival rate averaged over that interval. As shown in Green et al.
[96], SIPP does not perform well when stang intervals are long or when
the arrival rate changes substantially over the stang interval.
Further renements to the SIPP approach have been proposed in Green
et al. [96] and Green et al. [97]: Lag SIPP (which uses a lagged arrival
rate), SIPPmax (which uses the maximum arrival rate over the stang
interval instead of the average, and hence coincides with Segmented PSA),
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and lagged SIPPmax (which is a combination of both). Lagged SIPP and
lagged SIPPmax tend to have better performance than SIPP and SIPPmax
[97].
Once the nonstationary system has been transformed into one or more
stationary models, approximations are often needed to obtain the steady
state performance measures, in particular when service times and aban-
donment times are generally distributed (as in our setting). For further
details on approximations for the M=G=s + G model, we refer to Iravani
and Balcio~glu [124] and Whitt [249]. Often however, explicit performance
calculations are avoided by using a rule of thumb, known as the square-root
stang rule (SRS; see [85, 247, 152]). The main benet of SRS lies in its
simplicity and robustness: at each time instant, the stang level (denoted
s) is determined as the oered load (denoted m) augmented with an amount
of safety capacity (cf. Expression 4.1). The required safety capacity is pro-
portional to the oered load, and depends on the desired quality of service
(which is reected in the quality of service parameter ):
s = m+ 
p
m (4.1)
The appropriate  can be obtained through the inverse of the Haln-
Whitt delay function (for M=M=s models, cf. Haln and Whitt [106]) or
the Garnett delay function (for M=M=s + M models, cf. Garnett et al.
[88]). An extension towards M=M=s+G models can be found in Zeltyn and
Mandelbaum [257]. As a rule of thumb, the SRS rule is easy to apply. How-
ever, it provides no rm guarantee that the desired performance constraint
is actually met.
A key disadvantage of most stationary approximations is that the use
of stationary models implicitly assumes that (1) delays between separate
intervals are statistically independent, (2) steady state is reached in each
interval, (3) the arrival rate remains constant over the stang interval, and
(4) no overloading is present within any given interval, as this would cause
instability in the stationary model (unless abandonments occur) [96]. These
assumptions are not always valid.
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4.1.2 The Iterative Stang Algorithm (ISA)
In Feldman et al. [78], a promising simulation-based technique for determin-
ing stang requirements in time-varying queues is proposed. As the name
suggests, the Iterative Stang Algorithm (ISA) repeatedly evaluates and al-
ters the stang function, until the desired performance is attained. For each
stang function, system performance is evaluated by means of simulation
and the stang level is updated based on the observed performance. This
sequence of evaluating performance and updating stang levels is called an
iteration.
Performance is expressed in terms of a constraint on the delay proba-
bility, that is, the delay probability must lie below a target value  at all
time instants:
Pr(Wt > 0)   0  t  T : (4.2)
Equivalently, the delay probability equals the probability that the number of
customers in the system at time t, Nt, is larger than or equal to the available
capacity at that time, leading to the following constraint:
Pr(Nt  sis)   8 t 2 ts ; (4.3)
where t 2 ts represents the start time of stang interval is. The ISA as-
sumes stang changes can be made almost continuously. The planning
horizon T is divided into very small intervals: stang changes are only al-
lowed at the start of each interval and the number in system is evaluated
once every stang interval. ISA then proceeds as follows. Initially, all
stang levels are set equal to an arbitrarily large number. Subsequently,
system performance is simulated by performing a xed number of indepen-
dent replications, which results in a distribution of the number of customers
in system at each moment in time. Then, stang levels are improved (si-
multaneously for all stang intervals) such that in each stang interval
is 2 Is, the stang level corresponds to the smallest value of sis satisfying
the performance requirement in Expression 4.3. Formally, the evaluation of
the distribution of the number of patients in system at the start of stang
interval is in iteration k (denoted Nt;k with t 2 ts) determines the stang
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level in interval is in iteration k + 1 (denoted sis;k+1):
sis;k+1 = argminfj 2 N : Pr(Nt;k+1  j)  g 8 is 2 Is ; (4.4)
where t 2 ts represents the start time of stang interval is. The algorithm
stops when the stang changes in subsequent iterations become suciently
small for all stang intervals (i.e., stang levels dier by at most 1, for all
is).
The major advantage of the ISA lies in the use of simulation to evaluate
system performance. As a result, the appropriateness of the stang function
generated by ISA is validated automatically (that is, under the assumption
that the simulation model is adequate). Moreover, the method has potential
to be applied to general settings, for which analytical results are no longer
available. However, some aspects make the traditional ISA less appropriate
in small-scale contexts:
 As discussed in Feldman et al. [78], the delay probabilities obtained
by the original ISA tend to be less stable in periods with low de-
mand, as even a small change in capacity has a substantial impact
on performance. Moreover, the conventional stopping rule of the ISA
might pose problems: the algorithm stops when the change in stang
requirements is at most 1 in all stang intervals and thus, stang
changes of +/- 1 server are disregarded. In small-scale systems how-
ever, the addition or removal of one server can result in substantial
dierences in performance.
 Secondly, the ISA does not explicitly deal with the length of the stang
intervals, i.e., the time period over which capacity remains constant
(all examples used in Feldman et al. [78] assume small stang inter-
vals with a length of 0:1=). As the number of customers in system is
measured only once every interval, it can be expected that an increase
in the stang interval length will lead to a decrease in accuracy, which
will negatively impact the algorithm's performance. In the method we
present in Section 4.2, this problem is addressed by making a distinc-
tion between stang intervals and (smaller) performance intervals.
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 Finally, the results in Feldman et al. [78] indicated that a stang func-
tion that stabilizes delay probability does not automatically stabilize
other performance measures (such as abandonment probabilities, av-
erage queue lengths and average waiting times). Focusing on the prob-
ability of excessive waiting is more relevant and allows more exibility,
as the decision maker can decide both on the waiting time threshold
that should be met (), and on the target service level (). This, how-
ever, implies that stang levels can no longer be set using Expression
4.4.
These observations justify the search for a method which (1) is suitable for
small-scale systems, (2) is capable of dealing with stang intervals over
which the capacity remains constant and (3) emphasizes low probabilities
of excessive wait rather than delay probabilities. In the next sections, a
more detailed description of the ISA() method is given.
4.2 ISA() algorithm
4.2.1 Notation
Notations that are frequently used throughout this chapter are listed in
Table 4.1. Let sis;k represent the stang level in stang interval is 2 Is at
the start of kth iteration of the algorithm, so that sk denotes the stang
vector. The performance vector corresponding to sk is represented by Pk;
its elements Pt;k denote the excess wait probability for a customer arriving
at time t 2 tp. The time-average of Pt;k is Pk. For a given stang interval
is starting at t 2 ts and ending at t+s, Pmaxis;k denotes the maximum value
of the excess wait probabilities Pis;k that directly result from the capacity
sis;k. Formally, for each stang interval is 2 Is (starting at t 2 ts and
ending at t+s), P
max
is;k
= max
j2tp

Pj;k : j 2 [t  ; (t+s)   [
	
. Indeed, if
a capacity shock occurs at t 2 ts, the excess wait probabilities are aected
for all arrivals after (t   ), as  represents the time window within which
these patients should start service in order to have a waiting time below the
threshold  (as illustrated in Figure 4.1). Thus, the capacity in a stang
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interval is (starting at t 2 ts and ending at t+s) has a direct1 eect on the
performance of patients arriving during interval [t   ; (t +s)    [. Each
vector Pk (containing excess wait probabilities at times t 2 tp) can thus be
translated into vector Pmaxis;k (containing maximum excess wait probabilities
per stang interval is).
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Figure 4.1: Interval over which capacity impacts performance
For a given stang vector sk, ek denotes the number of stang intervals
for which the performance target is not met (i.e., Pmaxis;k > ). Additionally,
we associate a stang cost cs;k with each stang vector sk, and dene c

s to
be the lowest cost found so far, for a solution that meets the performance
constraint at all times. The cost (expressed in man-hours) for using one unit
of capacity during one stang interval is denoted as u.
4.2.2 Performance measurement through simulation
The probability of excessive waiting, Pr(Wt > ), is measured from the
simulation model by means of virtual waiting times, as described in Chapter
3 (we briey repeat it here). The virtual waiting time corresponds to the
1It is clear that an indirect eect is present as well; i.e., the capacity level in any
stang interval also has an impact on the performance at all later time instants, through
the number of customers in system.
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Notation
t : Time
ts : Set of stang interval start times
tp : Set of performance interval start times
p : Performance interval length
s : Stang interval length (assumed to be divisible by p)
k : Iteration index
is : Stang interval index
Is : Set of stang intervals
r : Replication index
R : Total number of replications in eac simulation run
Wt : Waiting time at time t
Wt;r : Waiting time at time t, in replication r
 : Waiting time threshold value
 : Target w.r.t. waiting time service level
Nt : Number of customers in the system (in queue and in service) at time t
Nt;k : Number of customers in the system (in queue and in service) at time t, i.e., at
the start of stang interval is, with t 2 ts
Ntt+w : Number of customers that arrived before time t that are still in system at time
t+ w
sk : Stang vector in iteration k
sis;k : Element of sk in iteration k, with stang interval is 2 Is.
sinit : Initial stang vector
Ais;k : Amplication factor in stang interval is, in iteration k
Pk : Performance vector corresponding to sk
Pt;k : Elements of Pk, with t 2 tp
Pk : Time-average of Pt;k
Pmaxis;k : maximum value of the excess wait probabilities Pis;k within interval [t ; (t+
s)   [, with t 2 ts
cs;k : Stang cost in iteration k
cs : Lowest stang cost found so far
u : Cost (expressed in man-hours) for using one unit of capacity during one stang
interval
ek : Number of stang intervals with P
max
is;k
> , for a given stang vector sk
Table 4.1: Chapter 4: notations
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time between t and the earliest time at which a (scheduled) server becomes
available, because all customers that arrived before t have been served [102,
159, 174]:
Wt = minfw :
 
N tt+w  st+w   1
 ^ (w  0)g;
with st+w the capacity at time t + w and N
t
t+w the number of customers
arrived before time t that are still in system at time t + w. Note that the
virtual waiting time is measured at a particular time instant (as opposed to
observed waits, which are measured over an interval). The virtual waiting
time distribution can be measured in a straightforward way through simu-
lation. We insert a virtual (dummy) customer into the system at each time
t 2 tp in replication r, such that the virtual waiting time Wt;r equals the
time at which this dummy customer would enter service. Let R represent
the total number of replications in the simulation run. Dene t;r as a binary
variable that signals whether the virtual waiting time exceeds the target 
for a given time t and replication r:
t;r =
(
1 if Wt;r > ;
0 otherwise :
The probability of excessive waiting at time t then can be estimated as:
Pr(Wt > ) =
1
R
RX
r=1
t;r :
4.2.3 Optimization procedure
The ISA() algorithm starts with an initial stang solution sinit that is not
necessarily feasible. In our experiments, the capacity in each stang interval
is set equal to the stang solution obtained by applying the SRS rule2 to
each interval, using the lagged SIPP arrival rate and  that results from the
Garnett Delay function for M=M=s+M systems [88].
A rst phase in the algorithm (Phase I or \exploration phase", sum-
marized in Algorithm 4.1) aims at quickly nding a stang vector for which
2We also obtained good results if the capacity in each stang interval is set equal to
d=e, with  the average arrival rate, especially for small-scale systems.
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performance is close to the target (but not necessarily below the target
value at all times). To this purpose, the current stang level function sis;k
is altered iteratively, based on the simulation output.
During each iteration k of the algorithm, sis;k is updated as follows:
sis;k+1 =
(
dsis;kAis;ke if Ais;k  1; 8 is 2 Is
bsis;kAis;kc if Ais;k < 1; 8 is 2 Is
(4.5)
where Ais;k refers to an amplication factor, which is determined based on
the deviation between Pmaxis;k and the target  (in percent):
Ais;k = 1 +
Pmaxis;k   
k
8 is 2 Is ; (4.6)
with Pmaxis;k derived from the simulation results, as described in Section 4.2.2.
Values Pmaxis;k (above) target will result in an Ais;k below (above) 1 and
thus a decrease (increase) in capacity in the corresponding interval (note
that due to the rounding in Expression 4.5, capacity is always increased or
decreased with at least one unit).
The use of the scaling factor k in the denominator of Expression 4.6
ensures that Ais;k approaches 1 (for all is) as the number of iterations in-
creases. This forces the algorithm to decrease the size of the stang changes
as it progresses, eventually switching to unit-size changes and converging to
a nal stang vector (despite the fact that possible deviations from the
target may still remain). In fact, the choice of the scaling factor in the
denominator of Expression 4.6 is rather arbitrary; other factors may be con-
sidered, such as k=2 or k2. Especially in large-scale systems, high values
for the factor should be used with caution: they may lead the algorithm
to switch to unit-size capacity changes too soon. This issue is illustrated
numerically in Section 4.3.1.
We allow the algorithm to stop exploring when cycling occurs (meaning
that the stang vector put forward in the current iteration has already been
assessed during a previous iteration)3. This stop criterion usually yields
3Recall that the original ISA uses a dierent terminating condition: it stops when the
stang level changes at most with one unit in each interval, compared to the previous
iteration. We opt not to use this stop criterion due to the focus on small system sizes,
where one unit capacity changes may occur more frequently (causing the algorithm to
stop prematurely).
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Algorithm 4.1 ISA(): Phase I : Exploration
Initial stang vector: s0 = sinit
Initialize stop criterion: stop false
Initialize iteration counter: k  0
while stop = false do
k  k + 1
Simulate stang vector sk (result: performance vector P
max
is;k
)
Update capacity in all is 2 Is:
Ais;k  1 +
Pmaxis;k
 
k
sis;k+1  
(
dsis;kAis;k)e if Ais;k  1; 8 is 2 Is
bsis;kAis;kc if Ais;k < 1; 8 is 2 Is
Determine Pk and MAk
if 9j < (k + 1)j 8 is : sis;j = sis;k+1 then
stop true; repetition in stang levels, so proceed to Phase II
else if 8 j = k; k   1; : : : ; k   4 : Pj 2 [MAk   0:025;MAk + 0:025] then
stop true; Performance is stabilizing, so proceed to Phase II
good results for small-scale systems.
For large-scale systems, we propose to use an additional stop criterion.
We observed that in these systems, many iterations may be needed before
cycling in the stang levels occurs, while the excess wait probability usually
stabilizes far more quickly. We thus suggest to keep track of the average
probability of excessive waiting over the time horizon in each iteration ( Pk)
and stop the algorithm if the most recent values of Pk consistently are close
to the moving average of Pk. Formally, the algorithm terminates if 8 j =
k; k   1; :::; k   4 : Pj 2 [MAk   0:025;MAk + 0:025], with MAk the moving
average of Pk over the past 10 iterations. An illustration of the typical
evolution of MAk and Pk throughout the algorithm in a large-scale problem
setting is given in Figure 4.2. The ranges around MA7 and MA13 are plotted;
the algorithm terminates after iteration 13 because P9 to P13 do not deviate
more than 0.025 from MA13 (this criterion is not yet met in the previous
iterations, e.g., in iteration 7). For large-scale systems, this additional stop
criterion can substantially lower the computational time in Phase I.
Note that the exploration phase does not necessarily result in a feasible
stang vector. Consequently, an additional ne-tuning procedure (Phase
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[MA7   0.025,MA7 + 0.025] 
Figure 4.2: Additional stop criterion
II or \exploitation phase", see Algorithm 4.2) is needed. Phase II derives
feasible solutions from the infeasible stang levels obtained in Phase I,
in hope of nding a solution which outperforms the best feasible solution
found so far (if any) in terms of labor cost. To that end, all infeasible
solutions encountered during Phase I are rst sorted based on increasing
maximum excess wait probability over the time horizon (i.e., increasing val-
ues of maxis

Pmaxis;j
	
, where index j denotes an infeasible solution). A lower
value indicates smaller deviations from the target, which makes the solution
more promising to ne-tune. In case of a tie, the number of intervals with
a performance constraint violation is examined. If the target is exceeded
in just a limited number of intervals, a small number of capacity increases
may be sucient to obtain a feasible stang level vector, which is appealing
from a labor cost perspective.
We calculate the stang cost that results when adding one unit of
capacity to each stang interval that causes the excess wait probability to
surpass the target (we call this the projected stang cost). Thus, in case of
a tie in the maximum excess wait probability, infeasible solutions are sorted
based on increasing projected stang cost.
Next, all infeasible solutions are improved one by one (in sorted or-
der). For a given infeasible solution j, an improved stang vector s0j (with
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corresponding cost c0s;j) is constructed by adding one unit of capacity in
all stang intervals where performance is unsatisfactory. The new stang
vector's performance is evaluated through simulation, provided that its cost
is strictly lower than cs (further exploiting the current infeasible solution
is futile if c0s;j  cs). Based on the simulation results, two cases can be
distinguished:
 The performance constraint is not yet met, in which case the exploita-
tion continues. Vector s0j is improved further (unit size capacity in-
creases are made) and its performance is simulated (if the cost is lower
than cs).
 The performance constraint is satised at all times; in this case a new
feasible solution is found, which is stored if it is less costly than the
current best feasible solution in terms of labor cost. The exploitation
of solution j is terminated and the algorithm then proceeds to the next
infeasible solution in the sorted list.
Note that the procedures described in Phase I and Phase II are suitable
for small-scale as well as large-scale systems, largely avoid cyclic behavior
and moreover guarantee that the algorithm yields a stang vector meeting
the performance constraint.
4.3 Computational results
We tested the algorithm on two settings: a large-scale example, taken from
Feldman et al. [78], and a small-scale setting based on real-life arrival data at
the ED of a Belgian hospital. Unfortunately, no detailed process data were
available from the hospital, hence we assume service times that are expo-
nentially distributed with mean 30 minutes (similar to Green et al. (2006),
where service times were chosen based on physician workload estimations
that are available in Gra et al. (1993)). Table 4.2 summarizes the main
characteristics for both examples; in Figure 4.3 the corresponding arrival
rates are plotted. For both examples, a 24-hour time horizon is considered
and performance was calculated quasi-continuously (p = 1 minute). The
length of the stang interval equals 15 minutes and the waiting time thresh-
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Algorithm 4.2 ISA(): Phase II: Exploitation
Dene cs;k the cost of a stang vector sk
Dene cs the cost of the cheapest feasible solution found so far
Dene ek the number of stang intervals with P
max
is;k
> , for a given stang vector sk
Dene u the cost associated to using one unit of capacity during one stang interval (expressed
in man-hours)
Initialize cs = cost of best feasible solution found during Phase I (if any), 1 otherwise
Sort all infeasible solutions j considered in Phase I, based on
1) increasing maxis

Pmaxis;k
	
2) cs;k + uek
for all infeasible solutions j (in sorted order) do
s0is;j  
(
sis;j + 1 if P
max
is;j
>  8 is 2 Is
sis;j if P
max
is;j
  8 is 2 Is
Calculate cost of s0j : c
0
s;j  cs;j + uej
while c0s;j < c

s do
Simulate s0j
if maxis

Pmaxis;j
	
>  then
s0is;j  
(
s0is;j + 1 if P
max
is;j
>  8 is 2 Is
s0is;j if P
max
is;j
  8 is 2 Is
Update cost of s0j : c
0
s;j  c0j + uej
else
if c0s;j < c

s then
Better feasible solution found: store s0is;j and update c

s  c0s;j
old  is set to 10 minutes. Per iteration of the algorithm, 2500 replications
are performed.
The small-scale system is assumed to operate continuously (we added
a warm-up period). The large-scale system is modeled as a terminating
system without warm-up (analogous to Feldman et al. [78]). As such, the
capacity is decreased to 0 once the time-horizon has elapsed (note that this
aects Pr(Wt > ) from time T    onwards).
We assume an exhaustive service policy such that servers nish the
customer in service before they go o-duty (i.e., they work overtime). We
assume a policy with minimum overtime, in which the overtime servers are
those that process customers with the lowest remaining service time.
The algorithm's performance for the two examples is rst evaluated
in an Mt=M=st +M context in Section 4.3.1. However, the algorithm re-
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mains applicable in an Mt=G=st +G context, as the experiments in Section
4.3.2 show. In Section 4.3.3, we compare the proposed ISA() method with
the lagged SIPP and MOL heuristics available in the literature. Section
4.3.4 evaluates the algorithm for varying values of  and for dierent service
policies (exhaustive and preemptive).
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(a) Small-scale system: Belgian hospital
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(b) Large-scale system: example based on Feldman et al. [78]
Figure 4.3: Arrival rates computational experiment
4.3.1 Exponential service and abandonment times
A comparison of the results for both small- and large-scale settings in an
Mt=M=st+M setting (see Table 4.3
4), leads to the conclusion that our algo-
rithm results in stang levels that indeed meet the desired performance tar-
gets in relatively few iterations. The number of iterations needed increases
4The CPU times are serve as a indication of the computation time (for general param-
eter settings); further ne-tuning of the parameters in the simulation model may notably
shorten the CPU time.
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Small-scale system Large-scale system
Belgian hospital Example based on
Feldman et al. [78]
Service rate  (customers/hour) 2 1
Abandonment rate  (customers/hour) 0.25 1
Time horizon T 24 hours
Performance interval p 1 minute
Stang interval s 15 minutes
Maximum acceptable wait  10 minutes
Target  0.1
Performance constraint Pr(Wt > )   8 t 2 tp
Number of replications per iteration R 2500
Table 4.2: System parameters
with system size: small-scale systems require less iterations than large-scale
systems. Moreover, as the capacity changes are more frequent and larger
in size in the large-scale system (see Figure 4.4), so are the performance
shocks.
Small-scale system Large-scale system
Number iterations Phase I 6 (0 feasible) 13 (0 feasible)
Number iterations Phase II 2 (1 feasible) 5 (1 feasible)
maxt2tpfPtg 0.0900 0.0992
Stang cost cs 74.25 2296.00
CPU time (in min) 0.30 1.66
Table 4.3: Results ISA(): exponential service and abandonment times
As mentioned in Section 4.2.3, the convergence in the exploration phase
can be inuenced by changing the scaling factor k in Expression 4.6. Ap-
pendix C compares the results for both systems, using alternative scaling
factors. As evident from these results, the scaling factor k may aect the
number of iterations required, especially for the large-scale system. More-
over, the quality of the nal solution does not remain unaected: the stang
cost may deteriorate if k is not selected appropriately.
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4.3.2 Lognormal service and abandonment times
One of the major advantages of a simulation-based method is its general
applicability, therefore, experiments were repeated assuming anMt=G=st+G
setting. Within the set of general distributions, we opt for the Lognormal
distribution (as in [34, 38]): service and abandonment times are lognormally
distributed with squared coecient of variation (C2) equal to 0.5 and 2.
As the results in Table 4.4 indicate, the algorithm's eectiveness remains
similar. Also, the number of iterations needed by the algorithm does not
change substantially.
Small-scale system Large-scale system
C2 = 0:5 C2 = 2 C2 = 0:5 C2 = 2
Number iterations Phase I 8 6 24 13
Number iterations Phase II 2 2 17 7
maxt2tpfPtg 0.0964 0.0836 0.0996 0.0992
Stang cost cs 71.75 74.25 2492.25 2319
CPU time (in min) 0.382 0.302 5.231 2.196
Table 4.4: Results ISA(): Lognormal service and abandonment times
4.3.3 Comparison to other stang heuristics
In this section, the stang vector obtained by ISA() is compared to some
readily implementable stang heuristics based on the stationary approxima-
tions as discussed in Section 4.1.1. The key features of the selected heuristics
are summarized in Table 4.5.
We make a distinction between lagged SIPP heuristics (LAGSIPP CF,
LAGSIPP SRS and LAGSIPP SIM) and MOL heuristics (MOL CF,
MOL SRS and MOL SIM) based on the arrival rate that is inserted into
the stationary model. At each time t, lagged SIPP heuristics use the orig-
inal arrival rate, shifted by the mean service time, (t 1=). The MOL
heuristics derive the arrival rate from the innite server oered load, m1t .
As shown in the table, the stationary models are calculated based on the
maximum of the arrival rate over the stang interval for both approaches
(so the resulting stang levels are rather conservative).
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The LAGSIPP CF and MOL CF heuristics are based on the available
closed form results for stationary M=M=s models (i.e., without abandon-
ments). In each interval, the closed form formula for the excess wait prob-
ability in a stationary M=M=s model (cf. Gross et al. [102] pp. 66-72)
is used to assess the performance corresponding to a stang level. The
smallest stang level that meets the constraint is selected.
The LAGSIPP SRS and MOL SRS heuristics are based on the SRS
rule. The value for  is determined using the Garnett delay function [88],
as such, these heuristics approximate the Mt=G=st + G system by a series
of M=M=s+M models.
LAGSIPP SIM and MOL SIM heuristics apply the lag SIPP and MOL
approximations with general service and abandonment times, by means of a
M=G=s+G simulation model. Similar to LAGSIPP CF and MOL CF, the
probability of excessive waiting is evaluated for various capacity levels, each
time selecting the smallest stang level that meets the constraint.
To allow for a fair comparison with ISA(), the value of  needs to
be rescaled for the LAGSIPP SRS and MOL SRS heuristics (a detailed
discussion is given in Appendix D).
Abbreviation Arrival rate in interval is,
starting at time t 2 ts
Applied
approximation
Stang by means of
MOL CF maxfm1j  : j 2 [t; t+s]g M=M=s Closed form results
M=M=s
MOL SRS maxfm1j  : j 2 [t; t+s]g M=M=s+M Square root stang rule
(using Garnett delay
function [88])
MOL SIM maxfm1j  : j 2 [t; t+s]g M=G=s+G Simulation ofM=G=s+G
queue
LAGSIPP CF maxf(j 1=) : j 2 [t; t+s]g M=M=s Closed form results
M=M=s
LAGSIPP SRS maxf(j 1=) : j 2 [t; t+s]g M=M=s+M Square root stang rule
(using Garnett delay
function [88])
LAGSIPP SIM maxf(j 1=) : j 2 [t; t+s]g M=G=s+G Simulation ofM=G=s+G
queue
Table 4.5: Heuristics available in the literature
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Each heuristic is applied to both the small- and large-scale system
(cf. Table 4.2) and is compared with the ISA() solution. Figure 4.5 plots
the stang vectors for both systems, assuming exponential distributions
in the service and abandonment process. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the
corresponding probability of excessive waiting for each heuristic.
The MOL approximations clearly capture the system dynamics more
accurately than the lagged SIPP heuristics. MOL SRS and MOL SIM are
the most promising: Figure 4.5(a) shows that their stang levels are similar
to ISA(), yet, the performance constraint is still violated occasionally (see
Figure 4.6(b)). It comes as no surprise that the MOL SRS and MOL SIM
stang levels are similar for exponentially distributed service and aban-
donment processes: in this setting, the oered load used in the SRS MOL
heuristic is exact5 and in addition the conditions for the Garnett delay func-
tion are met (i.e., exponential service and abandonment times and a su-
ciently large number of servers). The excess wait probability occasionally
exceeds the target though, which might be explained in part by the presence
of stang intervals, and by the fact that the SRS rule is a rule of thumb
and therefore provides no guarantee for the performance constraint being
met (for MOL SRS).
The LAGSIPP CF and MOL CF heuristics tend to oversta because
abandonments are disregarded in the closed form M=M=s formula (the per-
formance constraint is usually met, due to this overstang).
The results for the small-scale setting (given in Figures 4.5(b) and
4.7) show that none of the SRS-based heuristics result in adequate stang.
This might be addressed to the SRS rule performing best for moderate to
large oered loads [88], whereas we applied it to a very small-scale system.
The closed-form formula results in slightly better stang vectors, although
again, it has the tendency to oversta as the presence of abandonments is
ignored (for this example, the overstang remains limited due to the low
abandonment rate).
ISA() is the only method that consistently meets the performance tar-
5The distribution of number in system in an Mt=M=st+M system is identical to that
of the innite server model, if the specic condition holds that the abandonment rate is
equal to the service rate [253], as is the case in this setting.
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4.3. Computational results
Small-scale system Large-scale system
C2 = 0.5 C2 = 1 C2 = 2 C2 = 0.5 C2 = 1 C2 = 2
Stang cost cs
LAGSIPP CF 74.00 74.00 74.00 2651.50 2651.50 2651.50
LAGSIPP SRS 57.00 57.00 57.00 2378.75 2378.75 2378.75
LAGSIPP SIM 74.00 74.00 74.00 2601.75 2389.75 2479.00
MOL CF 74.25 74.25 74.25 2549.50 2549.50 2549.50
MOL SRS 56.75 56.75 56.75 2288.75 2297.74 2288.75
MOL SIM 74.00 73.50 75.00 2529.00 2299.50 2335.00
ISA() 71.75 74.25 74.25 2492.25 2296.00 2319.00
Performance maxt2tpfPtg
LAGSIPP CF 0.0860 0.0860 0.1008 0.1108 0.0588 0.1084
LAGSIPP SRS 0.2424 0.2428 0.2356 0.6864 0.2608 0.4184
LAGSIPP SIM 0.0860 0.0860 0.1008 0.1704 0.2288 0.2808
MOL CF 0.0752 0.0820 0.0864 0.1520 0.0180 0.0308
MOL SRS 0.2292 0.2272 0.2356 0.6916 0.1352 0.2240
MOL SIM 0.0780 0.0860 0.0704 0.0920 0.1328 0.1260
ISA() 0.0964 0.0900 0.0836 0.0996 0.0992 0.0992
Table 4.6: Comparison: ISA() vs. lagged SIPP and MOL (solutions that are
feasible w.r.t. the performance constraint are underlined; the cheapest
feasible solution is indicated by )
get for the exponential and lognormal settings. Table 4.6 presents for each
heuristic the cost of the stang solution and the maximum probability of
excessive waiting encountered over the time horizon6. Among the methods
that meet the performance constraint, ISA() consistently yields the cheap-
est solution in the large-scale system. In the small-scale system, MOL SIM
generated a cheaper feasible solution if C2 = 1 (though the cost dierence is
relatively small). Apart from that, the table reveals that LAGSIPP CF and
MOL CF frequently result in feasible stang vectors for dierent values of
C2, despite the assumptions of exponential service times and no impatience
(however, these heuristics may oversta severely if the abandonment rate
is high). The large maximum excess wait probabilities for the lognormal
settings of LAGSIPP SRS and MOL SRS, on the other hand, suggest that
the Garnett delay function should be used with caution if the service and
6For the large-scale systems, we disregarded the last  minutes, because the worse
performance is clearly the result of modeling it as a terminating system (with zero capacity,
once the time horizon has elapsed).
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abandonment distributions do not follow an exponential distribution.
The MOL SIM stang vector often lies surprisingly close to that of
ISA(), regardless of the value for C2. Figures 4.8(a) and 4.8(b) reveal that
the corresponding probability of excessive waiting generally is close to the
target. This provides support for the MOL approximation in Mt=G=st +
G systems. However, even these small dierences in stang may cause
violations of the performance target, especially for the large-scale system.
Consequently, we may conclude that ISA() is the only heuristic that
yields consistent and satisfactory performance, both for small- and large-
scale systems, and in particular in settings where the exponential assump-
tions are not valid.
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(b) Large system, C2 = 2
Figure 4.8: Comparison ISA() stang vs. MOL SIM: Probability of exces-
sive waiting (large-scale system, lognormal service and abandonment
times)
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4.3.4 Impact of the service policy
We discuss the insights revealed by examining the ISA() solutions when
using various values for  and other service policies. Recall that the com-
putational results in the previous sections assumed an exhaustive service
policy where overtime servers were selected as the ones with the shortest
remaining process time (if any). We found that this service policy plays an
important role in stang problems and that an alternative objective func-
tion (that includes the overtime cost) may be more appropriate for some
service policies.
We dene the following service policies, that specify which servers leave
the system if capacity decreases:
 PRE: Preemptive service policy. Idle servers (if any) are assumed to
leave rst, if capacity decreases. Additionally, customers in service
may be sent back the queue. These are randomly selected from the
set of busy servers.
 EXH(1st): Exhaustive service policy, rst-completing-leaves-rst. Idle
servers (if any) are assumed to leave rst, if capacity decreases. Then,
the servers with the shortest remaining process time switch to overtime
(if needed). This is the service policy applied in Sections 4.3.1 to 4.3.3.
 EXH(rand): Exhaustive service policy, random. The departing servers
are selected randomly from the set of idle servers and busy servers (only
the selection of busy servers initiates overtime).
The exhaustive service policy (and thus the use of overtime at end-
of-shift epochs) is widespread in practice [69], yet, the preemptive policy
is most common in the academic literature on nonstationary arrivals (it is
the \natural" approach from a computational point of view; [123]). We
found only one article that provides a mathematical denition on how to
implement an exhaustive policy in an analytical (or simulation) model ([123];
it corresponds to EXH(rand)).
Allowing for overtime has a benecial eect on the probability of ex-
cessive waiting: Ingolfsson [123] and Ingolfsson et al. [121] remark that cus-
tomers being serviced by an overtime server can be considered as \ejected
from the system", because they no longer inuence the waiting times of cus-
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tomers arriving after the overtime period was initiated. The policies listed
above are ordered based on the (potential) number of overtime servers: In
the PRE policy, overtime does not occur, EXH(1st) yields a minimum num-
ber of overtime servers (with minimum amount of overtime), and EXH(rand)
will likely result in a larger number of overtime servers.
These service policies become particularly relevant when solving
stang problems with s small compared to  : Figures 4.9(a)-4.9(c) present
the stang levels generated by ISA()7 and for varying maximum allowed
waiting time ( = 0; 10, and 30 minutes), for the service policies described
above. The performance constraint was met for all vectors in Figure 4.9, as
they were obtained by ISA().
For EXH(rand), the exhaustive service policy that results in the highest
number of overtime servers (see Figure 4.9(c)), ISA() generates stang
vectors that uctuate heavily between consecutive stang intervals. This is
because introducing heavy uctuations in the stang level may be benecial
in an exhaustive service policy. An example is shown in Figure 4.10: at
time t1, the capacity increases drastically and many (or all) customers in
the queue enter service. The capacity drops to almost 0 at t2 such that
a large number of busy servers switch to overtime (and, many customers
are \ejected" from the system). At time t3, the capacity returns to its
initial level and due to this increase, customers arriving during the low-
capacity period may still enter service without exceeding the waiting time
threshold  (provided that  is not too small, compared to s). The key
insight is that a sudden capacity increase, if followed by a capacity decrease
shortly afterwards, will cause the queue to decrease (or be emptied) without
necessarily aecting the stang cost. This eect is most prominent for
service policies that generate large numbers of overtime servers and if  is
large compared to s (note that this implies higher exibility in the choice of
the stang levels, as the waiting time may be then aected by the capacity
in several stang intervals). In such settings, care should be taken when
solving stang problems, and the cost of overtime servers should be included
7We only consider the large-scale system with exponential service and abandonment
times (similar observations hold for the small-scale system, though less clearly observable
because the capacity changes are small in size).
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(b) Service policy: EXH(1st)
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(c) Service policy: EXH(rand)
Figure 4.9: ISA() stang, for varying service policies and  ( = 0.1)
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in the objective (especially if the average service time is long).
Customers in 
queue enter 
service
Large number of 
busy servers  
switch to overtime
CAPACITY
Customers arrived during
low capacity interval are 
more likely to start 
service before ì has 
elapsed as ì approaches 
(or exceeds) O
P5 P6 P7
Time
æ
Figure 4.10: Illustration non-smooth stang for exhaustive service policies
Moreover, we found that if  = 30, ISA() stang may uctuate heav-
ily from one interval to the next, regardless of the service policy. This is
likely caused by the fact that the waiting time threshold then exceeds the
stang interval length (s = 15 min, in our experiments). In theory, the
stang level in any given interval can then be lowered to 0, provided that
the capacity in the next interval(s) is suciently high (so that customers can
enter service within  minutes after their arrival). Indeed, the performance
graphs in Figure 4.11 show that the ISA() solution remains feasible for all
service policies, even if  = 30. This issue can be avoided by including shift
constraints in the analysis, as these establish links between the capacity in
consecutive periods.
4.4 Conclusions and future research
This chapter suggests an extension of the simulation-based Iterative Stang
Algorithm (ISA) proposed by Feldman et al. [78] as a method to set stang
levels in service systems with nonstationary demand. Our extension |
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Figure 4.11: ISA() probability of excessive waiting for  = 30 minutes, for dif-
ferent service policies.
called ISA()| enables to measure performance based on the probability
of excessive waiting, instead of the common focus on delay probability as a
performance metric. Moreover, it takes into account the sensitivity of small
scale systems to changes in the stang levels, and the presence of stang
intervals. Meanwhile, the advantages of the traditional ISA (namely general
applicability, automatic validation) remain valid.
Experiments illustrate that ISA() is both eective and ecient in de-
termining stang requirements for small-scale and large-scale systems. It
consistently outperforms heuristics based on stationary approximations, in
particular for settings in which the service and abandonment processes are
not exponentially distributed. In general, the eciency of the algorithm
tends to depend on its parameters (both the amplication factor in Expres-
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sion 4.6 and the stop criterion can be tuned), and the size of the system
(larger systems require more computation time).
Given that ISA() is both eective and ecient in detecting required
capacities, and requires no specic tools other than simulation, we are con-
dent that the method oers opportunities to support decisions in practice.
The methodology is applicable to any setting in which demand is nonstation-
ary, and in which the decision maker relies primarily on capacity to ensure
adequate customer service (such as emergency departments, retail stores, or
small- to medium-scale call centers).
Our results in Section 4.3.4, however, indicate that ISA() provides
non-smooth (but feasible) stang levels if the maximum acceptable wait
is large compared to the stang interval length. In that case, introducing
shift constraints may provide a means to facilitate the optimization pro-
cess, because it links the stang vectors of consecutive intervals. Moreover,
the analysis revealed that the service policy impacts the customer waiting
times in such a way that it can strongly aect the outcome of stang and
scheduling methods. The exhaustive service policy |which is not common
in the academic literature on nonstationary arrivals, but often relevant in
practice| may give rise to counter-intuitive stang solutions. Adding con-
straints or altering the objective function (e.g., by including overtime cost)
should allow to accommodate this issue: this calls for a further exploration
of the impact and modeling issues related to the exhaustive service policy
and the cost of overtime.
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Chapter 5
A branch-and-bound
algorithm for shift scheduling
with nonstationary demand
5.1 Introduction
Many shift scheduling algorithms presume that the stang levels, required
to ensure a target customer service, are known in advance: the shift schedul-
ing step then boils down to tting the min cost shift schedule to the require-
ments. Determining these stang requirements, however, is nontrivial at
best, particularly in systems with nonstationary arrival. Moreover, this
\two-step" approach may result in a suboptimal schedule [122].
This chapter presents an integrated approach to the shift scheduling
problem with a nonstationary (i.e., time-varying stochastic) arrival pro-
cess: dierent stang combinations are explored using implicit enumera-
tion, which allows to eciently estimate the minimum cost shift schedule
subject to a service level constraint (the probability that the customer wait-
ing time violates a critical level should not exceed a user-dened target).
The algorithm is exible in the sense that it does not rely on any specic
methodology to evaluate the customer service implied by a given shift sched-
ule. We opted to use simulation in our experiments, because (1) it requires
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virtually no restrictions on the assumptions regarding arrival and service
process, (2) it allows us to include real-life complexities of which the impact
on customer service cannot easily be estimated analytically, such as cus-
tomer impatience (abandonments) and the exhaustive service policy (which
implies that servers work overtime to nish the customer in service at the
time their shift ends), and (3) it allows us to tune the accuracy by changing
the number of replications in the simulation model.
The algorithm specically targets service systems with limited opening
hours (so-called terminating systems, see Law and Kelton [158]), and is espe-
cially suited for systems with a limited number of operators (such as banks,
retail stores, or small call centers). It contributes to the existing literature
by proposing straightforward, easy-to-implement rules to eciently explore
the solution space (as opposed to the more complex and time-consuming
approach of Atlason et al. [13, 14]).
Section 5.2 gives a brief discussion of the related literature. Section
5.3 presents the formal problem statement. A detailed description of the
algorithm is provided in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 discusses the computational
experiment, and concluding remarks are provided in Section 5.6.
5.2 Related literature
Shift scheduling for systems with nonstationary arrivals has received rela-
tively limited attention in the academic literature. The two-step approach,
which ts minimum cost shift schedules to predened stang requirements,
is by far the most common (see Thompson [230, 232], Sinreich and Jabali
[218], and Izady and Worthington [125], among others). The main problem,
however, is that the stang levels required to ensure a target customer ser-
vice level are not straightforward to determine. Figure 5.1 illustrates this
two-step approach, for a ctive problem setting with a sinusoidal arrival
pattern that displays two peaks per day. The stang requirements are de-
termined by the ISA() algorithm (see Chapter 4), and are considered as a
strict lower bound on the required capacity. In the shift requirements, which
are derived by solving Dantzig's set covering problem [60], slack capacity is
added to meet the shift constraints.
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Figure 5.1: Two-step approach: arrival rate, stang requirements and shift re-
quirements
This two-step approach, however, may result in suboptimal shift sched-
ules [120, 110, 111] because several stang solutions might exist that lead
to shift schedules with substantially varying costs, and because the stang
problem is usually solved heuristically. Figure 5.2 illustrates this subop-
timality: it shows the shift requirements (as derived by the two-step ap-
proach, and identical to Figure 5.1), and the estimated optimal shift re-
quirements (generated by the method presented in this chapter). As can be
seen in the gure, the optimum shift schedule requires notably less capac-
ity. Alternatively, shift scheduling can be done directly based on the time-
varying arrival rates [120, 155, 46, 109]. These approaches avoid the subopti-
mality that arises by decomposing the problem into two steps. Yet, including
quality of service constraints in the shift optimization is not straightforward,
hence authors commonly resort to simplifying assumptions (e.g., exponential
service and abandonment times).
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Figure 5.2: Suboptimality of the two-step approach: illustration
Our research is closely related to the work of Ingolfsson et al. [120, 122]
and Atlason et al. [13, 14]. These articles suggest algorithms to determine
low-cost shift schedules with a service level constraint on customer waiting
time. Ingolfsson et al. [120] evaluate schedule performance by numerical
integration of the forward dierential equations for Mt=M=st queues and
apply a genetic algorithm to search for good schedules. Ingolfsson et al. [122]
apply a heuristic cutting-plane algorithm and use the randomization method
for evaluating schedule performance [90, 123, 121], which is computationally
less expensive but yields similar accuracy [121]. Atlason et al. [13, 14] suggest
a cutting plane method that uses simulation to evaluate customer service,
and add cuts based on the estimated (pseudo)gradients of the service level
function. This requires substantial computational eort. Atlason et al.
[14] show that their algorithm converges towards an optimal solution as the
number of replications grows large; in contrast, both Ingolfsson et al. [120]
and Ingolfsson et al. [122] are heuristic approaches, that do not guarantee
an optimal solution.
The approach developed in this chapter is easier to implement than
the one proposed in Atlason et al. [13, 14]. Though our approach cannot
strictly guarantee the optimum in the exhaustive setting, it will converge
to the optimal solution in systems with a preemptive service policy (where
service can be interrupted and the customer in service rejoins the queue),
as the number of replications grows to innity.
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5.3 Problem statement and notations
The notations used throughout this chapter are in line with the previous
chapters (for ease of reference, Table 5.1 provides a notation list).
The main objective is to estimate an optimal shift schedule, such that
the target customer service is achieved at minimum cost. The cost is mea-
sured in man-hours. In line with the related literature [78, 122, 44, 125],
customer service is measured by the virtual waiting time Wt at given time
instants t (we use the same simulation-based method as in Chapter 4).
We then require the following hard constraint to be met:
Pr(Wt > )   for all t 2 tp ; (5.1)
with  the maximum allowed waiting time, and  the target probability of
excessive waiting. The validity of this constraint is checked by simulation.
Note that for  = 0, Expression (5.1) corresponds to the delay probability.
Capacity changes can only take place at specic points in time, i.e.,
at the start of a stang interval. Stang intervals have length s. The
set of stang interval indices is Is = f1; : : : ; Isg with Is  T=s. ts =
f0;s; 2s; : : : ; T   sg contains the stang interval start times, for all
is 2 Is (with ts  tp). Let vector s = fs1; :::; sIsg represent the stang
vector, containing the number of operators in each stang interval.
Assume that W dierent pre-dened shift types exist, that dier in
terms of shift duration (e.g., 4-hour or 8-hour shifts), start time (e.g., morn-
ing shift, afternoon shift or night shift), and the timing of breaks (e.g., shifts
with standard breaks versus split shifts that use 2- to 4-hour breaks [18]).
For any stang vector s, the min-cost shift solution can be determined by
solving the following basic set covering problem (as introduced in Dantzig
[60]):
min
WX
j=1
cjwj (5.2)
s.t.
WX
j=1
aj;iswj  sis 8is 2 Is (5.3)
wj  0 and integer 8j = 1; : : : ;W (5.4)
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Notation
Ip : Set of performance intervals
ip : Performance interval index, ip 2 Ip
Is : Set of stang intervals
is : Stang interval index, is 2 Is
t : Time index, with t 2 [0; T ]
ts : Set of stang interval start times
tp : Set of performance interval start times
Wt : Waiting time of a virtual customer arriving at t 2 tp
 : Maximum acceptable waiting time
Pr(Wt > ) : Probability of experiencing an excessive wait, upon arrival at time t
 : Target w.r.t. Pr(Wt > )
t : Arrival rate, as a function of t
 : Service rate
 : Abandonment rate
A : Shift specication matrix, with a(j; is) = 1 if a server is active during interval
is in shift type j; a(j; is) = 0 otherwise
s : Stang vector, s = fs1; :::; sIsg
w : Shift vector; number of servers assigned to each shift (w = fw(1); :::; w(W )g)
sw : Shift vector; number of servers available during each stang interval (sw =
fsw;1; :::; sw;Isg)
cs : Cost of s, stang cost
cw : Cost of w, shift cost
ctot : Simulated total cost of w, including overtime cost
sinit : Initial feasible stang vector
winit : Initial feasible shift vector
sinitw : Initial feasible stang vector
cinitw : Cost of w
init
w : Best feasible shift vector found so far
sw : Best feasible shift vector found so far
cw : Cost of w
ctot : Total cost of w
sLB : Lower bound on stang requirements
sUB : Upper bound on stang requirements
(sw) : Equal to 1 if the simulated shift vector is feasible, 0 otherwise.
te : Time at which rst excessive wait occurs, te 2 tp
ies : Latest stang interval whose capacity can be modied to achieve acceptable
performance at time te
Table 5.1: Chapter 5: notations
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The objective function denotes the total shift cost, with cj the cost of shift
j (expressed in man-hours). In constraint (5.3), the indicator aj;is equals 1
if interval is is an active period in shift j and equals 0 otherwise. Constraint
(5.4) imposes non-negativity on the shift solution vector w = fw1; :::; wW g,
that denes how many workers are assigned to each shift type. The actual
number of operators implied by a given shift vector w is expressed as sw =
fsw;1; : : : ; sw;Isg. Note that dierent w may give rise to the same sw, and
that sw will tend to dier from s, as the shift schedule often introduces slack
on the rst constraint in Problem (5.2-5.4).
The overall objective is to minimize the shift cost cw, while ensuring
that the related shift vector w satises the performance constraint in Ex-
pression (5.1). The abandonment cost is not included in the objective, but
instead is inuenced implicitly through the performance constraint: as aban-
donment behavior will increase as the waiting times grow,  should be small
compared to 1= if abandonments are to be avoided.
The exhaustive service policy implies that servers will work overtime at
the time their shift ends, to nish the ongoing service instance (if any). As
such, customers cannot be transferred between servers. Note that this does
not completely match the exhaustive service policy applied in Atlason et
al. [14], which only allows for overtime when the overall scheduled capacity
decreases (i.e., when the servers that go o duty are not replaced by new
servers).
5.4 Branch-and-bound algorithm
In this section, we develop a branch-and-bound algorithm for shift scheduling
with nonstationary arrivals. Section 5.4.1 discusses how the search tree is
constructed. Section 5.4.2 describes in detail how this tree is explored, and
which rules are applied to guide the search procedure.
5.4.1 Tree structure
The construction of the tree requires the following three stang vectors as
input:
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 an initial feasible solution sinit: any stang vector that satises the
performance constraint qualies as initial feasible solution. A tighter
initial feasible solution, however, speeds up convergence. The corre-
sponding min-cost shift vector, winit (with cost cinitw ), is obtained as the
integer programming solution to Problem (5.2-5.4).
 a lower bound vector sLB: this vector contains the lower bound on the
stang requirements for each interval is 2 Is. Any stang vector with
capacity smaller than sLB in at least 1 interval, can never be feasible.
Appendix E details how to obtain sLB.
 an upper bound vector sUB: all solutions for which sis > sUBis in at least
one stang interval yield a stang cost that exceeds cinitw , and should
not be considered. Appendix E details how to obtain sUB.
An illustration of the tree structure is presented in Figure 5.3, for Is =
3. Each node in the tree represents a stang vector s, with corresponding
stang cost cs. The root node of the tree is initialized to s
LB (as stang
vectors with capacity smaller than sLB in at least 1 interval are infeasible,
they need not be considered in the search tree).
Starting from the root node, s is increased throughout the search tree.
Each level in the tree is denoted by its depth d = 0; : : : ; Is (d = 0 represents
the depth of the root node). Child nodes are generated from a parent node
by adding capacity to a given stang interval (see Figure 5.4): child nodes
at level d+1 dier in capacity from the parent node in stang interval d+1,
where the stang level takes values between its lower bound, sLBd+1 and its
upper bound, sUBd+1. The stang levels in the other intervals are identical to
those of the parent node.
The total number of nodes in the tree (denoted by S) is equal to:
S =
IsY
is=1
 
sUBis   sLBis + 1

: (5.5)
As explained in Section 5.4.2, dening the search tree in terms of
stang vectors enables an ecient exploration of the solution space. For
each stang vector s, the corresponding min-cost shift solution w can be
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FIX INTERVAL 1 FIX INTERVAL 2 FIX INTERVAL 3ROOT NODE
@ L r
1 2 1
1 2 1
2 2 1
3 2 1
1 2 1
1 3 1
2 2 1
2 3 1
3 2 1
3 3 1
1 2 1
1 2 2
1 2 3
1 3 1
1 3 2
1 3 3
2 2 1
2 2 2
2 2 3
2 3 1
2 3 2
2 3 3
3 2 1
3 2 2
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3 3 1
3 3 2
3 3 3
1 2 1
3 3 3

PF

YF
O5 E s
O5 E r
O5 E t
O6 E r
O6 E s
O7 E r
O7 E s
O7 E t
@ L1 @ L2 @ L3
Figure 5.3: Example tree structure (Is = 3)
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å
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COST  ?æ
PARENT NODE (@ L s)
CHILD NODES (@ L t)
Figure 5.4: Illustration: branching to a lower level (Is = 3)
retrieved by solving Problem (5.2-5.4). Note that the s vectors themselves
are not checked for feasibility with respect to the performance constraint:
only the feasibility of w is relevant. By implicitly enumerating all stang
vectors, the algorithm avoids the suboptimality that is inherent in the tra-
ditional two-step approach.
5.4.2 Node exploration
For any given parent node, child nodes are considered in increasing order of
cs (i.e., from top to bottom, in Figure 5.3). The tree is explored in a depth-
rst manner: after checking a node at depth d, the algorithm branches to
the lowest cost child node at levels d+ 1; d+ 2; : : : etc. If the lowest level is
reached (d = Is) and all child nodes of the current parent node have been
explored, we backtrack : the algorithm then returns to the previous level and
continues with the next unexplored node in the tree. Note that in Figure
5.3, the top child node at level d + 1 duplicates the parent node at level d;
these duplicates are shown for completeness and are not explored.
To limit the number of nodes for which we need to eectively simulate
the customer service level, we implement rules to fathom nodes. A node
is fathomed if it is discarded from the search procedure, along with all its
underlying child nodes. Throughout the algorithm, the best (feasible) shift
vector found so far is stored (w, with shift cost cw). At the start of the
algorithm, w is initialized to winit.
Every node in the tree is evaluated according to the rules summarized in
Figure 5.5. Sections 5.4.2.1, 5.4.2.2 and 5.4.2.3 describe the computationally
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inexpensive rules (Fathom[cs], Fathom[cw], Fathom[c
R
w ], and Fathom[i
e
s])
used in steps 1-3 to identify nodes that can be fathomed. Only shift vectors
that cannot be fathomed in these steps, are simulated in step 4. Based on
the simulation outcome, two additional fathoming rules (Fathom[w] and
Fathom[ies]) are applied to further constrain the solution space.
5.4.2.1 Step 1: Evaluate stang cost cs
For any node s, we rst evaluate its stang cost cs: if cs  cw (with cw the
best shift cost so far), then node s can be fathomed along with its underlying
nodes and all unexplored child nodes from the same parent node. Indeed,
all child nodes of s have a stang cost which is at least as large as cs (as
illustrated in Figure 5.4), so their corresponding shift cost cannot be smaller
than cw. As nodes at a given level are explored in increasing order of cs,
the same is valid for the remaining unexplored child nodes with the same
parent node as s. The algorithm then proceeds to the next unexplored node
in the tree: this can be a node at depth d  1 along the same branch as the
parent node, or a node higher in the tree (if backtracking takes place).
This rule is referred to as Fathom[cs]. Due to its low computational
eort, it is used as a rst criterion to eliminate parts of the solution space
that cannot contain an optimum.
5.4.2.2 Step 2: Evaluate shift cost cw
If s could not be fathomed in step 1, the minimum shift cost cw is deter-
mined. We rst solve the LP relaxation of Problem (5.2-5.4); let's denote
its shift cost by cRw . If cRw  cw, then node s is fathomed along with its un-
derlying nodes, and all unexplored child nodes from the same parent node
(the argument is analogous to the one presented in step 1). As in step
1, the algorithm proceeds to the next unexplored node in the tree. Only
when cRw < cw, Problem (5.2-5.4) is solved with the integrality constraints
included; when cw  cw, again node s is fathomed along with its underlying
nodes, and all unexplored child nodes from the same parent node. These
fathoming rules are referred to as Fathom[cRw ] and Fathom[cw].
A limitation of our model is that it selects only one min-cost shift
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Figure 5.5: Node exploration
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vector in each node, as such, possible alternative optima to Problem (5.2-
5.4) are not accounted for. In systems with an exhaustive service policy, the
start and end times of shifts impact the performance estimates. Alternative
shift vectors with identical cost may result in slightly dierent performance
estimates in such a setting (even if the capacity prole sw is identical over the
day), which could cause the algorithm to miss the optimum. This limitation
especially holds for highly utilized systems with long service times, because
the exhaustive service policy is most prominent in such settings.
5.4.2.3 Steps 3 and 4: Check if w was simulated before and/or
simulate w
Dierent s vectors can result in identical w vectors. As such, it is plausible
that a given w vector with cw < c

w has already been simulated at a previ-
ous node. As simulations can be computationally expensive, we store each
previously simulated infeasible w vector in a set (denoted by B), along with
information on the rst time instant at which the performance constraint
was violated:
te = minft 2 tp : Pr(Wt > ) > g : (5.6)
If w 2 B for a given stang vector s, the te value allows to detect other
infeasible stang vectors, at least in systems with limited opening hours.
Indeed, to attain an acceptable waiting time Wte   , a customer arriving
at time te needs to enter service at te +  at the latest. If we let ies denote
the stang interval that contains te +  , all s0 for which s0is  sis for all
is 2 f1; : : : ; iesg are infeasible as well, irrespective of the capacity in intervals
is > i
e
s (note that this does not necessarily hold in nonterminating systems).
This observation is used to dene a last fathoming rule, termed Fathom[ies].
Consider an infeasible node at level d, with corresponding ies. Three cases
can then be distinguished; these are illustrated in the example provided in
Figure 5.6 (for Is = 5):
1. ies < d (see Figure 5.6a). In that case, the parent node at depth i
e
s can
be fathomed and the algorithm proceeds with the next unexplored
node at level ies.
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2. ies = d (see Figure 5.6b). In that case, the node at depth d can be
fathomed and the algorithm proceeds with the next unexplored node
at level d.
3. ies > d (see Figures 5.6c and 5.6d). In that case, we branch to the next
unexplored child node at level ies.
As a result, the algorithm each time augments the capacity in the
interval that causes the performance constraint to be violated, ies. Evidently,
any violation might also be solved by increasing capacity in prior intervals
is < i
e
s. These solutions will be encountered later in the algorithm, when
the algorithm backtracks to levels d < ies.
Fathom parent node 
at level @ L t
Depth @ = 3
O5 O6 O7 O8
PF
O9
PF
O5 O6 O7 O8
PF
O9
PF
O5 O6 O7 O8
PF
O9
PF
O5 O6 E s O7
PF
O8
PF
O9
PF
Fathom node
at level @ L u
O5 O6 O7 E s O8
PF
O9
PF
Branch to unexplored
child node at level @ L v
O5 O6 O7 O8
PF
E s O9
PF
O5 O6 O7 O8
PF
O9
PF
Branch to unexplored
child node at level @ L w
O5 O6 O7 O8
PF
O9
PF
E s
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Eæ
Ø
L t
Eæ
Ø
L u
Eæ
Ø
L v
Eæ
Ø
L w
Proceed to next node
Proceed to next node
CURRENT NODE NEXT NODE
Depth @ = 2
Depth @ = 3
Depth @ = 4
Depth @ = 5
Figure 5.6: Example fathoming and branching based on infeasibility (5 stang
intervals, d = 3)
Note that the Fathom[ies] rule is particularly straightforward to apply
given that the search tree is dened in terms of s vectors and that the rule
can be applied to vectors that have been simulated in one of the previous
iterations or during the current iteration.
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5.5 Results
The approach described in Section 5.4 is tested on a set of 972 problem in-
stances. All experiments are performed on an Intel I7 3.40 GHz computer,
with 8 GB RAM. The experimental setup is described in Section 5.5.1. Sec-
tion 5.5.2 discusses the algorithm's computational performance with respect
to the number of nodes explored, and the improvement in the shift cost
obtained with respect to the initial solution.
5.5.1 Experimental setting
Table 5.2 contains the parameter settings of the test set. We assume that
the service system is open 12 hours per day and that the arrival rate follows
a sinusoidal pattern with 2 peaks per day, uctuating around the average
rate :
t = 

1 +RA sin

2t
8

where RA denotes the relative amplitude of the arrival rate, and with t
expressed in hours. Note that our method does not require the arrivals to
follow a sine function; so any other arrival function could be used instead.
The service and abandonment distributions are assumed to be of the same
type in each of the test instances: either both are exponential (C2 = 1),
2-phase Erlang (C2 = 0:5), or 2-phase Coxian (C2 = 2).
Parameter Parameter values
Service rate  (customers/hour) f1; 2; 4g
Oered load = f5; 10; 15g
Relative amplitude arrival rate RA f0:5; 1g
Abandonment rate  (customers/hour) f0; g
Max wait  (min) f0; 10; 20g
Squared coecient service and abandonment times (C2) f0:5; 1; 2g
Stang interval s (min) f240; 120; 60g
Performance interval p (min) 5
Number replications per simulation R 2500
Target  0:2
Table 5.2: Experimental setting
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The shift sets are provided in Appendix F. Each shift is 4, 6, or 8
hours long and may include a one-hour break. This yields a set of 5 shifts
for s = 240 min, a set of 12 shifts for s = 120 min, and a set of 45 shifts
for s = 60 min (the latter is identical to the shift set of Ingolfsson et al.
[122]). The algorithm is terminated if an estimated optimal solution has not
been found after 25,000 nodes have been simulated in the tree exploration
phase.
5.5.2 Algorithm performance
In our computational experiments, we select sinit by means of the ISA()
algorithm [65], a stang heuristic which ensures a fairly tight and feasible
stang solution1. Table 5.3 contains statistics on the number of simulation
runs needed to nd the initial feasible solution and lower bound (\prepro-
cessing" phase). It reveals that the initial feasible solution and the lower
bound can be derived with a very small number of simulations.
Min Median Max Average
Simulations for initial feasible solution 5 16 36 16
Simulations for lower bound 6 18 117 26
Table 5.3: Statistics on the preprocessing phase, over all test instances
Figures 5.7(a) and (b) conrm these ndings; they show the number
of nodes explored with low computational eort (steps 1 to 3 in Figure
5.5) and high computational eort (step 4 in Figure 5.5), for each problem
instance that could be solved to optimality. Figure 5.7(a), that presents
the number of nodes explored as a percentage of the total solution space
(given by Expression 5.4.1). It shows that the algorithm is ecient: only
a minor percentage of the nodes in the solution space are explored during
the algorithm. Figure 5.7(b) depicts the absolute numbers, showing more
explicitly that the number of nodes requiring simulation is only a fraction
of the nodes that are explored with low computational eort (i.e., most
observations lie below the diagonal).
1The algorithm stops when the solution was already evaluated before (we thus use only
one of the stop criteria discussed in Chapter 4)
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Figure 5.7: Number of explored nodes fathomed by low and high eort fathoming
rules, (a) as a percentage of the total solution space, (b) in absolute
values.
Figure 5.8 analyzes the computational eort in the tree exploration
phase (measured by the number of nodes requiring simulation) versus the
improvement in cost obtained with respect to the initial feasible solution.
This cost improvement is determined by:
Cost improvement =
(cinitw   cw)
cinitw
: (5.7)
The top row of Figure 5.8 shows that in 15.74% of test instances, the
algorithm terminates after 25,000 simulation runs (so, without a guarantee
that there is no better solution to be found). It appears that the size of
the solution space is a decisive factor here. All these instances allowed for
12 stang intervals (s = 60). Moreover, as detailed in Table 5.4, the
performance decreased as the relative amplitude of the arrival rate and/or
the oered load increased (which implies that higher stang will likely be
needed to satisfy the customer service constraint).
The remaining 84:26% of instances were solved to optimality, as sum-
marized in the bottom matrix of Figure 5.8. Table 5.5 gives further details
on these instances, analyzing the performance of the algorithm across dif-
ferent parameter settings. We compare only instances that were solved to
optimality for each value of a particular parameter (all else equal); the last
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0 ]0,0.05] ]0.05,0.1] ]0.1,0.15] ]0.15,0.2] ]0.2,0.25] > 0.25
25000 0.62% 8.74% 5.76% 0.62% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 15.74%
0 ]0,0.05] ]0.05,0.1] ]0.1,0.15] ]0.15,0.2] ]0.2,0.25] > 0.25
]10000,24999] 0.00% 1.03% 0.82% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.85%
]1000,10000] 0.31% 2.57% 1.34% 0.31% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.53%
]100,1000] 0.21% 5.04% 2.57% 0.10% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 7.92%
]10,100] 0.62% 7.51% 3.81% 0.51% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 12.45%
]1,10] 0.21% 11.73% 5.56% 1.95% 0.31% 0.21% 0.00% 19.96%
]0,1] 1.34% 15.23% 9.98% 6.28% 1.65% 0.31% 0.00% 34.77%
0 2.78% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 2.78%
5.45% 43.11% 24.07% 9.16% 1.95% 0.51% 0.00%
Terminated after 
25,000 simulations 
(15.74%)
N
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Solved to optimality 
(84.26%)
Solved to optimality 
and at most 5% cost 
improvement 
(48.56%)
Solved to optimality 
and more than 5% cost improvement
 (35.70%)
% COST IMPROVEMENT (W.R.T. INITIAL SOLUTION)
Figure 5.8: Simulation runs performed in branch-and-bound tree vs. percent im-
provement over the initial solution
Oered load
5 10 15
RA = 0.5 96% 59% 35%
RA = 1 78% 30% 19%
Table 5.4: Percentage of instances solved to optimality, for each combination of
relative amplitude and oered load (for s = 60)
column in the table contains the number of instances.
As indicated by the rst column of Figure 5.8, the initial solution turns
out to be optimal in 5:45% of the instances (0% cost reduction); verifying this
may require a considerable number of simulations though. As shown in Table
5.5, the probability that the initial solution is optimal increases as (1) the
service rate increases, (2) the oered load decreases, (3) the abandonment
rate increases, (4) the waiting time target is less stringent, (5) the service
and abandonment processes are less variable, and (6) the stang intervals
are large. This is not surprising, as all these factors limit the solution space
(both the number of stang intervals and the capacity required), so it can
be expected that the heuristic solution is more likely to coincide with the
estimated optimum.
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Overall, a majority of instances (approx. 70%) could be solved to
optimality quickly (less than 100 simulation runs, see Figure 5.8). The
improvement with respect to the initial solution turned out to be relatively
small in most cases (improvements of more than 5% were only observed in
about 35:70% of the instances, with improvements exceeding 15% in only
2:47% of the instances). This mainly conrms that the quality of the initial
solution, as generated by the ISA() algorithm [65], is high (the related cinitw
tends to be close to the optimal shift cost). As conrmed by Table 5.5,
cost improvements exceeding 5% were especially likely in settings with low
service rates, or high variability in the service and abandonment processes.
Table 5.5 also provides more general insights into the optimal shift
cost, across the dierent parameter settings. As expected, cw increases as
the oered load increases, and the relative amplitude of the arrival process
increases. This is intuitive, as both factors imply that more capacity will be
needed to meet the customer service constraint. Abandonments, by contrast,
reduce the load on the system, and thus have a benecial impact on the
optimal shift cost. Furthermore, the stang interval length plays a role:
short stang intervals provide more exibility to the shift schedule, which
tends to lead to lower optimal costs.
Finally, as observed before, the computational eort (as measured by
the number of simulations performed) is highly sensitive to the size of the
solution space, with the stang interval length having a particularly large
impact.
5.5.3 Impact of the number of replications
Any inaccuracies in the estimated customer service may aect the solution
that is returned by the algorithm. In particular in steps 3 and 4 of Figure
5.5, nodes are fathomed based on the service level estimates, so inaccurate
estimates may cause the algorithm to settle at a wrong optimum. As we use
simulation to evaluate customer service, the estimation accuracy is impacted
by the number of replications R. In this section, we compare R = 100 versus
R = 2500, and assess the extent to which the dierence in accuracy aects
the computational eort required to run the algorithm to completion, and
the observed cost dierence at the nal solution, for those instances that
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were solved to optimality.
More specically, the dierence in computational eort is measured
through the number of simulation runs required (during the preprocessing
and tree exploration stages):
SIM  SIM(R = 100)  SIM(R = 2500): (5.8)
The cost dierence (in percent) is determined as:
cw 
cw(R = 100)  cw(R = 2500)
cw(R = 2500)
: (5.9)
Figure 5.9 shows that the dierence in computational eort varies widely
(with 5% and 95% percentiles equal to -662.4 and 251.4 respectively). We
measured CPU times2 of about 4 minutes on average for R = 100 (with
5% and 95% percentiles equal to 0.006 and 24.6 minutes respectively); for
R = 2500 the average was about 60 minutes (with 5% and 95% percentiles
equal to 0.1 and 377.5 minutes respectively).
The dierence in cost, by contrast, is far less outspoken: increasing
the number of replications has only a limited impact on the cost of the nal
solution (see Figure 5.10). Using R = 100 yields a cw that is 1.84% higher on
average (the 5% and 95% percentiles equal -1.69% and 7.14% respectively).
The lower accuracy for R equal to 100 gives rise to performance estimates
that tend to be more \noisy", compared to R = 2500. Because we impose a
strict bound on performance, such inaccuracies may cause overstang (for
R = 100). This explains the asymmetric distribution that can be observed
in Figure 5.10.
The time-average of the condence interval halfwidth around Pr(Wt >
) is about 4% on average (for R = 100) and 0.8% (for R = 2500). We found
that in 32.6% of the instances, the nal solutions obtained with R = 100
appear to be infeasible if they are evaluated with R = 2500. Though the
performance constraint was typically violated in only a limited number of
performance intervals, this shows that R should be large in settings where
the performance constraint is strict.
2All experiments were performed with general model settings, but adjusting the param-
eters in the simulation model (such as maximum array sizes) more to the problem setting
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ence in optimal shift cost
5.5.4 Impact of the initial solution
In all computational results shown so far, the initial solution was generated
by the ISA() algorithm [65]. As evident from the results, this initial solution
tends to be of high quality. In this section, we explore how a lower-quality
initial solution aects the number of simulations required to terminate the
algorithm, and the speed with which an estimated optimal solution is found.
Because the algorithm is stopped after a xed number of simulated nodes,
it is important that good feasible solutions are found quickly, even if their
is likely to reduce the CPU time notably. As such, these gures should be considered as
a rough indication of the computation time.
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optimality is not guaranteed. Ideally, the algorithm's speed in nding the
optimal solution should not be impacted too severely by the quality of the
initial solution.
The purpose of the initial feasible solution is twofold: it enables using
the fathoming rules dened in Section 5.4.2 (it provides a value for cinitw ), and
speeds up the search for the lower bound on the stang requirements (which
denes the root node of the tree). In this section, we apply an alternative
initial solution that is simpler to calculate (it requires no simulation runs)
but results in a higher initial shift cost. More specically, sinit is obtained
as the smallest stang vector that satises the delay probability constraint
(i.e.,  equal to 0) in a stationary M=M=s model with arrival rate max =
maxft : t 2 [0; T ]g. This vector is feasible in the correspondingMt=M=st+
M model (although it is probably very costly). In our experiments, the
feasibility remains valid for general service and abandonment times, due to
the large amount of excess capacity that is added due to the overly restrictive
assumptions that are used (i.e., no abandonments, the use of max and  equal
to 0).
Figure 5.11 contains the dierence in the total number of simulation
runs in the algorithm, for the instances that were solved to optimality (the
alternative initial solution is indicated by M=M=s). The gure reveals that
the total of simulations tends to be lower for ISA(). A paired t-test showed
that the dierence is signicant (with p < 0:01). As such, the simulation
runs required to determine the ISA() solution result in a more than propor-
tional reduction of the number of simulations needed to run the algorithm
to completion. The algorithm succeeds in nding good solutions quickly,
irrespective of the start solution: the dierences in total simulation eort
are generally small, even though the initial stang cost cinits corresponding
to the M=M=s-based solution may be substantially higher. Indeed, Table
5.6 shows that the best solution is typically found after a low number of
simulation runs for both initial solutions (though the algorithm may require
a substantial number of simulation runs to terminate).
Figure 5.12 provides further details on how the dierence in initial
stang cost aects the algorithm's performance. It shows the percentage of
test instances (solved to optimality), as a function of the dierence in initial
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Figure 5.11: Dierence in total number of simulations (M=M=s - ISA())
Min 5% percentile Median 95% percentile Max Average
ISA() 11 18 35 2977 22671 606.04
M=M=s 16 18 39 2997 22686 609.68
Table 5.6: Comparison: total number of simulations required to reach an esti-
mated optimum.
stang cost and the total number of simulations. The gure reveals that the
M=M=s-based solution outperforms the ISA() solution only if its stang
cost is close to that of the ISA() solution (note that this information is
not available in advance). In that case, determining the ISA() solution
is not worthwhile the additional simulation eort. The stang costs, how-
ever, often dier greatly: in 17% of instances, cinits (M=M=s) is more than
twice as large as cinits (ISA()). In those settings, the ISA() solution clearly
outperforms the M=M=s-based solution.
5.6 Conclusions and future research
We present an implicit enumeration approach to estimate optimal shift
schedules in terminating systems with nonstationary arrivals and service
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level constraints. The results show that the algorithm is ecient in exploring
the solution space, though the computational eort increases signicantly
as the number of stang intervals and the server requirements per interval
increase. Consequently, the algorithm is best suited for small-scale systems,
with a limited number of operators.
The algorithm is ecient and an estimated optimum is typically found
quickly (even if an inferior start solution is used). The algorithm does not
depend on a particular methodology to evaluate the service level constraints;
in principle, any type of methodology can be used. However, the quality of
the optimal solution proposed by the algorithm evidently depends on the
accuracy of the customer service estimates.
The optimal solution found by our method is an estimated optimum
because discrete-event simulation is used to estimate the service levels, and
because alternative optima for Problem (5.2-5.4) are not accounted for. As is
discussed in Section 5.4.2.2, the existence of alternative optima could cause
the algorithm to miss the optimum in settings with an exhaustive service
policy. This limitation especially holds for highly utilized systems with long
service times, because the exhaustive service policy is most prominent in
such settings. Though our approach cannot strictly guarantee the optimum
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in the exhaustive setting, it will converge to the optimal solution in systems
with a preemptive service policy (where service can be interrupted and the
customer in service rejoins the queue), as the number of replications grows
to innity. Our approach can be extended to more realistic problems by
replacing Problem (5.2-5.4) by dedicated scheduling or rostering algorithms.
However, as Problem (5.2-5.4) may be solved many times in our algorithm,
the eciency of these algorithms will be a key determinant of the total
computation time.
Two additional limitations of our model follow from the choice of the
objective function. First, server overtime is not included as a cost component
in the objective. The amount of overtime that follows from a schedule
can be signicant (especially if service times are long) and may need to be
monitored. Second, we expressed the shift cost in man-hours. It is known
that particular shift types tend to be more expensive (e.g., night or weekend
shifts), yet, our model only dierentiates between shifts based on the number
of man-hours they require.
In future research, we plan to use our method to evaluate the solution
quality of heuristic approaches available in the literature (such as [120, 122],
among others) and to extend the approach towards nonterminating settings.
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Epilogue
Nonstationary arrival patterns, where the customer arrival rate uctuates
over the course of a day, can be observed in many service organizations
(e.g., emergency departments, call centers, banks, and retail stores). In this
dissertation, we have studied how personnel capacity planning can be used
to control customer waiting times in the presence of time-varying demand
for service. Our main contributions |from an operational point of view|
can be found in Chapters 3 to 5.
First, we have looked into the issue of performance measurement in sys-
tems with nonstationary demand (i.e., how the time-varying waiting times
can be quantied). Our experiments in Chapter 3 provide insights that are
relevant for practitioners that are active in workforce planning: we found
that the use of discrete-event simulation models consistently delivers good
results and that simulation therefore provides a viable way to estimate cus-
tomer waiting times in systems with nonstationary demand. The speed-
accuracy trade-o of simulation is especially favorable in settings that do
not comply with theoretical assumptions that are common in the academic
literature (such as Poisson assumptions for service and abandonment pro-
cesses). As such, simulation can successfully support the capacity planning
process in this environment.
Next, we have put forward two methods for stang (Chapter 4) and
shift scheduling (Chapter 5). Our experiments in Chapter 4 revealed that the
service policy (exhaustive versus preemptive) has a notable impact on the
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system performance. Moreover, the exhaustive policy can lead to counterin-
tuitive eects in stang problems with short stang intervals, in particular
when the use of overtime is not penalized in the objective function (which
{surprisingly{ is common practice in the academic literature on nonstation-
ary arrival processes). The latter issue is particularly problematic when the
resulting stang levels are used as input in a shift scheduling algorithm. To
the best of our knowledge, our experiments are the rst to highlight this im-
pact. Developing methods that account for the overtime cost and that fully
acknowledge the impact of the service policy in the context of time-varying
arrival rates, are yet to be developed.
The scheduling algorithm presented in Chapter 5 exhibits some limi-
tations, that may require further research. Firstly, our method is intended
for small-scale systems with limited opening hours. Secondly, we used man-
hours as a proxy of schedule cost. Man-hours, however, do not allow to
make the full trade-o of labor cost and service (e.g., night shifts, week-
end shifts and overtime are typically more expensive). Likewise, the use
of atypical shift structures may induce dierent costs for the organization.
These considerations may aect the choice of a personnel schedule and may
call for continued research. On a nal note, we remark that although we
constructed a shift schedule based on a diverse set of shift types, we have
not elaborated on the practical point of view, i.e., how shift exibility can
be realized within service organizations. As discussed in Chapter 1, the
use part-time labor or so-called split shifts may provide organizations with
higher exibility for shift scheduling.
In spite of the contributions of this thesis, many challenges remain
for continued research. Taking a broader perspective to the problem, we
put forward the following main issues, which seem underexposed in current
research:
 Managing the uncertainties. Gans et al. [85] distinguish between
several types of uncertainty: process uncertainty captures the inherent
randomness of the problem. Parameter uncertainty expresses uncer-
tainty in the estimates of the distributional parameters (see Chapter
2). Model uncertainty relates to modeling assumptions, that cause
the model to be merely an approximation of reality (e.g., assuming an
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exponential distribution for the service process may be too stringent).
Our research has shown that model uncertainty should be monitored:
the experiments in Chapters 3 and 4 indicate that although stationary
approximations are appealing due to their simplicity, they are often too
crude to yield consistently good outcomes. Similarly, we found that
that the assumption regarding the service policy matters (see Chapter
3), and that approximating general distributions by the commonly
used exponential distribution is not advisable (see Chapter 4). Though
our research accounts for process uncertainty and fair degree of model
uncertainty (time-dependent arrival rates, general distributions for the
service process, customer abandonments, among others), our work is
limited in the sense that we did not include parameter uncertainty.
The development of robust optimization models that are capable of
handling dierent types of uncertainty provides a promising direction
for continued research and is increasing in popularity in the academic
literature (see e.g., [252, 105, 28, 29]).
 Moving toward integrated capacity planning. The suboptimal-
ity that is introduced by decoupling the dierent steps of the personnel
planning process (demand forecasting, stang, shift scheduling, ros-
tering), has motivated us to develop the integrated approach to stang
and shift scheduling (in Chapter 5). Similarly, it should be explored
how demand forecasting and rostering decisions can eciently be inte-
grated with stang and scheduling decisions, in models with nonsta-
tionary demand for service (though the problem complexity increases
severely). Some eorts have been made in this direction: e.g., Gans
et al. [86] introduced an integrated approach for forecasting, stang
and scheduling with time-varying demand and parameter uncertainty.
Integrated approaches for stang and rostering exist in airline crew
scheduling [27] and nurse rostering [151] (though these apply to deter-
ministic time-varying arrivals).
Furthermore, we emphasize that time-dependent arrivals are equally
relevant for determining the capacity of other resources (material, in-
frastructure, and other resources). For instance, Stolletz [224] analyze
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runway capacity at airports with time-dependent demand, and Zhang
et al. [259] develop an approach for long-term bed capacity planning,
that is inspired by the heuristics from the call center literature. This
shows that synergies may exist between the models developed for per-
sonnel and those targeting other resource types.
Lastly, we wish to re-emphasize that capacity planning is not the only ap-
proach for coping with time-varying demand: depending upon the actual
context, various demand management strategies can be applied to inuence
the arrival rates, such that they are more in line with the available capacity
(as discussed in Chapter 1). A joint strategy that includes both capacity
and demand management is advisable [147, 119, 215, 147]. This can be
done by, for instance, rst manipulating the arrival rate and then adjusting
capacity to the uctuations in smoothed demand (cf. the \Inuence" strat-
egy of Crandall and Markland [56], see Chapter 1). Achieving alignment
between demand management and capacity management (for personnel and
other resources) poses a broad-scope challenge for academics.
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Appendix A
Innite server oered load
for hypo-exponential and
two-phase Coxian
distributions
Let t represent the time-varying arrival rate function, such that it follows
a sine function with parameters a, b, and c. Formally,
t = a+ b sin

2t
c

;
with a equal to the time-average of t, b indicating the amplitude of the
sine, and c representing the period. The innite server oered load at a
given time t equals [99, 78]:
m1t =
Z t
 1
[1 Gt u]udu
=
Z t
 1

1 
Z t u
0
fxdx

udu ;
where G() is the cumulative distribution of the service process, and f()
indicates the corresponding PDF. The service process is characterized by
rate  and the squared coecient of variation C2.
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HYPO-EXPONENTIAL AND TWO-PHASE COXIAN DISTRIBUTIONS
The service process is modeled as a hypo-exponential, two-phase Cox-
ian or exponential distribution, depending on the value of C2. For further
details, see Creemers et al. [57]. For C2 < 1, the service distribution is ap-
proximated by a hypo-exponential distribution, consisting of Z exponential
phases with rate 1, followed by a single exponential phase with rate 2.
The number of phases Z is equal to [57]:
Z = dC 2e :
The parameters 1 and 2 can be obtained from
1 =
(Z   1) p(Z   1) (ZC2   1)
(1=) (1  C2) , and
2 =
1 +
p
(Z   1) (ZC2   1)
(1=) (1  ZC2 + C2) :
In our experiments, C2 equals 0.5, so Z equals 2. As a result, 1
equals 2, and as such, the service distribution is equivalent to an Erlang
distribution of two phases. The corresponding PDF, denoted f erl2() , can be
obtained from:
f erl2x = 
2
1xe
 1x :
A closed-form expression for the innite server oered load can be derived
for C2 = 0:5:
m1t =
Z t
 1

1 
Z t u
0
f erl2x dx

(a+ b sin(2u=c)) du
=
2
 
a((c1)
2 + 42)2   bc1(3(c1)2 + 42) cos(2tc ) + bc441 sin(2tc )

1((c1)2 + 42)2
:(A.1)
For C2 > 1, a two-phase Coxian distribution is used, consisting of a
single exponential phase with rate 1, followed by a second phase with rate
2; the latter will be performed with probability . The total service rate
can be decomposed by a scaling factor  (we used  = 0:5, as in Creemers
et al. [57]):
1 =


:
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The parameters 2 and  then can be obtained in terms of the parameters
, C2, and :
2 =
2 (  1)
(1=) (2  1  C2) and
 =
2 (  1)2
1 + C2   2 :
Because both phases are exponentially distributed, their PDFs can be ex-
pressed as:
f expo1x = 1e
 1x , and
f expo2x = 2e
 2x :
Both phases are executed with probability . The service process consists
of only the rst phase, with probability (1  ). The innite server oered
load for service times that follow a two-phase Coxian distribution, can then
be expressed as:
m1t =
Z t
 1



1 
Z t u
0
Z t u x
0
f expo1x f
expo2
y dydx

+ (1  )

1 
Z t u
0
f expo1x dx

a+ b sin

2u
c

du
= a

1
1
+

2

+
2bc sin t1
  42( 1 + ) + c22(1 + 2) 
42 + c221
  
42 + c222

 4b cos
2t
 
42 + c2
 
22 + 1(1 + 2)
 
42 + c221
  
42 + c222
 : (A.2)
In the computational experiment described in Section 5.5, Expressions
(A.1) and (A.2) serve to obtain the innite server oered load, as needed
for MOL.
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Relation between SIM-OAM
and SIM-OWM
The performance metrics obtained through SIM-OAM and SIM-OWM are
linked by the following relation:
E

Lip
Aip

=
E

Lip

E

Aip
   1
E

Aip
CovAip ; LipAip

: (B.1)
We make a distinction between (1) settings where capacity remains
constant and (2) settings where capacity is time-varying. If capacity remains
constant, Aip and
Lip
Aip
display a non-negative correlation: the number of
customers with an excessive wait will never decrease if the number of arrivals
in a given interval increases. Moreover, the correlation is likely to increase as
the threshold value for an excessive wait,  , decreases. For  !1, it holds
that Lip ! 0, for any given Aip . Thus, if the capacity remains constant, it
holds that:
E

L(ip)
A(ip)

 E[L(ip)]
E[A(ip)]
; (B.2)
as was also reported in Maman [173].
In theory, Cov

Aip ;
Lip
Aip

may be negative in some (exceptional) cases
if the capacity can uctuate over time (then, Expression B.2 does not hold).
A simplistic example of such a setting is plotted in Figure B.1: although
the number of arrivals is larger in the second replication, the ratio
L(ip)
A(ip)
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decreases due to the capacity increase. This may particularly occur in per-
formance intervals that precede a capacity change and if  is large (the eect
disappears if  = 0).
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=  0:5 < 0
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Appendix C
Impact of scaling factor on
algorithm convergence
Small system Large system
i=2 i 2i i2 i=2 i 2i i2
Number iterations
Phase I
10 6 4 6 17 13 15 12
Number iterations
Phase II
5 2 1 2 154 5 3 15
Total number
simulations
15 8 5 8 171 18 18 27
maxt2tpfPtg 0.095 0.090 0.090 0.090 0.100 0.099 0.099 0.100
Stang cost cs 72.50 74.25 74.25 74.00 2343.25 2296.00 2287.75 2394.25
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Rescaling of  (nite vs.
innite patience)
To allow for a fair comparison with ISA(), the value of  needs to be
rescaled for the LAGSIPP SRS and MOL SRS heuristics. Recall that we
focus on virtual waiting times in the ISA() approach (i.e., the waiting time
of a ctive customer with innite patience), hence  represents the target for
the virtual probability of excessive waiting. LAGSIPP SRS and MOL SRS,
however, are based on the waiting time of a customer with nite patience,
which implies that waiting times may be lower due to customer abandon-
ment. Let W it , W
f
t and L represent the innite patience waiting time, the
nite patience waiting time and the time-to-abandon random variable. The
relation between the innite patience probability of excessive waiting and the
nite patience probability of excessive waiting can be expressed as follows:
Pr(W ft > ) = 1  Pr(W ft  ) (D.1)
= 1  Pr(min(W it ; L)  ) (D.2)
= 1  Pr(W it   [ L  ) (D.3)
= 1   Pr(W it  ) + Pr(L  )  Pr(W it  ) Pr(L  ) :(D.4)
Or, alternatively,
Pr(W it > ) =
Pr(W ft  )
1  Pr(L  ) : (D.5)
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As such, a target  for Pr(W it > ) corresponds to 
0 = (1  Pr(L 
)) for Pr(W ft > ).
Though Expression D.1 remains valid for general distributions, we as-
sume exponentially distributed abandonments, to comply with theM=M=s+
M assumption that is made by using the Garnett delay function in the
LAGSIPP SRS and MOL SRS heuristics. In our computational experi-
ment, only LAGSIPP SRS and MOL SRS require this rescaling. Although
LAGSIPP CF and MOL CF also assume nite patience, rescaling  is
not required: W ft and W
i
t are equal because abandonments do not occur
(the Mt=G=st + G queue is approximated by a series of M=M=s queues).
LAGSIPP SIM and MOL SIM are determined by a simulation model that
uses virtual waiting times.
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Bounds
Lower bound (LB). The LB is determined as follows: in each stang in-
terval is, s
LB
is
is set equal to the smallest capacity level that is needed to meet
the performance constraint, assuming that innite capacity is available in
all other stang intervals. Ingolfsson et al. [122] suggest a similar approach,
but start from an empty system. While Ingolfsson et al. [122] use bisection
search to obtain sLBis for each is, we opt to make unit-size decreases starting
from the feasible (heuristic) solution sinitis obtained through ISA()); as s
init
is
tends to be relatively tight, we found that this approach nds the lower
bound with fewer evaluations than bisection search. Note that, for   s,
it suces to set sLB equal to 1 (assuming that at least 1 server should be
available at all times): as  spans multiple stang intervals, the capacity
shortage in any given interval is compensated by the innite capacity in the
following interval.
Upper bound (UB). The vector sUB contains an upper bound on the
stang requirement in each stang interval. It is constructed based on the
initial shift cost cinitw . For each interval is, the cheapest shift that can be
active in that interval is selected. Let this shift be represented by jmin, with
shift cost cjmina . The upper bound in interval is is then determined as the
largest number of shifts j that can be active that yields a total stang cost
of at most cinitw :
sUBis =
$
cinitw
cjmina
%
;8is 2 Is :
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APPENDIX E. BOUNDS
All solutions for which sis > s
UB
is
in at least one stang interval yield a
stang cost that exceeds cinitw , and should not be considered in the search
tree.
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Appendix F
Shift specications
Stang interval length Shift specication
(number of shifts) fstart time, end time, start time breakg
s = 240 (W = 5) f0; 4; g, f4; 8; g, f8; 12; g, f0; 8; g, f4; 12; g
s = 120 (W = 12) f0; 4; g, f2; 6; g, f4; 8; g, f6; 10; g, f8; 12; g,
f0; 6; g, f2; 8; g, f4; 10; g, f6; 12; g, f0; 8; g,
f2; 10; g, f4; 12; g
s = 60 (W = 45) f0; 4; g, f1; 5; g, f2; 6; g, f3; 7; g, f4; 8; g,
f5; 9; g, f6; 10; g, f7; 11; g, f8; 12; g, f0; 6; 2g,
f1; 7; 3g, f2; 8; 4g, f3; 9; 5g, f4; 10; 6g, f5; 11; 7g,
f6; 12; 8g, f0; 6; 3g, f1; 7; 4g, f2; 8; 5g, f3; 9; 6g,
f4; 10; 7g, f5; 11; 8g, f6; 12; 9g, f0; 6; 4g, f1; 7; 5g,
f2; 8; 6g, f3; 9; 7g, f4; 10; 8g, f5; 11; 9g, f6; 12; 10g,
f0; 8; 3g, f1; 9; 4g, f2; 10; 5g, f3; 11; 6g, f4; 12; 7g,
f0; 8; 4g, f1; 9; 5g, f2; 10; 6g, f3; 11; 7g, f4; 12; 8g,
f0; 8; 5g, f1; 9; 6g, f2; 10; 7g, f3; 11; 8g, f4; 12; 9g
Table F.1: Shift specications (all breaks are assumed to be 1 hour). W represents
the size of the shift set for problem instances with stang interval
length s
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